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5.2.5 


From: Bancroft, James [mailto:jbancroft@davis.ca]  
Sent: February-12-14 12:21 PM 


To: Erika Deines 
Cc: Paul Conway 


Subject: FW: Provincial Court Mediation Program  


 
Hello Paul and Erika; 
  
I'm attaching a copy of an e-mail that I received from Monica Kreiner this morning.  She called me 
toward the end of last week and we have been trading voicemail messages for a few days.  I finally 
caught up with her this morning and we had a good chat. The main issue that she and other mediators 
in Grand Prairie would like to raise with the Board of ADRIA is that they do not feel that the 
compensation paid to mediators under the Provincial Court Mediation Program is sufficient for the work 
that is being done. Her e-mail sets out some research that she has done and is a good outline of the 
compensation levels being paid by Alberta Justice. 
  
I indicated to her that I agreed with the general principal that she puts forward and I empathize with her 
and other mediators who feel that they are not being adequately compensated in the Provincial Court 
Mediation Program.  However, (and Erika, I think that you were at a town hall meeting in Calgary with 
me about a year and a half ago),  Sandra Schultz, who was heading up the program for Alberta Justice at 
that time, was very blunt in saying that there was no additional funding to increase the compensation 
for mediators under that program.  I mentioned this to Monica and I also told her that, at least in 
Calgary, I have been approached by young mediators who would do anything to get into the Provincial 
Court Mediation Program, and would do it for free, just to get mediation experience.  My understanding 
of the situation is that there will be no increase in funding for that program.  
  
After Sandra Schultz got appointed to the court as a Master in Chambers, I had the impression that her 
position was not filled but perhaps one of you can bring me up to speed on that issue. I would 
appreciate your thoughts on whether it is time for further discussion of this issue with the government.  
My general sense is that we will not get anywhere but, that doesn't mean that we can’t put it on the 
table for further discussion. I indicated to Monica that I would get back to her after I had made a few 
inquiries and I think that this is something that we may want to put in our Newsletter at some point in 
the not-too-distant future just to reaffirm to our members that we are working on their behalf. 
  
Jim 
  
  
  
From: Monica Kreiner [mailto:moniyasko@gmail.com]  


Sent: February-12-2014 10:59 AM 
To: Bancroft, James 


Subject: Civil Mediation 
  
Jim, thanks for the chat with me this morning.  It’s good to know that you understand the issue of the 
need to value mediators for the work that they do.  I look forward to hearing about your discussion at 
the board level of what ADRIA can do in terms of advocating for the professional compensation of 
mediators with Alberta Justice and elsewhere.   
  



mailto:jbancroft@davis.ca

mailto:moniyasko@gmail.com





I promised you some numbers and here they are.  Feel free to share them. 
  
How Alberta Justice Currently Values Mediators in the Civil Court Program 
  
Mediators at the civil court are currently paid $75 mediation using the co-mediation model.  Most 
mediations are half a day.  That would mean $150/day. 
  
Hypothetically, if mediators worked full time for this salary, here’s how much it would be annually: 
  
$150/day for 5 days a week for 50 weeks per year (50 allows for 2 weeks of annual vacation) = 37,500 
Subtract from that 12 statutory holidays (150X12=1800) to get 35,700 
Government salaries come with at least 15% benefits (usually more) so subtract 4,657 to get 31,043 
  
Looking at the Government of Alberta salary grid looking at bi-weekly pay for a 36 ¼ hour week available 
at http://www.chr.alberta.ca/Practitioners/?file=agreements/subsid1/schb-current&cf=325319 (31043 
would be 1194 bi-weekly) this amount could be found in all the pay grades below 12.  Looking at the 
current master agreement for Local 001 – Administrative and Support Services available at 
http://www.aupe.org/my-union/government-services/government-services-collective-agreements/ the 
only job description that would be paid this amount would be an entry level Administrative Support I. 
  
Conclusion:  Mediators in the Civil Court Program are being paid at the same level as entry level 
Administrative Support I workers with the Government of Alberta. 
  
Mediators who work in the Government of Alberta fulltime are in a classification called Human Services 
Worker 5 described at 
(http://www.chr.alberta.ca/Practitioners/?file=class/prep/sub6/profiles/065hs03&cf=755#working).   
The bi-weekly salary range for these workers is between 2278 and 2944 as per the collective agreement 
available at http://www.aupe.org/my-union/government-services/government-services-collective-
agreements/ .  Add 15% benefits to this (a conservative estimate) and the salary calculates to between 
131 and 169 per half day.   
  
Conclusion: To pay mediators in the Civil Court program comparable to full-time mediators with the 
Government of Alberta, the honoraria should be approximately $150 per person per half day 
mediation.   
  
  


Monica Kreiner 


Moniyasko Consulting 
Grande Prairie, AB 
Moniyasko@gmail.com 
http://www.moniyasko.ca/ 
780-978-8616 
  
This e-mail and any attachment(s) are confidential and may be privileged. 
If you are not the intended recipient please notify me immediately by 
return e-mail, delete this e-mail and do not copy, use or disclose it. 
Please advise us if you do not want to receive unencrypted e-mails. 
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ADRIA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES 


SATURDAY APRIL 5, 2014 


OFFICES OF DAVIS LLP - CALGARY 


Attending: Jim Bancroft, Q.C.; Joanne Munro, C. Med; Wendy Hassen, C. Med; Dolores 


Herman, Q. Med; Deborah Howes, C. Arb; Stan Galbraith, C. Med; Barrie Marshall, Q.C.; Mike 


Hokanson, LLB; Chuck Smith, Q. Med; Paul Conway  


Regrets: Don Goodfellow, Q.C. 


 


MEETING COMMENCES: 8:38 a.m., April 5, 2014 


 


1.0 Welcome 


The President, Jim Bancroft, welcomed the other Board Members, and the new Executive 


Director, Paul Conway, to the meeting.  


Mr. Bancroft further offered congratulations to Mr. Conway on his appointment as Executive 


Director,  


1.1 Review of Agenda Items and Addition of Any Items 


At the suggestion of Deborah Howes, it was agreed that agenda items 3.1, 3.2, 4.5, and 4.6 


would be dealt with collectively as part of the report of the Governance Committee. 


Further, at the suggestion of Wendy Hassen, it was agreed that there would be a review of 


ADRIA's cheque signing procedures with a view to adopting a more streamlined process in this 


regard.  This item was added to agenda item 4.1.1, Treasurers Report.  


 


2.0 Minutes of Previous Meetings 


The President pointed out that there were typographical errors (a missing "A" in the fourth 


bulleted item at page 4 and a missing "i" in the "in" under the heading "Board Motion" at page 8) 


in the minutes of January 18, 2014. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


Moved by Wendy Hassen, and seconded by Dolores Herman, to approve the minutes of the 


meetings of December 18/19, 2013, January 18, 2014 (as amended), and January 29, 2014.  


Approved unanimously.  
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3.0 Actions Arising from Previous Minutes (Old Business) 


Agenda Items 3.1, 3.2, 4.5, and 4.6 Deborah Howes, Chair of the Governance Committee, 


delivered her report attached to these minutes.  Ms Howes summarized the recommended actions 


for the board, set out at page 1 of the report, and the ongoing initiatives of the Committees, set 


out at page 2.  She further advised that there were two further items the Board has underway, 


namely, (6) the need for an Executive Committee and (7) an evaluation of whether the regional 


designations committees are committees of the Board. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes, and seconded by Joanne Munro, to approve the nominating 


committee comprised of Deborah Howes, Paul Conway, and Michael Hokanson  Approved 


unanimously. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes, and seconded by Dolores Herman, to approve the 


recommendations about the conduct of meetings (attached to the Governance Committee 


Report). Approved unanimously. 


Board members agreed respecting the value of "brainstorming" (i.e. open discussions during a 


suspension of Roberts Rules of Order) provided that parameters or guidelines were set to ensure 


that these brainstorming sessions do not otherwise disrupt the schedule of the meetings.   


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes, and seconded by Wendy Hassen, to authorize the Governance 


Committee to rewrite the Board Policies, within 1 "Board" year, with a goal of using language 


that promotes the goals and values of ADRIA and provides clarity to the relationship, goals, and 


policies of the organization (language slightly modified from Governance Committee Report).  


Approved unanimously. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


Any comments on the rewritten Board Policies to be provided by other Board members to the 


Governance Committee. 
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BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes, and seconded by Joanne Munro, to implement an annual Board 


calendar from the AGM 2014 forward, in the format attached to the Governance Committee 


Report.  Approved unanimously.   


The Board members agreed that the format of the calendar would be of assistance to Board 


members, committees, and candidates for positions, in terms of setting their schedules.  It was 


further agreed that it may also be helpful to add to the calendar "Q1" from the following year 


given the value of planning 18 months into the future.   


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes, and seconded by Joanne Munro, to approve the additional 


by-law changes for a presentation to the members at the AGM (note: ADRIC director by-laws 


having already been approved) – see by-law changes at pages 1 and 2 of attached Governance 


Committee Report.  Approved unanimously.  


 


3.2 Complaints Policy/Dispute Resolution (Agenda Item 4.3 from November 25, 2013, 


Meeting) 


This Agenda Item was tabled to the next Board of Directors meeting.   


 


4.5 Nominating Committee (Board Member terms).  


The biographical sketches of the three candidates nominated by the Nominating Committee, 


namely, Joanne Munro, Jeffery Jessamine, and Angela Boyes (attached to these minutes), were 


reviewed. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes, and seconded by Dolores Herman, that the board accept the 


following nominations for election as Elected Directors under by-law 4.4 and ask the Executive 


Director to send these nominations to each full member at least 45 days before the AGM as part 


of the nomination process: 


 3 year term 
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1 Joanne Munro, Mediator and Educator, Edmonton 


2 Angela Boyes, Mediator, Fort MacMurray 


3 Jeff Jessamine, Arbitrator, Edmonton 


 


Approved unanimously (Joanne Munro abstaining). 


 


Deborah Howes also reported that the Governance Committee is working on the agenda for the 


board orientation meeting in June and urged everyone to attend that meeting.  She further 


reminded the board that she is stepping off the Governance Committee unless she is asked to stay 


on in that regard.  She further expressed her willingness to do so.  This is a matter to be 


addressed by the new board.  


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes, and seconded by Stan Galbraith, that the Board accept the 


following nominations for election as National Director under the ADRIC by-laws and ask the 


ED to send this nomination to each full member at least 45 days for the AGM as part of the 


nomination process: Charles Smith, mediator, Fort McMurray.  Approved unanimously (Chuck 


Smith abstaining). 


 


DISCUSSION: 


Dolores Herman raised the issue as to whether the term of the ADRIC director should be decided 


by ADRIA as opposed to the by-laws of ADRIC given the value of ADRIA preserving its 


autonomy in such matters.  Chuck Smith pointed out the value of continuity to the conduct of 


ADRIC business affairs served by the multi year terms contemplated by the ADRIC by-laws.  


Deborah Howes indicated that she has requested a copy of the ADRIC by-laws with  view to 


obtaining the job description and requirements of the ADRIC director.   


 


BOARD MOTION 


It is moved by Deborah Howes, and seconded by Stan Galbraith, that ,under by-Law 4.6.11, the 


board appoint Dolores Herman and Jim Bancroft as scrutineers for the 2014 election of directors.  


Approved unanimously (Dolores Herman and Jim Bancroft abstaining).  
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3.3 ADRIC Code of Ethics and Conduct (agenda item 3.1 from January 18, 2014 meeting)  


Chuck Smith pointed out that the current Code of Ethics applies only to Chartered Mediators and 


Qualified Mediators and not to either Chartered Arbitrators or Qualified Arbitrators. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes, and seconded by Dolores Herman, to lift Stan Galbraith's motion 


(Agenda Item 3.1 from January 18, 2014 meeting minutes) from the table for discussion.  


Approved unanimously. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Stan Galbraith and seconded by Deborah Howes that ADRIA request ADRIC to 


update its Code of Ethics and Conduct for its membership.  Approved unanimously. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


The President to advise ADRIC that this motion has been passed and that Chuck Smith further 


agrees to raise the matter at the April 23 ADRIC Board meeting. 


President advised the Board that there would be a round table conference call between the 


regional presidents and the ADRIC Board President on the 29th of April at which time there 


would be a discussion of various matters of common interest to these bodies.  Further advised 


that it is the intent of ADRIC to convene such conference calls on a quarterly basis. 


 


3.4.1/3.4/2 Terms of Reference:  Regional Chartered Mediator Accreditation Committee and 


Regional Chartered Arbitrator Accreditation Committee  


Deborah Howes reported that these were going to be looked at and recommendations made – 


tabled to the next meeting 


 


3.5 Q. Med and C. Med Definitions 


3.5.1 Designations and Review Motions 
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BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Dolores Herman, and seconded by Deborah Howes, that the ADRIA board of 


directors, through its national director, Chuck Smith, ask the ADRIC Board of Directors to have 


removed the words "or after" from the "III Skills Assessment, Part A" of the ADRIC document 


Principles, Criteria, Protocol, Competencies for the designation Chartered Mediator September 


2011.  Approved unanimously.  (See discussion set out in attachment to these minutes)  


 


BOARD MOTION 


It is moved by Dolores Herman, and seconded by Stan Galbraith, that the ADRIA board of 


directors replace the length of time a formal mediation assessment can be used as part of a C. 


Med application to two years from three years.  Discussion of this item reflected in the 


attachment to these minutes.  Approved unanimously. 


Joanne Munro advised that the information booklet for the C. Med and Q. Med designations had 


been updated in accordance with the January 18 Meeting Minutes. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


This item also to be included in the letter to be sent by the President to ADRIC. 


Mike Hokanson recommended a similar examination of the process respecting the C. Med and C. 


Arb  designations. 


 


3.6 AAMS/ADRIA Relations (Agenda Item 4.4 from the November 25, 2013 Board 


Meeting) 


Mike Hokanson reminded the board that the previous Draft Memorandum of Understanding 


between AAMS and ADRIA was considered to be too formal and legalistic although it was 


recognized that there needed to be a statement identifying the parameters of the relationship.  He 


advised that he and Eric McAvity had had discussions in this regard and had exchanged drafts, 


the latest version of which is attached to these minutes.  Paul Conway and Barrie Marshall 


suggested the deletion of the words "despite their differences".  It was also suggested that there 


be a brief introductory explanation of the historical evolution of AAMS and ADRIA.   


 


ACTION ITEM 
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Mike Hokanson and Eric McAvity to finalize the language for this Memorandum of 


Understanding and put it on the agenda for the next meeting. 


 


3.7 Directors and Officers Insurance (from Agenda Item 4.7 from the November 25, 2013 


Board Meeting) 


The ED reported that AON's representative, Katherine Tyssen had confirmed that instructors and 


coaches would be covered under ADRIA's commercial liability insurance (see attachment to 


these minutes).   


 


ACTION ITEM 


The ED to follow up on obtaining or confirming coverage for coaches and instructors while they 


are providing training to our members.  


 


3.8  ED Report on New Operational Structure (Agenda Item 4.5 from November 25, 2013 


Meeting) 


Dealt with as part of the ED's report, Agenda Item 4.4. 


 


3.9 Privacy Legislation 


The ED reported that ADRIC has a National Privacy Policy and that this needs to be put up on 


ADRIA's website.  He further reported that measures have been taken to ensure that the 


requirements of the National Privacy Policy are being observed. 


 


ACTION ITEM 


The ED to contact the office of the Privacy Commissioner to arrange for the Privacy 


Commissioner to provide an informational session or sessions to the staff of ADRIA.  


 


ACTION ITEM 


A draft policy to be available for Board review and approval at the June Board meeting. 


 


3.10 ADRIC Administration Policy for NGS Programs (Agenda Item 3.7 from January 18 


Board meeting) 
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See attachments 3.10.1, 3.10.2, and 3.10.3  


 


 


3.11 ADRIC Board Minutes February 20, March 20 (ADRIC Board teleconference Meeting 


April 24th) 


Chuck Smith reported that there were no ADRIC Board meetings on either the 20th of February 


or the 20th of March and that the last ADRIC Board meeting was on the 24th/25th of January, 


2014.  The minutes of the ADRIC Board of Directors meeting on those dates are attached to 


these minutes.   


Mr. Smith advised that, respecting 9a in his report, that the ED would be serving as a member of 


this committee.  Respecting 9C in his report he indicated that, respecting the various conferences 


held by ADRIC, money had been made in the major centers but not in the smaller centers.  The 


next meeting would be held on the 23rd and 24th of October in Montreal.  Respecting Item 14 in 


his report  Mr. Smith advised that the $30,000 in marketing costs had been designated by ADRIC 


and that some of this money could well be applied to market the Q. and C. designations. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


Chuck Smith to raise with ADRIC at the next ADRIC meeting the possible use of some of the 


marketing budget to market the Q. and C. designations. 


 


3.12 Strategic Plan promulgated by "On Board" (Deferred) 


Wendy Hassen reported that the last edition of "On Board" did not deal with strategic planning 


but it would be dealt with in the next "On Board".   


 


3.13 Dashboard 


Tabled to next meeting. 


 


3.14 Arbitration Designation Committee (Agenda Item 4.2.1 from January 18, 2014 meeting) 


Barrie Marshall reported that he had had his discussion with the Chair of the C. Arb. 


Designations Committee, John Welbourn and that the content of that discussion is reflected in  


his letter of the 4th of March, 2014 attached to these minutes.  
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3.15 Replacement of Jim Willson in Arbitration and Mediation Designation Committees 


Tabled to next meeting. 


 


4.0 Reports 


4.1 Treasurer's Report 


Mike Hokanson summarized the content of his report attached to these minutes.  


Mike Hokanson also spoke to the need for a more comprehensive and effective policy regarding 


cheque runs and payments.  In this regard, Deborah Howes reported on her experience with 


another board and how that board coped with the logistical difficulties, unnecessary "red tape", 


and added expenses associated with the requirement for original signatures.  She pointed out the 


utility of permitting the ED to process payment for accounts payable for payments which 


ADRIA is contractually bound to make or expense submissions which are otherwise compliant 


with expense policy provided a cover sheet summarizing the cheques going out is sent for 


approval by the treasurer for audit purposes. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It was moved by Mike Hokanson, and seconded by Wendy Hassen, that the Board approve the 


following Policy statement: The ED is able to process payment for accounts payable without 


requiring individual invoice approval where: 


- the board has approved a contract 


-  the board has entered into a contract for operating standard services (eg. utilities, 


phone, garbage etc.) 


- the expense falls under a Board approved policy (eg. travel expenses) 


Approved unanimously. 


 


ACTION ITEM 


ED and staff to move forward with discussions with the accountant respecting the 


implementation of operational matters consistent with the above new policy.  
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The ED also advised that he and the treasurer recognized the need for a better presentation of 


financial information to the Board (eg. pie charts need to have a more specific breakdown of the 


information presented) and would do so in the future. 


 


 


 


4.2 ADRIA Search and Appoint Fee Schedule Agenda Items 4.2 and 4.2.2 from January 18 


2014 Meeting) 


Discussions between the ED and Mary Anne Harnick, the ED of ADRIC, are reflected in the 


exchange of emails attached to these meeting minutes.   


 


ACTION ITEM 


ED to go back to Ms. Harnick and advise her that it is the Board's view that the ED (Mr. 


Conway) be the representative for Alberta.  


 


4.3 2014 Conference/AGM  


Dealt with as Agenda Item 7.1 


The agenda and notification respecting the 2014 AGM is attached to these minutes.  


 


4.4 ED report  


The Executive Directors report is attached to these minutes.  Respecting membership, the ED 


reported that he would like to be providing better information respecting a breakdown of 


membership by area.   Deborah Howes suggested that a breakdown by designation would also be 


helpful.  Wendy Hassen also suggested inclusion of information with respect to retention rates.  


 


ACTION ITEMS 


ED to provide bar charts in addition to pie chart information and, further, will attempt to provide 


the type of information requested by Ms. Howes and Ms. Hassen.  The ED will also adopt the 


policy of soliciting members who renew their memberships as to why they have renewed and 


inquiring as to whether there is anything ADRIA could be doing to better service their needs.   
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4.6 Results of the Board's Self Evaluation Survey  


Dolores Herman presented the tabulated results of the 2014 Board Self Evaluation and it 


specifically identified those areas requiring board attention (the tabulated results are attached to 


these minutes with those areas requiring attention).   Ms. Herman also spoke about the 


limitations of the survey program which she used and suggested use of either Survey Monkey or 


an alternate surveyed program in the future.  Mike Hokanson spoke about the fact that only 7 of 


10 board members responded and stressed the importance of full participation in such surveys. 


 


Ms. Herman also requested that, if any board members have suggestions with respect to further 


or alternative survey questions she would be pleased to consider them for future surveys.  


 


5.0 New Business 


5.1 Memorandum of Understanding with Hekima Institute of Peace Studies and International 


Relations, Kenya  


The ED reported that this will be discussed with ADRIC.  Tabled to next meeting. 


 


5.2 Court Mediation Fees  


An extensive discussion took place with respect to concerns expressed to the President and Vice 


President by ADR members from Grande Prairie with respect to the $75 fee being paid to 


mediators participating in the Alberta Justice Provincial Court Mediation Program. 


The question raised for discussion was: Is it properly the business of ADRIA to be advocating to 


governmental authorities or to any group respecting compensation for mediators (our ADR 


profession) in order to fulfill our Vision, Mission and Values? 


Ideas shared in “Brainstorm” session: 


 This is related to the value of Designations (CMed/ARb, QMed/ARb) 


 The Provincial Government is currently evaluating the Provincial Court Mediation 


Process ADRIA should have a role in making specific recommendations – be at the table 


 Business opportunities for ADRIA (rosters) 


 Influence an increased profile/value of the profession 


 What are other regions doing? 


 Reform initiatives in Family Justice (and in other areas of government) underway 
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 Do we raise the question around lobby to be a regulated profession? 


 We need to consider that there are individuals who are prepared to do these mediations 


gratuitously.   


The Board agreed that promoting the value of mediation and, by inference, remuneration for 


such services, is an area in which ADRIA needs to be involved in order to fulfill ADRIA’s 


vision, mission and values. 


 


The following Actions were suggested: 


1. ADRIA needs to be actively involved in the review and revamping of the Provincial 


Court Mediation Process 


2. Strike an ADRIA committee to: 


 Conduct research about mediation compensation and pro-bono work including 


contacting other professional organizations to determine their practices 


 Prepare a white paper for discussion about the matter 


 Engage ADRIA members in discussion and obtain their input 


 Provide the Board with a final report 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes seconded by Stan Galbraith that the ED be appointed to liaise 


with the Government of Alberta to explore opportunities for ADRIA in the Government of 


Alberta's review of the dispute resolution processes of Alberta Justice.  Approved unanimously. 


 


ACTION ITEM 


The ED to speak with and obtain the input of AAMS and any other individuals as he sees fit with 


respect to the above.  


 


ACTION ITEM 


Wendy Hassen and Joanne Munro to develop a terms of reference to be circulated for the 


committee to study compensatory and pro bono mediation work.  Joanne Munro and Wendy 


Hassen have agreed to serve on this committee.  An invitation is to be extended at the AGM to 


the membership for further participation on this committee.   
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5.3  Future "On Board" Issues 


Wendy and Paul will develop an ON BOARD communicating the Strategic Plan and seeking 


volunteers for the committee – to go out in a few weeks. 


 


6.0 Other Items 


6.1 There were no other items 


 


7.0 Board Calendar Review 


7.1 AGM and Conference  


May 22, 23 Board of Directors June 20, 21 Board of Directors September 26, 27 Deborah Howes 


reminded the Board that By-Law 3.1 sets out what is to be covered.:  


- Reports from the President, ED, and Treasurer - a common report to be prepared 


in this regard and delivered by the President 


- Auditors' report 


- Elections and announcements 


 


ACTION ITEM 


A PowerPoint presentation to be prepared showing, for example, persons obtaining their Q and C 


Designations as well as those persons having participated in the various education programs.  


 


MEETING ADJOURNED: 2:10 p.m., April 5, 2014 
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 ADR Institute of Alberta


 Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual
 January through February 2014


Jan - Feb Budget $ Over Budget % of Budget


Income


Membership Fees Net of ADRIC 13,327 21,420 -8,093 62%


Other Membership Services 19,726 23,240 -3,514 85%


Professional Development 116,021 118,355 -2,334 98%


Designation 0 475 -475 0%


Accreditation 0 0 0 0%


Other Income 0 50 -50 0%


Total Income 149,074 163,540 -14,466 91%


Expense


Member Services 2,716 11,500 -8,784 24%


Professional Development 35,995 71,860 -35,865 50%


Designation 0 400 -400 0%


Operations 58,923 58,141 782 101%


Board of Directors 2,375 1,612 763 147%


Total Income 100,009 143,513 -43,504 70%


Net Income 49,065 20,027 29,038 245%
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ADR INSTITUTE OF CANADA 


PRIVACY POLICY OVERVIEW
Enacted 2007


PRIVACY STATEMENT


The ADR Institute of Canada (“ADR Canada”) is a non-profit organization committed to providing leadership in 
the development and promotion of dispute resolution services in Canada. This privacy statement describes ADR 
Canada’s commitment to the privacy of its members, clients and customers. 


I. PURPOSE


It is consistent with the core values of ADR Canada, and thus constitutes the policy of ADR Canada, to protect the 
personal information of its employees, clients, customers and members and other individuals whose personal 
information it handles (collectively, “Individuals”).  ADR Canada recognizes that effective systems and measures 
to protect such personal information are important to safeguarding the interests of Individuals who share their 
information with ADR Canada.  The purpose of this privacy policy (the “Policy”) is to establish common rules to 
govern the collection, use and disclosure of personal information by ADR Canada, in a manner that balances an 
Individual’s right to privacy with the need of ADR Canada to collect, use or disclose personal information for 
purposes that a reasonable person would consider appropriate in the circumstances, in accordance with applicable 
privacy laws (“Privacy Laws”).


In this Policy, ADR Canada includes the National office and six regional affiliates engaged in the development, 
promotion and administration of dispute resolution services in Canada, the provision of information and skill 
building tools and services for practitioners and users of ADR services, development and implementation of national 
standards, a code of ethics and complaint procedures for ADR professionals, training and trainers, national 
accreditation for mediator and arbitrators, course approval and training and special benefits to members. 


If you have any questions about this privacy statement, or ADR Canada’s policies and practices, please contact ADR 
Canada at:


ADR Institute of Canada, Inc. 
Suite 500 
234 Eglinton Avenue East,
Toronto, Ontario
M4P 1K5


Attention:  Mary Anne Harnick, Chief Privacy Officer


Toll Free Tel: 1-877-475-4353
Tel: 1-416-487-4733
Fax: 1-416-487-4429
Email: privacy@adrcanada.ca, or


admin@adrcanada.ca


Privacy law is a new and rapidly evolving area.  This privacy statement is subject to periodic review to maintain its 
accuracy and compliance with applicable law.  Any updates to this privacy statement will be posted on this Web 
site.
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ADR CANADA’S ’S COMMITMENT TO PRIVACY


Commitment #1:  Accountability


ADR Canada is responsible for all personal information in its possession or control, including any personal 
information transferred to third parties for processing.  ADR Canada has established policies and practices to give 
effect to this privacy statement and has designated a Chief Privacy Officer, whose contact information is set out 
above, to be accountable within the organization for ADR Canada’s compliance with this privacy statement and the 
applicable privacy laws.


Commitment #2:  Identifying Purposes for Collecting Personal Information


ADR Canada will identify to an individual the purposes for which it collects, uses and communicates or discloses 
personal information (the “Purposes”), before or at the time the information is collected, or where the information is 
to be used or communicated or disclosed for a new purpose, before that use or communication or disclosure.  The 
Purposes will generally include:


(a) determining and documenting an applicant’s eligibility for accreditation (chartering);
(b) understanding, administering, selling products and services that meet member, client or customer ADR 


needs;
(c) processing any payments made by clients for ADR Canada products and services; collecting any amounts 


owing by members or clients under any goods or services transactions; and investigating, pursuing and 
adjudicating any collections and/or damages claims relating to members, clients or customers;


(d) communicating with members, clients or customers in connection with the foregoing purposes; 
(e) offering members, clients and customers new products and services that may be of interest to them 


(provided that members and clients have not opted out of receiving such offers); and
(f) investigating complaints about members.


Commitment #3:  Obtaining Consent


ADR Canada will make a reasonable effort to advise an individual as to how personal information will be used or 
communicated or disclosed by ADR Canada.  Generally, ADR Canada will obtain an individual’s consent to the 
collection, use and communication or disclosure of personal information for the Purposes before or at the time it 
collects the information.  A member, client or customer’s consent may be express or implied, depending on the 
sensitivity of the information.  


Commitment #4:  Limits on the Collection of Personal Information


ADR Canada limits the collection of personal information to that which is necessary for the Purposes it has 
identified.  ADR Canada will only collect personal information by fair and lawful means.  ADR Canada will not 
collect personal information from any third party without an individual’s consent unless the collection is clearly in 
the individual’s interest and ADR Canada is unable to obtain consent in a timely way, or as otherwise permitted by 
law.


Commitment #5:  Limits on the Use, Communication or Disclosure and Retention of Personal Information


ADR Canada will only use, communicate or disclose and retain personal information for the Purposes identified in 
its policy.  ADR Canada will identify any third parties to whom personal information will be communicated or 
disclosed at the time of collection and obtain an individual’s consent to such communication or disclosure.  


ADR Canada will keep a record of an individual’s personal information in a file specific to him or her.  ADR 
Canada will use, communicate or disclose and retain personal information only for as long as is necessary to fulfil 
the Purposes of its policy or as otherwise permitted or required by law.  ADR Canada has established minimum and 
maximum retention periods and procedures for retaining and destroying personal information.
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Commitment #6:  Accuracy of Personal Information


ADR Canada will use reasonable efforts to keep personal information as accurate, complete and up-to-date as 
necessary for the purposes of its privacy policy.  ADR Canada will not routinely update personal information unless 
necessary.  ADR Canada expects individuals from time to time, to update their personal information themselves, 
using the “Update Your Listing” feature of this Web site.


Commitment #7:  Safeguarding Personal Information


ADR Canada is committed to protecting the security of personal information.  ADR Canada uses security safeguards 
appropriate to the sensitivity of personal information to protect it from loss or theft, as well as unauthorized access, 
disclosure, copying, use or modification.  


ADR Canada’s staff is made aware, through orientation and refresher training programs, of the importance of 
maintaining the confidentiality of personal information. ADR Canada conducts periodic internal and independent 
audits of its security safeguards and any breach of ADR Canada’s security safeguards is a disciplinary matter.  ADR 
Canada’s security safeguards extend to the destruction of personal information.


Commitment #8:  Availability of Information about ADR Canada’s Policies and Practices  (Openness)


ADR Canada is open about the policies and practices it uses to manage personal information.  This privacy 
statement is intended to provide individuals with specific information about such policies and practices; however, 
ADR Canada will provide an individuals with additional information upon request.


Commitment #9:  Access to Personal Information


Upon written request, ADR Canada will inform an Individual of the existence, use, and disclosure of his or her 
Personal Information, will provide such Individual with access to that information, and will permit the Individual to 
challenge the accuracy and completeness of the Personal Information.


Commitment #10:  Handling Complaints and Questions


An individual may challenge ADR Canada’s compliance with this privacy statement.  All complaints or inquiries 
should be in writing, include the member, client or customer’s name, contact information and a brief description of 
the complaint, and be directed to ADR Canada’s Chief Privacy Officer using the contact information above.  


Prior to making a complaint to the Chief Privacy Officer, or if a complaint is not resolved to the individual’s 
satisfaction, the individual may also make a complaint to the applicable Privacy Commissioner.
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ADRIA Governance Committee Report to 
Board – April 4, 2014 


 


Committee Members:  Deborah Howes, Stan Galbraith, Dolores Herman 


 


The Committee provides the following report to the Board.  The recommended actions are set 


out below with the supporting explanations and information later in the report or attached. 


 


Our recommended actions for this meeting are: 


1. To approve the Nominating Committee comprised of Deborah Howes, Paul Conway and 


Michael Hokanson 


2. To approve the Recommendation about the Conduct of Meetings (attached). 


3. To authorize the Governance Committee, within one year, to rewrite the Board policies with 


a goal of using language that promotes the goals and values of ADRIA and provides clarity to 


the relationships, goals, and policies of the organization. 


4. To implement an Annual Board Calendar from the AGM 2014 forward, in the format 


attached.  


5. To approve the following additional bylaws changes for presentation to the members at the 


AGM (note the ADRIC director bylaws have already been approved): 


 8.4  Dispute Resolution – Note:  this item will be explained more by the Dispute 


 Resolution Process Committee as it is triggered by their review of the Policy. 


1.   This Section applies to any dispute arising out of the Society's affairs or the 
application of these bylaws. 


2.  A dispute may be between: 
a. members, or  
b. the Society and its Directors or its Officers, or 
c. the Society or its Directors or its Officers and either 


 


i. a member, or  
ii. a former member  who was a member within the previous 6 months. 


3.  Any dispute subject to Subsection 1 and 2 will be resolved by:  
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a.  Direct negotiation between the parties, with or without assistance and/or 


facilitation.  If resolution is not achieved, then by: 


b. Mediation pursuant to the National Mediation Rules of ADRIC, or to 


mediation practices agreed upon by the parties.  The language of the 


mediation will be English.  If resolution is not achieved, then by: 


c. Arbitration pursuant to the National Arbitration Rules of ADRIC, or to 


arbitration practices agreed upon by the parties.  The language of the 


arbitration will be English, and the decision will bind all parties. 


4.  Members are obligated to comply with the Society’s complaint resolution bylaws, 
policies and procedures as a condition of membership.  The failure of a member to 
cooperate with ADRIA or ADRIC complaint, dispute resolution and/or discipline processes 
shall be considered an act of professional misconduct, and may result in disciplinary 
procedures.  
   


 
Items the Committee has underway: 
 
[1] Deborah Howes will be leaving the Governance Committee as chair.  Stan Galbraith will 


become the Committee Chair, with support from Dolores Herman. Deborah Howes will 
continue as a volunteer member on the committee, with the Board’s approval. 
 


[2] Orientation for New and Returning Directors – the Committee is working on this 
orientation for the Friday evening at the June 2014 meeting.  The format will be similar to 
the 2013 Orientation.  
 


[3] 2014 Board Evaluation Summary Review – the Summary is attached.  Attached is are the 
survey results.  The Committee is currently examining the feedback and is considering 
further action.  We will bring a recommendation to a future board meeting.  


 
[4] Examining the Bylaws and best practices about term limits or other methods to ensure the 


appropriate succession planning for the Board and Officers. 
 


[5] Re-writing the policy manual. 
 
 
If you have any questions, we will be pleased to address them. 
 
 
For the Goverance Committee  
Deborah Howes, Committee Chair  
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ADRIA Governance Committee 


Recommendations for Board Meetings 


March 2014 


 


As part of the ongoing work of the Governance Committee, we had occasion to 


discuss the format and flow of Board of Directors meetings.  Based on our collective 


experience, we make the following recommendations to enhance the efficacy and 


flow of regular Board meetings. 


1. Reports 


All reports, whether from committees or individuals such as the Executive 


Director or Treasurer, must be submitted in advance of the meeting.  


Currently, the policy is to have reports submitted at least one week prior 


to the meeting and we recommend that this continue and encourage 


greater adherence to this policy. 


2. Presenting Reports 


Ideally, all Board members will have read all reports prior to attendance at 


meetings.  When it is time for the presentation of a report, we recommend 


the Chair provide suitable time in silence for each member to review the 


written report.  The person presenting the report can then, if they wish, 


provide a verbal executive summary as a means of highlighting and 


emphasizing what they consider to be the most salient portions of the 


report, rather than reading it out verbatim.  The Chair will ensure that the 


presenter is not interrupted until they have completed their verbal 


executive summary. 


3. Formal Business 


When formal business is being presented, the Governance Committee 


recommends stricter adherence to Robert’s Rules of Order.  In particular, 


the Chair will recognize persons on a rotational basis and Board members 


will be encouraged to consolidate their input on a particular issue with a 


view to having only one primary set of inputs from each person with a 


secondary input as a matter of rebuttal or follow up. 


4. Brainstorm 


The Governance Committee recognizes that there are issues that arise that 


are most effectively dealt with by a more free-form and free-flowing 


discussion.  We recommend that when these situations arise, they be 


formally identified.  When this occurs, Robert’s Rules of Order will be set 


aside in favour of a facilitated discussion.  We encourage the use of a 


facilitator to lead these discussions.  This person can be the Chair or the 
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person responsible for the issue before the Board or another person who 


will act as facilitator.  We encourage the use of brainstorming, flipcharts, 


note taking, free-flow discussion, and any other appropriate devices during 


these discussions.  We recommend that once this portion of the meeting 


concludes, there is a formal recognition that the meeting is back to a 


business meeting using Robert’s Rules of Order. 


5. Meeting Debrief 


At the end of our last Board meeting, there was a brief gathering in the 


lobby area where all Board members present provided some personal input 


on how the day went for them and provided some personal feedback to 


other Board members.  This is an excellent means to provide a cohesive 


and personal conclusion to the day’s proceedings.  This is most effective 


when everyone is away from the boardroom table and there is no table or 


physical barriers separating us from each other.  We highly recommend 


this become a regular practice at the conclusion of every Board meeting. 


6. Conclusion 


We welcome your feedback and input on the issues we have identified in 


this report and any other issues that can be used to facilitate a more 


effective meeting that will advance the goals and values of ADRIA. 


Respectfully submitted,  


Deborah Howes 


Dolores Herman 


Stan Galbraith 
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ADRIA Governance Committee 


Policy Manual Review 


March 2014 


 


Since the last Board meeting, the Governance Committee has reviewed some 


further material on the Carver model and examined the current policy manual in 


light of this model. 


John Carver is a strong advocate of the Policy Governance model of Board-Staff 


governance of non-profit organizations.  In his view, this model leads to both a 


strong Executive Director (ED) and a strong Board.  Typically, there are two other 


models used in North America.  Under the Executive Focus, the ED is actively 


involved and promotes the productivity of the Board.  This leads to a strong ED and 


a passive Board.  The final model is the Board Focus model where the Board is 


actively involved in the day-to-day operations and this leads to a strong Board and a 


passive ED. 


Under the Policy Governance model, the Board develops values and policies.  


Research has shown that this model and in particular the formalization of roles, 


responsibilities and policies has the strongest correlation with success.  Under the 


Policy Governance model the Board serves the role of developing the values and 


policies and states the goals.   


The Board can then go on to impose executive limitation policies which proscribe 


certain actions.  In Carver’s view, “after the Board has created the ends policies and 


directed the executive on how not to perform their job, the executive is free to 


determine how to manage without board interference”. 


We note in this analysis, the Carver model advocates, first and foremost, policy that 


develops values and goals and defines relationships for the organization.  Even the 


statement that the policies direct the ED on how not to perform their job does not 


include a statement that the language itself must be framed in a negative fashion.  


In other words, neutral or positive language can still be used to describe limitations. 


In reviewing our current policies, the Committee finds that there is a 


preponderance of negative language.  This does not promote our goals or values.  In 


fact, the negative language leaves confusion as to what is being promoted as it does 


not address directly the goals and values of the organization.   


The Committee, on approval from the ADRIA Board, is prepared to take on a 


rewrite of the Board policies over the course of the next year.  The rewrite will 


continue to use the Policy Governance model as advocated by John Carver. Goals, 


policies and relationships will be uppermost. The goal is to have this project 


completed during the term of the new Board commencing this spring and moving to 


completion and approval while the 2014-2015 Board is still in office. 
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The Governance Committee proposes the following motion for consideration by the 


Board of Directors. 


BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Directors authorizes the Governance 


Committee to rewrite the Board policies with a goal of using language that 


promotes the goals and values of ADRIA and provides clarity to the relationships, 


goals, and policies of the organization. 


 


Respectfully submitted,  


Deborah Howes 


Dolores Herman 


Stan Galbraith 







ADRIA ANNUAL BOARD CALENDAR – KEY EVENTS  


EVENT 
(Policy ref # or 


Bylaw(B)) 


Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4 LEAD 


 Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct  Nov Dec  


Board Meetings – 
Themes and major 
business  


Jan  -  board evaluation and 
governance training  
 
March:  
ED Review, Budget,  
Board Nominations, AGM 
Prep  


 
April/May AGM – elections  


Post AGM – 


1.  election of officers 


June 


2. Board Orientation / 
Refresher 
 


Sept  
Strategic Planning  


Nov Board Review ? 
and Budget 


President 


Exec Committee 
Meetings  


            President 


AGM\ 
Conference (B3.1) 


         Board\ED/Co
mmittee 


Board Nominees 
Committee & Other 
(B 4.4 & 4.5)  
And voting (B4.6) 


            Nomination 
Committee/ 
Governance 
Committee 


Board Orientation             Governance 
Committee  


Strategic Plan –
Review\Update  
(IV 2) 


            President / 
ED/Board  


Annual Budget 
Approved 


            Treasurer / 
ED 


Board Evaluation 
IV 15-2  


            Governance 
Committee 


Exec Director 
Performance\Comp  
Reviews ( II I 4 & 5) 


            President 
\Board 


Board Policy 
Review (Annual)  


            Governance 
Committee 


ADR Board 
Meetings  


            President/ 
Board 
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2014 Board Self-Evaluation Results 


Seven of ten Board members responded to the survey questions. 


Areas that require attention  


         Strongly     Agree   Disagree   Strongly 
        Agree             Disagree 


1. The Board has access to timely and accurate  
to timely and accurate management and  


financial information.        0         4          3   0  


 


2. The Board provides, when appropriate, 
constructive feedback to the ED to improve 


the overall efficiency and strategic direction 


of ADRIA.          1          6           0   0 


 


3. The process to evaluate the ED is adequate.     2          3           2               0 


4.   In Camera sessions are beneficial.      2          5            0   0 


5.   The Board functions as a team.       3          4           0   0 


6.   Board members have sufficient opportunity 
       to participate in Board committee work.       2           5            0               0 
 
7.   The Board committees adequately perform 
       their functions.           1           6            0  0 
 
8.   The frequency and content of Board meetings 
       Is adequate.          2           5           0  0 
 
9.   Communication among, and participants by, 
      the Board members during meetings is candid 
      and open.           4           3           0      0 
 
10. There is adequate feedback to Directors about 
       their contributions to the Board and committees 
       by the Chair of the Board and committees.      0           3             3   0 
 
11. The Board effectively focuses on the broader 
       issues of strategic and organizational planning, 
       policy development and finances, consistent 
       with and in support of ADRIA’s mission.       1           6            0   0 
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12. The Board has the appropriate mix of  
       experience and perspectives to support  
       ADRIA’s strategic goals.        1           6            0   0 
 
13. There are opportunities presented to Board 
       members to broaden their knowledge base  
       in the ADR sector.         0           1           6   0 
 
14. As a Board member you feel actively engaged 
       and are satisfied with your performance.     0           7           0       0 
 
15. The Board orientation is adequate.      1           6           0             0 
 
16. Ongoing Board training and Board  
       development is adequate.       1           4           2             0 
 
     Total       21          74          16  0 
 
17. Suggestions of how to improve the Board Self Evaluation survey. 
 


- My answer to Question 10 is “disagree” only because I do not know what, if any, 
evaluation process for Board members currently exists. 


- Some of the questions are a little difficult to answer.  We didn’t have our strategic plan 
figured out until the last meeting so judging the ED and our own performance on that 
limited window is difficult.  As well, the last year has largely been in a state of flux, it is 
pretty difficult to answer a multiple choice survey as many of the answers are actually 
influenced by factors that might not specifically be registered in the selections. 


- Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback. 
 
18. Any overall suggestions or comments you would like to add to this survey. 
 


- Need an alternative to Sharepoint as a vehicle for dissemination of information to the 
Board. 


- The access to information could be better.  There remain some issues of access with the 
sharepoint folder for several of the members.  As well, in some cases the information is 
placed on the sharepoint fairly late in the game so sometimes people have to access it 
more than once.  I recognize that I myself am guilty of the late information providing 
from time to time but the documents are sometimes a moving target which makes it 
difficult to access everything. 


- I would appreciate receiving reports and information well in advance of meetings to 
adequately prepare.  When dates and meeting times are set, then changed at the last 
minute (for example, the ADRIA open house was rescheduled several times, this next 
board business meeting was to have started Friday night, not Saturday morning, it 
creates problems with schedules. 
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Governance Committee initial thoughts on this Summary: 


 The questions highlighted in yellow indicate a significant difference in responses and 


require additional information to determine why there is such a difference in 


responses.   


 In #18 - again the comments were significant and these comments need to be addressed 


as well as the concerns regarding SharePoint. 


 A recommendation for the next Board Self Evaluation is to reword some of the 


questions for clarity and also develop or change questions so that we can measure how 


we are doing with our strategic plan.   


 Another recommendation is to use Survey Monkey (ADRIA has a license with them) 


instead of the tool I used.  Survey Monkey allows participants with the functionality to 


provide comment on each individual question. 


 
 


 
 












ADR Institute of Canada 40 Hour Introductory Mediation Training 
ADR Institute of Canada 40 Hour Introductory Arbitration Training 
 
ADRIA made the following suggestion for a fee structure: 
  
The cost of the course(s) be set at $2500 at the national level (if a region warrants a higher price, they 
have the right to increase the price but not to go lower – the revenue split will always be based on 
$2500/student, regardless if a region can charge more or not, because usually where the price is higher, 
the expenses are also higher). 
  
Based on the (fixed) price of $2500 per student, and a minimum class size of 6 students, we suggest the 
following: 
  
$750      or 30 % to ADRIC 
$250      or 10 % to the Regional Affiliate 
$1500    or 60 % to the Service Provider* (could be a single ADRIC approved instructor, an academic 
institute or training organization, or the Regional Affiliate) 
$2500 per student 
  
*The Service Provider is always responsible for the physical delivery of the program – advertising, 
registration, fee collection, printing materials, providing appropriate training facility (classroom with 
breakout rooms), facilitating the curriculum, paying the coaches and instructor/self, marking student 
evaluations and providing certificates of completion. 
  
*The Service Provider can be the Regional Affiliate who will take on the physical delivery of the program 
(as stated in the above paragraph) and hires/pays instructors of their choice (ADRIC approved 
instructors only) or him/herself if s/he is the instructor and Service Provider at the same time.  
  
ADRIC receives 30 % of gross revenue with a portion (15%?) going to research and development of 
future courses. 
  
The Regional Affiliate receives 10 % of gross revenue for being the gate-keeper of the program, the 
liaison with the Service Provider, acting on behalf of ADRIC in collecting all fees (ADRIC and Regional 
Affiliate) and forwarding such fees within 30 days to ADRIC; and also maintaining oversight and 
conducting audits  (visiting programs in progress). 
  
The Service Provider receives 60 % of gross revenue and pays all expenses attached to the physical 
delivery of the program. 
  
  
The Orientation Program for the trainers is as complete as possible, with the pieces around revenue 
sharing and reporting still outstanding. It will be a six session (1 hr. each) program; we are looking at 
professionally recording the sessions and making them accessible online, so that they can be delivered 
more easily across the country in an asynchronous format, with ‘helpdesk’ feature if questions arise.  
  
 








From: ADR Institute - Mary Anne Harnick [mailto:executivedirector@adrcanada.ca]  


Sent: March-26-14 10:20 AM 
To: Paul Conway 


Subject: RE: Arbitrator Selection by National Roster Committee 


 
Please see answers below in red. 
 
 
From: Paul Conway [mailto:paul@adralberta.com]  


Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:13 AM 
To: executivedirector@adrcanada.ca 


Cc: 'Comeau, Mary'; 'Smith, Chuck'; Bancroft, James; Erika Deines; Tammy Borowiecki 
Subject: RE: Arbitrator Selection by National Roster Committee 


 
G’morning May Anne – it’s another snowy day in Alberta, although I gather the whole country is 
suffering from PWSD (Prolonged Winter Stress Disorder). 
 
I fully agree with having regional reps on this committee -  I’m in for Alberta.  I believe Mary Comeau 
would be the Regional Rep from Alberta. 
 
If we’re all agreed, I assume ADRIC will be soliciting for the remaining reps? Yes we will be soliciting 
remaining reps 
 
Note – ADRIA’s proposal regarding the fee structure for our Select & Appoint process was for all ADR 
Practitioners – notable Arbitrators and Mediators.   Will this committee be exploring the broader issue? 
 
At the Toronto meeting there was a decision to remove the $500 for selection of Mediators. I believe 
the Executive will be dealing with this issue and may choose to ask the committee to provide a 
recommendation. 
 
 
Paul Conway | Director Member Services  


ADR Institute of Alberta (ADRIA) 
Don't miss the ADRIA AGM & Conference, 22/23 May in Red Deer! 


Room CE 223A - Ralph King Athletic Centre 
Concordia University Campus 
Corner of 112th Ave & 73rd Street 
Mailing address: 
7128 Ada Boulevard, Edmonton AB T5B 4E4 
ph. (780) 433-4881 or 1-800-232-7214 ext. 111 
fax. (780) 433-9024            www.adralberta.com 


 
From: ADR Institute - Mary Anne Harnick [mailto:executivedirector@adrcanada.ca]  
Sent: March-26-14 8:50 AM 


To: Paul Conway 


Cc: 'Comeau, Mary' 
Subject: Arbitrator Selection by National Roster Committee 


 


RE: Input from Regional Affiliate for Arbitrator Selection under the National Rules 
 



mailto:executivedirector@adrcanada.ca

mailto:paul@adralberta.com

mailto:executivedirector@adrcanada.ca

http://www.adralberta.com/
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Mary who is chair of the roster selection committee has suggested that we have a rep from 
every affiliate on the committee and then they could chair the sub committee  (we pick 3 from 
the committee to do each one) for any requests from their region.    


I think It works. We have Alberta, B.C.,  Ontario, so we need to recruit from the other affiliates. Paul 
what are your thoughts? 


 
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the TELUS network. 


From: ADR Institute - Mary Anne Harnick 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 4:02 PM 


To: Comeau, Mary 


Reply To: executivedirector@adrcanada.ca 
Subject: National Selection Committee 


 
 
Mary Anne Harnick, M.A., LL.B. 
Executive Director /  
Directrice générale 
 


 
  405-234 Eglinton Avenue East  
  Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4P 1K5 
  416-487-4447 • 1-877-475-4353  x/poste 104 
  fax/télécopieur: 416-487-4429 
  adrontario.ca / adrcanada.ca 


           Follow @ADROntario & @ADRCanada 
 
 



mailto:executivedirector@adrcanada.ca

http://www.adrontario.ca/

http://www.adrcanada.ca/

http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/group.php?gid=149752171707351

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=3303518&trk=hb_side_g











Motions for the ADRIA Board, April 5, 2014. 
 
 
1) Move that the ADRIA Board of Directors, through the national delegate Chuck 
Smith, ask the ADRIC Board of Directors to have removed the words “or after” from 
the “lll. Skills Assessment, part a” of the ADRIC document Principles, Criteria, 
Protocol, Competencies for the designation Chartered Mediator, Sept. 2011. 
 
 
Discussion:  
 
National requires that a C.Med applicant demonstrate competency in mediation as 
per the competency process outlined in Appendix A of the Principles, Criteria, 
Protocol, Competencies for the designation Chartered Mediator, Sept. 2011. 
According to the document one of the ways in which competency can be determined 
is through the “observation and approval of the applicant conducting a mediation as 
a sole mediation by at least three Chartered Mediators…to occur within two years 
before or after the date of the C.Med application. 
 
This is inconsistent with national requirement that an assessment form part of the 
C.Med application process. 
 
 
2) Move that the ADRIA Board of Directors replace the length of time a Formal 
Mediation Assessment can be used as part of a C.Med application to two years from 
three years. 
 
 
Discussion: 
 
At the January 18 meeting the board passed a motion approving the use of a Formal 
Mediation Assessment as part of the application process for a C.Med application and 
that such assessment would be effective for three years. The motion reads: A formal 
assessment by a qualified assessor from an assessor roster (i.e. a roster of qualified 
assessors).  Such an assessment would be more rigorous than a mock mediation and 
would remain effective for three years (which is the assessment used for the certificate 
program).  Such assessments could be used as a step toward a C. Med designation.   
 
When the Designations Review Committee examined in greater detail National 
requirements for the C.Med application, it realized National allows an Assessment to 
stand for two years (not three). As a provincial affiliate we are allowed to impose 
more stringent standards for applicants, but we cannot reduce the standards. 
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From: Diane Shearer [mailto:Diane.Shearer@gov.ab.ca]  


Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 3:28 PM 
To: Esther deVos 


Cc: Diane Shearer 


Subject: Invitation from Justice Moen and Assistant Deputy Minister Lynn Varty to Save the Date for 
Reforming Family Justice System Meetings 


 


What?  
 We know that there are issues with our family justice system in Alberta.  We wish to work 
towards having a family justice system that will be open, responsive and will put the needs of 
children and families first. 
 


So What? 
You,  as a very important key player,  are invited by the project Co-chairs, Her Honour Justice 
Andrea Moen and Assistant Deputy Minister of Court Services, Lynn Varty, to participate in  two 
full day meetings in Edmonton.   The first date is April 7, 2014 and the following meeting date is 
on May 5th 2014.  We are ready to take action  and hope you will join in this work!   
 


Now What? 
Please mark these dates April 7th and May 5th in your calendar and watch for upcoming 
information. 
RSVP to Diane Shearer diane.shearer@gov.ab.ca  403-297-7125 
 
 


Diane Shearer 
Sr. Manager 
Policy and Planning Division  
Alberta Justice and Solicitor General 
403-297-7125 
Cell 403-973-0392 
 


This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the 


individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please 


notify the system manager. This message contains confidential information and is intended only 


for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, 


distribute or copy this e-mail.  
 



mailto:Diane.Shearer@gov.ab.ca
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5.2.4 


From: Wendy Hassen [mailto:wendy@wendyhassen.ca]  
Sent: February-14-14 12:47 PM 


To: Erika Deines; Paul Conway; Jim Bancroft 
Subject: Call from Lorraine Nordstrom 


 


Hi Jim. Paul and Erika 
 
I’m back in my office!  - and am sending this to share a chat  Erika and I had this 
morning – I will be going in to sign checks this afternoon at about 3:00  
 
I also wanted to talk with Erika after I spent about 45 minutes this morning  talking 
with Lorraine Nordstrom from Grande Prairie regarding concerns with 
Government programs and pay of mediators – ADRIA advocacy: 
 


- She wanted to make sure the Board was aware of concerns regarding Justice 
and the honorarium devaluing the mediation profession – she spoke about taking 
all the training and not being able to make a living as a mediator( among other 
things) and  she talked about people in her community considering not continuing 
their Charter because it has not value, etc. .  ( I am happy to share additional info 
if you are interested) 


 
- My first question was whether she had raised these concerns with our ED – She 


said Paul and Erika attended a meeting in Grande Prairie with the aim of listening 
- After talking with Erika I understand this was a meeting hosted by MRJC and 
the mediators raised concerns about honorariums versus professional level 
compensation . ( ADRIA were there as observers) 


 
- Erika mentioned that that Jim received an inquiry form another Grande Prairie 


person.  
 


-  I know there is lots going on within government – that our staff have met with 
folks behind the scenes etc.  and confess I don’t have a complete picture  


 
- I thanked Lorraine for her call, I indicated that increasing the strength of our 


professional was a key strategic direction of the Board – we are aware of and 
have taken some steps to influence Justice - and I would confer with the Board 
President and Erika and Paul to share her input and explore what other 
strategies might be considered ( if any) – I asked her to send me a quick e-mail 
about it as well.   I said we would be in touch at some future point – may not be 
until after the April Board meeting.  


 
My thoughts:   


 


- I take this input seriously and believe it has been a question bubbling under the 
surface since I joined AAAMS 11 years ago  



mailto:wendy@wendyhassen.ca





- I believe the Board needs to explore the questions further and come to grips from 
a broad policy perspective about our direction regarding pro bono work – 
membership compensation in some way – I don’t know what it might look like – 
but I think we need to consider it in light of our VMV  openly – and all be on the 
same page. It is a good time to set some consistent broad direction – particularly 
as we refine our focus on professional development while embarking upon 
further community mediation support   


- Developing a policy direction is also key to reviewing our strategy to advocate on 
behalf of our members with government -we need to first know what broad 
principles we support – this will also guide the work of staff ( and Board) in 
influencing government- in work in roster development and our work in the 
community ( which I think is important)  – it also  could have a benefit in my mind 
of further clarifying the role of AAMS and ADRIA and create synergies between 
us in moving both ADR and the profession forward    


- As a Board we have talked about our responsibility for member engagement – I 
think this is a key issue for our members and a next step in our evolution as a 
professional membership organization.    There needs to be room for volunteer 
and professional. Activities – there needs to be room for all types of ADR – do we 
need to consult with and  promote dialogue and understanding among our 
members around this?   Is there a window of opportunity to influence government 
( once we know the direction we think we want to go in) that we need to take 
advantage of right away?   


 
I am wondering if we need to chat about this further – do we need to research this and 
have some ideas for Board discussion in April?  What does Ontario do or other 
Professional Organizations?  What is our role in compensation for professional services 
(if any?) 


My response to Lorraine was intended to be  receptive to her  input and responsive 
while not taking any position and respecting the roles of both Board and Staff -  I think it 
is important to close the loop with our members if they take the time to input. 
 
I would appreciate your thoughts - Take care! 
 
Wendy  
 
PS:  I understand there has been no announcement of the succession of Erika to Paul 
although staff are aware.  I understand in talking with Erika that one consideration to 
work through before a Board communication to review other staffing changes\additions 
in order to assure members that services will be ongoing- a transition plan is in place .  
 If it helps, I would be pleased to assist in developing the communique with Erika and 
Paul so we can do this earlier rather than later.   
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Curriculum Vitae 


Debbie Schmidt 


10 Larwood Place · Sherwood Park, Alberta ·T8A 0J7 · Telephone: 780-721-1933 


email: debschmidt@shaw.ca 


Education 
  Bachelor of Arts Degree in Justice Studies, 2007 
  Royal Roads University, Victoria, B.C 
. 


  Certificate in Conflict Management, 2005 
  Alberta Arbitration and Mediation Society, Edmonton, AB 
  Assessments completed in mediation and negotiation 
 


Designations  
  Chartered Mediator, 2012 
 
 


Employment 
 
  Family Mediator, 2008-present 
  AB Justice and Solicitor General 


 I have been the sole mediator in approximately 500 mediations of family law 
issues, many involving family violence.  


 We have a very collaborative work environment that encourages the ongoing 
sharing and development of best practices among the staff mediators. 


 I was tasked with reviewing  files completed by contract mediators of AB Justice.  
The files are reviewed to ensure good mediator practice was followed in the  
mediation process and writing of the mediated agreement. 


 I helped develop and offer a 40 hour training course on basic mediation skills to 
AB Justice employees from across Alberta 
 
 
 


Community and Volunteer Involvement 
 
  Parent Teen Mediation Program, Catholic Social Services, 2006-2013 
  On a roster of mediators providing mediation to parents and teens in conflict. 
 


  Mediation Inter Agency Network, 2009-2013 
  I represented the family mediation program of AB Justice in this organization of   
  government and not for profit agencies involved in ADR.  The goal is to network and  
  share resources to raise the profile and quality of mediation programs in the greater  
  Edmonton area 
. 
  Ethics Group, 2011-present 
  I participate in an informal group of experienced mediation practitioners looking at  
  mediation ethics and how ethics informs our practice as mediators. 
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Professional Associations 
 
  ADRIA and ADRIC 
 
  Association of Family and Conciliation Courts (AFCC)  
 


 








DRAFT 
 


Terms of Reference:  
Regional Chartered Arbitrator Accreditation Committee 


January 2014 
 


Definitions: 
 


Regional Chartered Arbitrator Accreditation Committee (“RCAAC”): the RCAAC is 
appointed by the Board of Directors of ADR Institute of Alberta (ADRIA) to review 
applications for accreditation as a Qualified or Chartered Arbitrator. The RCAAC 
recommends member applicants to the National Chartered Arbitrator Accreditation 
Committee (NCAAC) for accreditation as a Chartered Arbitrator by the ADR Institute 
of Canada. The RCAAC Committee shall be comprised of no fewer than 3 qualified 
arbitrators. 
 
Qualifying Arbitrator: Chartered Arbitrators or person otherwise deemed qualified by 
the ADRIA Board of Directors and appointed by that body to carry out the function. 
 
The RCAAC is guided by the Principles, Criteria, Protocol, Competencies for the 
designation Chartered Arbitrator as set out by the ADR Institute of Canada, Inc. 


 
 
Duration of the Committee:  
     2 year term - May 2014 through May 2016 
 
Chair of the Committee:  
     As appointed by the ADRIA Board of Directors: John Welbourn 
 
Committee membership:  
     As decided by the Chair and the Executive Director  
 
Requirements of the Committee for Executive Director/Staff time: 


Administrative support in preparing applications of designations for committee 
review, tracking and paying committee expenses 


 
Budget requirements:  


Costs of supporting the committee: parking for Panel Chair and participants- $100; 
conference calling fees $50.00/meeting for up to 6 meetings/year - $300; other costs 
to be determined by the Panel and the Executive Director as per the ADRIA annual 
budget. 


 
Reporting obligations: 


To the ADRIA Board of Directors by the Executive Director on a regular basis or as 
required by the ADRIA Board. 
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TREASURER’S REPORT 


 Effective as of the end of February 2014 (March financial statements not yet available) 


 Attachments 


o Balance Sheet February 2014 


o Budget v. Actual Summary February 2014 


o Pie Chart Actual Revenues v. Expenses February 2014 


o Pie Chart budget Revenues v. Expenses February 2014 


 All financial documents are available to board members who want copies of them. 


GENERAL COMMENTS  


 No changes have been made to the current methodologies to make payments and do cheque 


runs etc.   Once Paul takes over we can address this at a later point if he wishes to streamline or 


otherwise change the currently employed methodologies. 


 The statements are only two months into the new budget so any trends or changes based on 


more recent developments will have to be addressed by the ED. 


FINANCIAL COMMENTS 


 My preference is not to go through all of the financial statements in any great detail as I suspect 


that it will bog down the process. 


 The Budget and Actual pie charts best show how we are tracking.   


o The biggest difference between the two is the split between operations and PD. 


o The actual shows that operations covers a higher percentage of the pie than is 


budgeted.  It is at 59% as opposed to the budgeted amount of 41%.  This is likely simply 


a measure of the relatively short period of time the actual covers. 


o PD is lower than budgeted.  As above, this is more a factor of the timing than anything. 


o The Board expenses are on the high side at the moment.  


 We are somewhat below budget on the income side.  Membership fees are at 62% of budget.  


Other membership services are at 85% budget. 


 Most expenses are currently below budget.  The exception to this is designation (approximately 


right on) and the Board of Directors Expenses which are at $147% of the budgeted amount.  


Keep in mind that this is only a $2,375 figure so it being out of whack doesn’t mean that it has a 


tremendous impact on the budget however it is something we should be mindful of. 


 The previous general comment that our budget is fairly “thin” remains  valid.  We are able to get 


by but we need to be mindful of expenses with a view to keeping the overall budget intact. 
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May 22 & 23, 2014   
Red Deer, Alberta 


         


Keynote: Achieving Best In Class 


Dr. Deborah Eastlick 


Differing Communications Styles of Men and Women 


Nejolla Korris 
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Pre-conference: May 22, 2014 


Conference: May 23, 2014 


ADR  
Institute  
of  Alberta  


THE PSYCHOLOGICAL UNDERPINNIINGS AND ORIGINS OF CONFLICT: 
The Human Factors Underlying the Mediation Approach of ADR 
 


Speaker: Dr. Donald Mihaloew 
 


In this workshop, time  will  be spent on the nature of conflict as it emerges and is reflected both in 
the lives of the practitioner and the clients they see. This will then be juxtaposed on the nature and 
process of mediation itself. The human factor needs always to be considered in the execution of any 
endeavor,  for we do not know what we are looking at unless we know what we are looking through. 
This maxim applies to both mediator and client alike.  


Men and women seem to come from two distinct places when they communicate.   Learn the basics 
of linguistic lie detection and how they apply to communications and gender. Learn the various ways 
man speak and woman speak differs and change how you approach conversations. 


The vision of the Alberta Energy Regulator is, in part, to be best in class. This presentation will 
outline the new direction and aspirations of it's Appropriate Dispute Resolution program to achieve 
best in class status.  


  


EXPANDING  


2014 AGM & Conference 


ENERGY 


Please join us for a Public Forum and Networking event on May 22nd following 


the AGM. This forum will serve to raise the profile of ADR in Central Alberta, introducing 
community leaders to the full potential of ADR and its many applications.   


Featuring: A Way Through - Restorative Justice Movie 
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UNDERSTANDING THE PYSCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE 
MEDIATIVE AND ADVERSARIAL APPROACHES AND THE PLACE FOR BOTH 
 


Speaker: Dr. Donald Mihaloew  
 


Alternative Dispute Resolution is one such solution into which problems and disputes can be put for 
not only resolution but for transformation as well. The basis of this process lays in the notion of  
internal free-choice verses externally imposed mandates. The roots of defensiveness and 
domination, however, run deep in the human psyche and makes movement or loosening of old ideas 


Workshops May 23, 2014 


USING TECHNOLOGY TO ENHANCE CONFLICT RESOLUTION PROCESSES 
 


Speaker: Kari Boyle  
 


Find out how technology is being used successfully in conflict resolution processes to improve 
access to justice for citizens.  The workshop will explore this topic by referring to three key research 
projects coordinated by Mediate BC in the areas of family mediation, child support for adult children 
and an ODR platform for small claims disputes. 


NATIONAL ARBITRATION RULES AND SELECT & APPOINT PROCESSES 
 


Moderator:    Deborah Howes 
 


A panel presentation and discussion 


 What are the changes to the National Arbitration Rules 


 ADRIA’s Select & Appoint Process 


 How we select an arbitrator – perspective from a management lawyer 


 How we select an arbitrator – perspective from a union lawyer 


KEEPING THE TRAIN ON THE RAILS: USING PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN ADR 
 


Speaker: Sarah McEachern 
 


Project management principles will guide the way to improved planning, better budgeting and more 
efficient management of resources. This session will cover project management principles; 
identification of the critical path; adapting project management tips and strategies to arbitration.  
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Afternoon workshops: Mediation stream 


Afternoon workshops: Arbitration stream 


CIVILIAN PEACE SERVICE OF CANADA  
 


Speaker: Dr. Erich Schellhammer 
 


This presentation is of interest for mediators interested in peace service work.  It is increasingly noted 
that being a mediator is a necessary but not sufficient condition for facilitating dialogues that helps 
parties to resolve a conflict in a non-violent manner. Research has identified core values and key 
competencies of successful peace professionals. These core values and key competencies will be 
described. 
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     Schedule 


Thursday, May 22, 2014 


9:00 - 10:00 AM   CONFERENCE REGISTRATION  


10:00 - 4:00 PM 
   The Psychological Underpinnings & Origins of Conflict 
   Dr. Donald Mihaloew  


Friday, May 23, 2014 


8:00 - 9:00 AM   CONFERENCE REGISTRATION & NETWORKING BREAKFAST 


9:00 - 9:15 AM   OPENING REMARKS 


1:30 - 3:00 PM 


Understanding the  
Psychological Differences... 


Dr. Donald Mihaloew 
Civilian Peace Service            


of Canada 
Dr. Erich Schellhammer 


Keeping the Train on the 
Rails: Using Project  
Management in ADR 


Sarah McEachern 


10:15-10:45 AM    NETWORKING BREAK  


3:30 - 5:00 PM 


Using Technology to Enhance 
Conflict Resolution Processes 


Kari Boyle 


Panel: National Arbitration 
Rules and Select & Appoint 


Processes  
Moderator: Deborah Howes 


12:15 - 1:30 PM    LUNCH & PRESENTATION 


10:45-12:15 PM 
   Differing Communication Styles Between Men & Women 
   Nejolla Korris 


5:00 - 5:15 PM    CLOSING REMARKS 


5:15 - 7:00 PM    Networking 


9:15 - 10:15 AM 
   KEYNOTE: Achieving Best In Class 
   Dr. Deborah Eastlick 


3:00 - 3:30 PM    NETWORKING BREAK  


7:00 - 10:00 PM 
  Public Forum and Networking Event 
  Featuring: A Way Through - Restorative Justice Movie 


6:00 - 7:00 PM   ADRIA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
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Conference Fees - GST Not Included      


Participants at the Conference qualify to receive 3 CEE (Continuing 


Education and Engagement) points for each 90-minute workshop they attend 


towards professional development for their QMED and CMED designations. 


Registration 


To register for the ADRIA Conference, please visit   


http://www.adralberta.com/events.asp    


Red Deer Lodge 
Hotel & Conference Centre 


4311 - 49th Avenue 
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 5Y7  


 
To book, please call 403-346-8841 or 1-800-661-1657 and indicate you are 
with the ADRIA Conference to secure a conference rate of $109 + taxes 
(hot breakfast included). 
 
Attendees are responsible for booking their own accommodations.  
Book by April 22nd to guarantee your room and conference rate. 


Accommodations 


   Event Member Price 


Non-Member 


Price 


   Full Conference & Pre-conference 
   (May 22 & May 23) 


$ 350 $ 400 


   Conference Only 
   (May 23) 


$ 200 $ 250 


   Pre-Conference Only 
   (May 22) 


$ 250 $ 275 


Cancellations made before April 30 are subject to a 50 dollar cancellation fee. 
Cancellations one-week prior to the event will receive a 50 percent refund.      


Name substitutions are allowed at any time.  



http://www.adralberta.com/events.asp
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ADRIA BOARD MEETING AGENDA 


Dinner, Friday, April 4, 2014 - 7:00 PM (optional) 


Prego Cucina Italiana 
Address: 218, 200 Barclay Parade SW (Eau Claire) 


(403.233.7885)  


and 


Saturday, April 5, 2014  8:30 AM 


at Davis LLP offices 


Suite 1000, 250 – 2nd Street SW, Calgary, AB 


 


Time  # Topic\Title Action Role Ref  
Materials 


8:30 am 1.0 WELCOME & AGENDA REVIEW   Jim  


8:30 am 1.1 Welcome   Jim  


8:35 am 1.2 Review of Agenda Items and addition of 


any items  


Review and 


Amend 


Jim  


8:45 am 2.0 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING(S)  Jim  


8:45 am  


 


2.1.1 


2.1.2 


2.1.3  


Review & Adoption of Previous  Board 


Meeting Minutes dated: 


18/19 December 2013 


18 January 2014 


29 January 2014 


Review and 


Adopt 


Jim  


 


2.1.1 


2.1.2 


2.1.3 


8:50 am 3.0  ACTIONS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS 


MEETINGS (Old Business)  


 ALL  


8:50 am 3.1 Board Policy Review (7.3 Jan.2014) Update Deborah 3.1 


9:00 am 3.2 Complaints Policy/Dispute Resolution  


(4.3 Nov.2013) 


(Complaints Policy to next BoD meeting) 


Bylaw 


amendment 


Deborah 3.1 


 


9:10 am 3.3 ADRIC Code of Ethics and Conduct 


 


 


Discussion Chuck Forthcoming 
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9:20 am 3.4.1 


3.4.2 


ToR RCAAC & RCMAC (Draft) 


 


Review and 


Adopt 


Paul 


 


3.4.1 


3.4.2 


9:30 am 3.5 


3.5.1 


Q.Med. and C.Med. definitions 


Designations Review Motions 


Info 


Review and 


Adopt 


Joanne 3.5 


3.5.1 


9:40 am 3.6 AAMS / ADRIA  relations (4.4 Nov.2013) Update Jim 3.6.1 


9:50 am 3.7 Directors and Officers Insurance  


(4.7 Nov.2013) 


Info Paul 3.7 


9:55 am 3.8 


 


ED Report on new operational structure 


(4.5 Nov.2013) 


Info 


 


Paul 


 


 


10:05 am 3.9 Privacy Legislation Info Paul 3.9.1 


3.9.2 


3.9.3 


10:15 am  BREAK  ALL  


10:30 am 3.10.1 


3.10.2 


3.10.3 


ADRIC Administration Policy for NGS 


programs (3.7 Jan.2013) 


ADRIC 


Protocol 


Paul 3.10.1 


3.10.2 


3.10.3 


10:40 am 


 


3.11 ADRIC Board Minutes Feb. 20, March 20 


(Next Full ADRIC Board telecon meeting 


April 24) 


Info Chuck Forthcoming 


10:45 am 3.12 Strategic Plan promulgated by  ‘On Board’ 


(deferred) 


Report Wendy  


10.50 am 3.13 Dashboard Report Paul  


11:00 am 3.14 Arbitration Designation Committee 


(4.2.1 Jan.2014) 


 


Info Barrie 3.14 


11:10 am 3.15 Replacement Jim Willson in Arbitration 


and Mediation Designation Committees 


Review and 


Adopt 


Paul 3.15 (Med) 


Nil (Arb) 


 4.0 REPORTS    


11:20 am 4.1 Treasurer Report January + April 2014 Report Mike 4.1.1 


4.1.2 


4.1.3 


4.1.4 


4.1.5 


11:30 pm 4.2 ADRIA Search & Appoint Fee schedule  


(4.2 and also 4.2.2 from Jan 2014) 


Discussion Paul  


11:40 pm 4.3 2014 Conference/AGM Report Paul 4.3 
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11:50 4.4 ED Report Report Paul Forthcoming 


 


12:00 pm  LUNCH  ALL  


12:30 pm 4.5 


 


Nominating Committee (Board Member 


Terms) 


Report 


 


Deborah 3.1 


4.5.1 


4.5.2 


4.5.3 


12:40 pm 4.6 Results Board Self Evaluation Survey Report Dolores 3.1 


 5.0 NEW BUSINESS    


12:50 pm 5.1 MoU with Kenya Discussion Paul 5.1 


1:00 pm 5.2 Court Mediation Fees Discussion Jim/Wendy 5.2.1 


5.2.2 


5.2.3 


5.2.4 


5.2.5 


5.2.6 


1:10 pm 5.3 Future ‘On Board’ issues Discussion Wendy  


 6.0 OTHER ITEMS     


1:00 pm 6.1     


 7.0  BOARD CALENDAR REVIEW     


1:10 pm 7.1 AGM and Conference May  22, 23 


Board of Directors June 20, 21 


Board of Directors September 26, 27 


Info   


 8.0  NEXT MEETING     


1:20 pm  Date: June 20, 21, 2014 
Time:  
Location: Edmonton (Board orientation) 


Discussion   


 9.0  ROUNDTABLE EVALUATION     


1:30 pm      


1:45 pm 10.0 ADJOURN    
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Introduction 
 


Mediation is a problem-solving process in which two or more parties voluntarily work together 


to resolve their differences with the assistance of a trained mediator who is an impartial third 


party. 


 


The mediator assists disputing parties in voluntarily reaching their own mutually acceptable settlement of issues by 


structuring and managing the mediation process, maintaining channels of communication, assisting each party to 


articulate the issues, identify their needs, and create alternative ideas to resolve the dispute. 


 


ADR Institute of Canada (ADR Canada) has obtained recognition under the Trade-marks Act for the designations 


Chartered Mediator®, C.Med.®, Médiateur CertifiéMD, Médiatrice CertifiéeMD, Med.C.®, and Qualified Mediator®, 


Q.Med.®, Médiateur QualifiéMD, Médiatrice QualifiéeMD, and Méd. QMD. All other groups and individuals are 


prohibited from adopting or using any of these marks or any marks that might be mistaken for these marks 


without the consent of ADR Canada. 


 


In order to ensure that a high, consistent, set of standards is met by the persons entitled to use these designations, 


the Board of Directors of ADR Canada has established general principles, a set of criteria and a protocol to be used 


in assessing the eligibility of a candidate for a designation and for the granting of a designation. 


 


ADR Canada is national in scope and is represented throughout Canada by its regional affiliates who administer 


and regulate the designations C.Med. / Méd. C. and Q.Med / Méd. Q. in their respective regions. The ADR Institute 


of Alberta (ADRIA) is the Alberta regional affiliate. 


 


 


Chartered Mediator and Qualified Mediator Designations 
 


Chartered Mediators and Qualified Mediators are skilled professionals committed to personal career development 


and standards of ethical conduct. The designations are awarded to mediators who meet the qualifications set out, 


and is not dependent on any specific or prescribed mediator style1 The Chartered Mediator designation is the 


more advanced designation. 


 


The Chartered Mediator designation identifies the holder as a professional in the field of appropriate dispute 


resolution who:  


 has advanced dispute resolution training (a minimum of 80 hours basic and 100 hours advanced 
training); 


                                                           
1 “Style refers to fundamental mediator approach, e.g., facilitative, evaluative, transformative, narrative, etc. 
Regardless of a mediator’s style, the competencies listed in Appendix A must be demonstrated for a mediator to 
qualify for the C. Med designation.  
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 demonstrated competencies through a Formal Mediation Assessment2 in an educational setting, or 
was assessed in accordance with field assessment approved by the ADRIA Designations Committee; 


 has significant broad-based experience in the field of dispute resolution;  


 remains current with up to date practices and advances in the practices of the profession; 


 is recommended by clients and peers for his/her skills and knowledge based upon practice; and  


 has a broad-based understanding and access to information and experience at these levels 
invaluable in dealing with highly sensitive situations. 


 


The Chartered Mediator designation recognizes a "generalist competence", at a high level, the goal being to assist 


the public in finding experienced and skilled mediators who are well trained and current in their practices.  


ADR Canada recognizes that specific additional skills and competencies may be necessary for mediation in specific 


areas such as family and multi-party mediation. ADR Canada acknowledges that mediators do not need to be 


chartered in order to provide mediation services. 
 


The Qualified Mediator designation recognizes members who have completed sufficient mediation and related 


dispute resolution training to begin to practice as mediators. The Qualified Mediator designation identifies the 


holder as an appropriate dispute resolution professional who: 


 has dispute resolution training (a minimum of 80 hours basic training); 


 has become qualified through training and must also demonstrate competency;  


 has some experience and is seeking to gain more experience by volunteering, being mentored, co-
mediating and co-facilitating;  


 participates in ongoing training and opportunities to learn, often in a specialized practice area or 
working within a workplace or one organizational setting (for example, in Human Resources); 


 is acknowledged by clients and peers for his abilities and skills in practical settings; and 


 has a base of understanding and access to information regarding  resolving disputes in some areas; 
and 


 may use the Q.Med designation as an intermediate step leading to a C.Med designation. 
 


 


Protocol 
  


ADR Canada has adopted the following protocol for these applications. 


 


1. Regional affiliates invite/accept applications from those members who believe they possess the standards 


required of a Chartered Mediator or Qualified Mediator designation. 


2. The regional affiliates will establish procedures to evaluate applicants in accordance with the requirements 


established by ADR Canada. 


3. The ADRIA Designations Committee or Regional Chartered Mediator Accreditation Committee (RCMAC) shall 


                                                           
2 A Formal Mediation Assessment (with an assessor chosen from an ADRIA roster of approved assessors and roleplayers 


who hold either a Q.Med or C.Med designation.) This assessment is like the one currently used by ADRIA for students wanting 


assessment of Mediation skills. It is conducted separately and apart from any classroom evaluation occurring as part of the 


students’ mediation training, either at ADRIA or at another approved mediation program. There is a cost associated with this 


assessment similar to what is currently charged. A student may use this assessment within two years to apply for a C.Med 


designation. 
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consider and unanimously approve those candidates it deems meeting the criteria. Ratification by the 


Regional Board of Directors is required.  


4. ADR Canada reviews applications to ensure the application is complete and the requirements established by 


ADR Canada have been met. Any application that is not complete and in the prescribed format will be 


returned to the regional Designations Committee. 


5. Once ADR Canada determines an application to be complete, the Manager of Designations will inform the 


applicant that the application has been approved. ADR Canada will forward the certificate to the applicant. 


6.  Where approval of an applicant is not unanimous and the lack of unanimity is unrelated to policy or process, 


the Designations Committee’s decision will be final. The Designations Committee’s decision in relation to the 


skills assessment and demonstration of competencies is not subject to appeal.  


7. Where the Designations Committee does not approve an applicant, it will so notify the applicant, providing 


reasons and recommendations, along with information about appeal processes. 


8. Right to appeal to the National Appeal and Audit Committee is only based on issues related to application of 


policy or procedure. 


9. The National Appeal and Audit Committee will audit a percentage of applications from each affiliate at 


random to ensure consistency and adherence to standards. 


 


 


The Code of Ethics 
 


All candidates and designated Chartered Mediators and Qualified Mediators must pledge to uphold and abide by 


the Code of Ethics. This Code is applicable to all members of ADR Canada in their capacity as arbitrators and 


mediators generally and in their undertaking of an arbitration or mediation appointment specifically.  


A member shall:  


 uphold and abide by the Rules of Conduct, regulations and other professional requirements adopted by 
ADR Canada.  


 not carry on any activity or conduct which could reasonably be considered as conduct unbecoming a 
member of ADR Canada.  


 uphold the integrity and fairness of the arbitration and mediation processes.  
 ensure that the parties involved in an arbitration or mediation are fairly informed and have an adequate 


understanding of the procedural aspects of the process and of their obligations to pay for services 
rendered.  


 satisfy him/herself that he/she is qualified to undertake and complete an appointment in a professional 
manner.  


 disclose any interest or relationship likely to affect impartiality or which might create an appearance of 
partiality or bias.  


 in communicating with the parties, avoid impropriety or the appearance of impropriety.  
 conduct all proceedings fairly and diligently, exhibiting independence and impartiality.  
 be faithful to the relationship of trust and confidentiality inherent in the office of arbitrator or mediator.  
 conduct all proceedings related to the resolution of a dispute in accordance with applicable law. 


 
 


Who Can Apply 
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Professionals who are members of ADR Canada through ADRIA and who believe they possess the qualifications 


and meet the criteria for Chartered Mediator or Qualified Mediator status may apply for the designations. 


Form of Application 


Applicants must complete the required application form and submit the form, and supporting documentation, with 


the appropriate application fees to the ADR Institute of Alberta office. 


Timing of Application 
The Designations Committee will review applications twice per year; April and October. Applications can take up to 


180 days to process, from start to finish. 


 


 


Application Fees 
 


Application Fees for Chartered Mediator 


The application fee varies with the assessment method selected: 


 Application fee for Chartered Mediator $200.00 plus GST 


 
Application Fee for Qualified Mediator 


 Application fee for Qualified Mediator $200.00 plus GST 


Summary Application Requirements for C. Med.® and Q.Med.®  


 Chartered Mediator Qualified Mediator 


Education  Completion of at least 80 hours mediation theory 
and skills training in mediation training programs 
approved by ADR Canada or acceptable to ADRIA 
Designations Committee; AND 


 Completion of 100 hours of study or training in 


dispute resolution or related field3. 


 40 hours basic mediation training10; 


and 


 40 hours specialized training11 


Experience Conducted at least 15 mediations4 as the sole 


mediator or the mediation chairperson5 and all 15 of 


the mediations must have been fee paid6  


Conducted one of the three following 


options, or any combination of the three 


options  


 Two Actual Mediations12  


 A Formal Mediation Assessment7  


 Two Supervised Mock 


Mediations13  


Skills 


Assessment 
Observation and approval of an applicant conducting a 
sole mediation, to occur within two years before the 
date of the application, through one or more of the 
following: 


 An Actual Mediation 


 Video recorded Actual Mediation 


 A Formal Mediation Assessment7  


Not required but is an option under 
“Experience” above. The Designations 
Committee may require a skills assessment. 


Waiver Education requirements may be waived where the 
ADRIA Designations Committee determines applicant 
has satisfied or exceeded the education requirements 
above through proven skills, competency, & longevity 


Applicants may submit experience and 
qualifications to Designations Committee 
for review. A skills assessment may be 
required. 
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in practice as recognized and recommended by peers8.  


Letters of 


Reference 
Provide three Letters of Recommendation9 (one 


character/personal and two professional) of your 
services as a mediator.  


Provide three Letters of Recommendation9 


(one character/personal and two 
professional) of your services as a mediator.  


Membership Must be a Full Member with ADRIA Must be a Full Member with ADRIA 


CEE Points Must accumulate 100 points for Continuing Education 
and Engagement (CEE) in three years. 


Must accumulate 60 points for Continuing 
Education and Engagement (CEE) in three 
years. 
 
Must complete three actual mediations, paid 


or unpaid, sole or co-mediated within three 


years of designation being awarded to 


maintain designation. 


INSURANCE Errors and Omissions insurance with a limit of at least 
$1 million aggregate 


Self-employed Q.Meds are strongly 
encouraged to obtain applicable 
professional liability insurance 


Application Fee $200 plus GST $200 plus GST 
3 Dispute resolution generally, psychology of dispute resolution, negotiation, public consultation, mutual gains bargaining, 


communication, management consulting, conflict management or other related training that has been approved by ADRIA or 
ADRIC to meet the C.Med educational requirements.  


4 A “mediation” is a discreet event contracted for by the parties. A situation where a person helps two subordinates resolve a 


conflict is not considered a mediation. However, if the full or part time duties of an applicant specifically include the 
conducting of structured mediations, these would count toward the C.Med. Where a person is conducting mediations with 
staff members who do not report to that person, these may count as mediations provided the person was specifically 
identified as an impartial mediator, and the mediation was structured and conducted as a mediation, not as an informal 
meeting to resolve a problem. 


 
5 The applicant must clearly have been the lead mediator or chairperson, not simply a co-mediator. 
  
6 A “paid” mediation” is a mediation where the mediator receives a salary, payment or reasonable honorarium specifically for 


mediation services. The amount received by the mediator is not subject to any specific minimum amount, provided it is a 
legitimate and reasonable amount in the context within which the mediation took place.  


 


7 A Formal Mediation Assessment (with an assessor chosen from an ADRIA roster of approved assessors and roleplayers 


who hold either a Q.Med or C.Med designation.) This assessment is like the one currently used by ADRIA for students wanting 


assessment of Mediation skills. It is conducted separately and apart from any classroom evaluation occurring as part of the 


students’ mediation training, either at ADRIA or another approved mediation program. There is a cost associated with this 


assessment similar to what is currently charged. A student may use this assessment within two years to apply for a C.Med 


designation. 


  
8 Where the Designations Committee agrees by majority that the applicant has satisfied or exceeded the education 


requirement the educational requirement may be waived. The decision of the ADRIA Designations Committee must be 
supported by documented reasons for the recommendation. 


  
 9 Letters of Recommendation should speak to the candidates’ industrious abilities, accomplishments, seriousness of purpose 


and capacity as a mediator. Include any information that may not be readily apparent from education, skills assessments, test 
scores, transcripts or even in an interview. The letter should speak to the candidates’ character (integrity, ethics and 
leadership qualities).  The referee must explain their connection to the candidate, including how long they have known the 
candidate. The letters can be from someone the candidate co-mediated with, colleagues who have seen their work, someone 
from a Roster Program, and others who could speak from their experience of seeing the candidate mediate.  


 
 10 Interest-based mediation process and skills, and/or courses in conflict resolution, negotiation, and communication that have 
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been approved by ADRIA or ADRIC  and meet the requirements of basic mediation training.  
11 Advanced mediation, ethics in dispute resolution, multiparty negotiation strategies, how to start a mediation business, 


designing systems for conflict management in organizations, when and how to use mediation case development, influence of 
culture on conflict resolution approaches, and resolving difficult workplace issues. The courses must be approved by ADRIA or 
ADRIC and meet the requirements of specialized training. 


 
12Two Actual Mediations (live, with real parties, not a roleplay and not with a co-mediator) paid or unpaid, and must       


provide a 300-word description of each mediation.  


 


13 Two Supervised Mock Mediations (with a reviewer chosen from an ADRIA roster of approved reviewers. One of the 


roster requirements will be that the reviewer must be a C.Med.) The candidate must complete all four stages of the model in 


the mock (roleplay) mediation. There will be instructions for role players on how to role play to ensure the candidate has an 


opportunity to demonstrate skills. There will be a consistent set of standards that must be met for the candidate to be deemed 


competent. The Supervised Mock Mediation is conducted separately and apart from any classroom evaluation occurring as part 


of the students’ mediation training, either at ADRIA or another approved mediation program. 


 


 
 


Chartered Mediator Principles, Criteria, Protocol, and 


Competencies (Important - See Attached) 


 


Role of the ADRIA Designations Committee or RCMAC 
(See Attached) 
 


Required Application Forms (See Attached) 
 


1. a)  Application Form for the Designation of Chartered Mediator   C.Med.® 


 


OR 


 


b)  Application Form for the Designation of Qualified Mediator   Q.Med.® 


 


Please submit your application and all supporting documents to: 
 
Designations Administrator 
ADR Institute of Alberta 
Room CE223A, Ralph King Athletic Centre 
7128 Ada Boulevard 
Edmonton, AB 
T5B 4E4 
Fax: 780-433-9024 


 


For more Information please contact ADRIA at www.adralberta.com 


  



file:///C:/Users/tborowiecki/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Library/Membership/DESIGNATIONS/APPLICATIONS/Applications%202013/Related%20Information/DUNCAN/Designations%2011/Booklet%20-%20Mediation/Booklet/Professional%20Competencies%20Jan%2022.docx

file:///C:/Users/tborowiecki/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Library/Membership/DESIGNATIONS/APPLICATIONS/Applications%202013/Related%20Information/Booklets/Designations%202013/Booklet%20-%20Mediation/Published%20Booklet%202011/Role%20of%20the%20AAMS%20Designations%20Committee%20Jan%2022.doc
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE FOREIGN SERVICE 


INSTITUTE, AND HEKIMA INSTITUTE OF PEACE STUDIES AND INTERNATIONAL 


RELATIONS, KENYA 


  


This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (hereinafter referred to as “the MoU”) is made 


on this _________ day of ____________ 2013. 


  


BETWEEN 


  


ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR) INSTITUTE OF ALBERTA (hereinafter 


referred to as “ADRIA”—this expression shall where the context so admits include its successors, 


representatives, subsidiaries and assigns).  


  


AND 


  


THE HEKIMA INSTITUTE OF PEACE STUDIES AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
(hereinafter referred to as HIPSIR—this expression shall where the context so admits include its 


successors, representatives, subsidiaries and assigns) 


  


WHEREAS:- 


  


•   The ADRIA is a not-for-profit organization that provides outstanding service to clients and 
students, and assists more than 450 members engaged in the practice of arbitration and 
mediation throughout the province of Alberta. Membership in the  ADRIA of Alberta (ADRIA) 
is open to individuals or organizations interested in Appropriate Dispute Resolution (ADR) 
(taken from internet)   


  


•    Hekima Institute of Peace Studies and International Relations (HIPSIR) is part of Hekima 


College, which is a constituent college of the Catholic University of Eastern Africa (CUEA). HIPSIR 


is located in Nairobi, Kenya, and is run by Jesuits (an international Catholic religious order), and is 


therefore founded on centuries of Jesuit educational tradition which puts emphasis on academic 


excellence and full human formation. The MA program at HIPSIR has graduated students from 


different parts of the world including, Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin America. Most of these 


graduates work in diverse capacities with NGOs, universities, Church and religious institutions, Civil 
Society, Governments and the UN, among others. 
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HIPSIR also conducts short course training on conflict resolution, mediation and negotiation, 


leadership and management, human rights and good governance, preventive diplomacy, conflict 


analysis.  HIPSIR works with an affiliated pool of researchers and peace consultants who work 


toward conflict analysis, policy formulation and implementation.  


 


  


NOW THEREFORE THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:- 


  


1.         DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 


  


In this MoU the following expressions and words shall have the meanings set out opposite them:- 


  


·         MoU—means this Memorandum of Understanding 


·         Party—means  ADRIA or Hekima Institute of Peace Studies and International Relations 


·         Parties—mean  ADRIA and Hekima Institute collectively. 


  


2.      OBJECTIVES OF THE COLLABORATION 


  


The objectives of the collaboration are based on initiatives that are related to developing conflict 


resolution initiatives between the multinationals within the extractive industry, government, 


interested parties and affected communities.  


 Training chartered mediators and negotiators that would be active in Kenya’s extractive 


industry 


 Design a curriculum for training chartered mediators and negotiators 


 Conducting research on the diverse social, political and economic issues affecting Kenya’s 


extractive industry 


 Undertaking common activities to promote peace, reconciliation, and the building of bridges 


between extractive industry, government, interested parties and communities at local, 


national and international levels 


 


 


  


3.    SCOPE OF WORK 


  


The scope of the collaboration: 


  


 The ADRIA will offer its expertise to HIPSIR in training trainers who would be experts in 


the field with the capacity to conduct new trainings 


 HIPSIR will ensure that it gets the necessary government accreditation for offering ‘chartered 


certificates’ to the trained participants 


 HIPSIR and the ADRIA will conduct joint fundraising ventures to meet the cost of specific 


joint projects 


  


 


4.         EXPECTED OUTPUTS                      
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The expected outputs will include:  


  


 Well trained mediators and negotiators in extractive industry 


 Curriculum on training chartered mediators 


 Government accreditation of HIPSIR as a recognized institution for trained chartered 


mediators and negotiators 


 Successful conflict interventions in conflicts between multinationals in extractive industry, 


government, interested parties and communities 


 


5.    EXPECTED OUTCOMES 


  


 Expedient response to conflicts situations between multinationals in extractive industry, 


government, interested parties and communities given the number of trained mediators and 


negotiators 


 Improved relations between the multinationals in extractive industry, government, interested 


parties and communities 


 efficient and well informed policy formulation and implementation in extractive industry 


 Improved capacity for negotiation at the community level 


 Positive trickle down effects of the benefits of the extractive industry to the local community 
 Improved livelihood conditions for the local communities around the extractive industries 


 


 


 6.    PRINCIPLES OF ENGAGEMENT  


  


•    Confidentiality: The parties will treat any sensitive information shared between them with the 


highest level of confidentiality.  


  


•   Transparency: The parties will communicate with each other with a high degree of transparency. 


  


•     Integrity: The parties or their agents will conduct all joint activities with integrity 


  


•   Appreciation that the intervention is a collaborative initiative: The terms of engagement for the 


parties are founded on the understanding that promotion of national cohesion and integration is the 


responsibility of citizens involved and stakeholders, and not just the HIPSIR or the  ADRIA 


  


•  Resource mobilization: Both the  ADRIA and HIPSIR will commit themselves to resources 


mobilization (personnel, facilities, funds, etc) 


  


• Commitment to change: The real value for the work and commitment put in this collaboration 


would be the enhancement of Kenya’s foreign policy and strategic responses to diverse social, 


political and economic issues facing our region  


  


•  Participation: Parties undertake to actively participate in ensuring that this partnership is 


successfully executed, and that the delegated tasks would be diligently delivered  


  


7.   MUTUAL INTEREST OF THE PARTIES 
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The parties work to inspire and persuade other individuals and groups to join them, in promoting 


effective foreign policies for the country  


  


8.  RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PARTIES 


  


This project is a collaborative effort of its parties. However, for effective management, the parties 


may take up specific roles and responsibilities on a case-by-case basis.  


  


9.  ADMINISTATION OF THE MoU 


             


The parties agree to identify contact persons who will among others:  


  


•  Work out mechanisms for implementation of the objectives of this collaboration.  


•  Advise the parties on any areas calling for their attention. 


  


10.  LEGALITY 


  


The purpose of this MoU is to set out the general principles of collaboration which the parties intend 


to have as the basis, in good faith, for the implementation of the project and nothing contained herein 


shall be construed as establishing a long-term relationship of agent and principal. Each party is 


independent and shall have full control of its operations and undertakings and shall have full 


responsibility for activities and duties carried by it and on its behalf. 


  


11.  GOOD FAITH AND FAIRNESS 


  


•   The parties undertake to act in good faith with respect to each other’s rights and obligations under 


the objectives of this MoU. 


•   The parties, their representatives and personnel shall not either during or after the term of this 


MoU, disclose any propriety information relating to the undertaking by both parties and each other’s 


operations without the consent of the other party. 


•  The parties recognize the impracticability of providing for every contingency, which may arise 


during or after the life of this MoU and hereby agree to operate fairly and without detriment to the 


interests of either of them.  The parties shall exchange all necessary legal documents of and any other 


details of the trouble-shooting areas that may be required for the actualization of this MoU and keep 


each other informed of any changes thereafter. 


  


12. Duration 


 


The Collaboration is envisioned for four years, renewable: Feb 2014-2018.  


 


13.  SUSPENSION 


  


a) In the event of one party not fulfilling its obligations as spelt out in this MoU and the aggrieved 


party being adversely affected, the aggrieved party shall be at liberty to suspend the MoU with 


immediate effect and call for negotiations within one month. 
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b) In the event of the other party not availing itself for negotiations, the aggrieved party may give 


notice to the other party of their intention to terminate this MoU but handle the cause of the 


grievance in the best way possible to avoid escalation of further costs. 


  


14.  TERMINATION 


  


a)  Either party to this understanding can terminate the same by the issuance of fourteen days written 


notice and the affairs of the collaboration shall be dealt with as shall be mutually agreed. 


b) The parties agree that such termination will not prejudice the accrued rights and obligations of 


either party. 


c) On termination, any assets committed to this collaboration by either party shall unconditionally 


revert to the contributing party. 


d) In a situation where there was a joint project externally funded by a third party, the two institutions 


will ensure that the expected outcomes of the project are realized before the termination, or new 


terms are negotiated with the funding agency. However, the two parties ought to do everything 


possible to resolve such disagreements amicably.   


  


15.   REVIEW AND AMENDMENTS OF THE TERMS OF THIS UNDERSTANDING  


  


This MoU may be reviewed and/or amended from time to time as the need arises on mutual 


agreement of the parties. Any proposed and actual amendment shall be in writing.  


  


16.   SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 


             


The parties shall use all their efforts to settle all disputes arising out of this MoU amicably. 


  


  


IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have set their hands hereon and caused their 


respective seals to be affixed on the day and year hereunder written. 


  


  


For and On behalf of: ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR) INSTITUTE OF 


ALBERTA 


  


  


NAME: Erika Deines 


  


DESIGNATION: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR  


  


SIGNATURE: ______________________________________ 


  


DATE: ____________________________________________ 


  


   


  


For and On behalf of: THE HEKIMA INSTITUTE FOR PEACE STUDIES AND 


INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
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NAME: DR. ELIAS OMONDI OPONGO, SJ 


  


DESIGNATION: DIRECTOR 


  


SIGNATURE:             ______________________________________ 


  


DATE: ________________________________________ 
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ADRIA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES 


SATURDAY JANUARY 18, 2014 


OFFICES OF DAVIS LLP - CALGARY 


Attending: Jim Bancroft, Q.C.; Joanne Munro, C. Med; Wendy Hassen, C. Med; Dolores 


Herman, Q. Med; Deborah Howes, C. Arb; Stan Galbraith, C. Med; Barrie Marshall, Q.C.;  Erika 


Deines. 


Regrets: Chuck Smith, Q. Med; Don Goodfellow, Q.C., C. Arb; Mike Hokanson, LLB  


 


MEETING COMMENCES: 8:35 a.m., January 18. 


 


1.0 Welcome 


The President, Jim Bancroft, welcomed the other Board Members, and the Executive Director, 


Erika Deines, to the meeting. 


 


1.2 Review of Agenda Items and Addition of Any Items 


The ED drew to the attention of the Board a list of individuals who had not renewed their 


memberships in 2013.  It was agreed that a discussion should take place with respect to what, if 


any, Board action should be taken respecting these expired memberships.  This was added as 


agenda item 5.2.3 as Retention of Members. 


 


2.0 Minutes of Previous Meetings 


Deborah Howes suggested that, in the future, that the meeting minutes reflect the discussion or 


rationale surrounding Board motions on policy or new initiatives so that Board members unable 


to attend a particular meeting have a greater understanding of the information and reasoning 


leading to Board Motions.  The ED suggested that supporting information or reports contain a 


better rationale or explanation to aide absent board members and those looking at historical 


minutes.  The Governance Committee suggested when the Board deals with a motion by email 


exchange or teleconference, the record of that business be treated as a separate set of minutes 


which are then ratified at the next Board meeting.  For example, the "Terms of Reference" 


document for the ED Succession Planning Committee, item 4.5 from the meeting of November 


22; the Board voted by email in December; the motion has to be properly minuted.  As a "best 
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practice", the Board's meeting minutes should reflect the time when the Board goes into, and 


emerges from, an "in camera" session.  All reports and other documents tendered for discussion 


at Board meeting should be dated. 


 


ACTION ITEMS: 


Secretary to prepare a new Board meeting minute respecting the email vote of the Board 


concerning the Terms of Reference for the ED Succession Planning Committee. 


 


Secretary to include the time the Board goes into, and emerges from, “in camera” discussions. 


 


All parties submitting documents and reports for consideration by the Board should ensure that 


such materials are properly dated. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Dolores Herman, and seconded by Joanne Munro, to approve the minutes of the 


meeting of November 22/23, 2013.  Approved unanimously. 


 


3.0 Actions Arising from Previous Minutes (Old Business) 


3.1 Board Policy Review 


Stan Galbraith had previously agreed to conduct a review, and propose changes to the wording 


of, Board policies and, in particular, financial policies, so as to avoid placing the Executive 


Director and other staff in untenable situations, e.g., requiring the Executive Director and staff to 


achieve financial objectives which may be, due to circumstance, impossible to achieve or 


otherwise beyond the control of the Executive Director and staff.  Mr. Galbraith’s report, 


attached to these minutes, reflects the result of his review and his proposed revisions.  


Amendments suggested by Board members were as follows: 


- Mr. Galbraith’s proposed revision in item 1.1 of his report should be revised such that the 


words “not risking” are replaced by “avoiding”. 


- The proposed revision, in 1.3 of Mr. Galbraith’s report, should be revised to include the 


words “related to finances” at the end of that proposed revision. 


- The proposed revision in item 3.1 of Mr. Galbraith’s report should be revised to replace 


“done” with “made” in the first line. 
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BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Stan Galbraith, and seconded by Deborah Howes, to amend the Board policies as 


suggested in items 1, 2, and 3 of the report as amended by the revisions noted above. Approved 


unanimously. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Wendy Hassen, and seconded by Joanne Munro, to refer items 4 and 5 in the 


report back to the Governance Committee for further review and consideration.  Approved 


unanimously. 


 


3.2 Complaints Policy 


The revised draft Complaints Policy was presented.  There was an extensive discussion by the 


Board respecting the objectives of the Board in designing this, or any, complaints policy.  During 


this discussion the following issues were raised: 


1. Does the Board want to follow its bylaws for member complaints respecting ADRIA’s 


functions? 


2. For professional conduct/competency complaints does ADRIA have a role or do such 


matters fall under ADRIC (relates to only members with or without designations)? 


3. How should ADRIA be handling public complaints regarding ADRIA? 


4. How should the Board deal with matters of member conduct, i.e. concerning breaches of 


the Code of Ethics and Conduct or the Board’s Bylaws? 


5. Does the Board first need to review and, if necessary, revise the standards to which 


members are currently held (e.g. ADRIC’s Code of Ethics and Conduct which may, in 


some respects, be out of date)? 


6. Is Bylaw number 8 still appropriate or does it need to be revised? 


7. What is the ADRIA/ADRIC interface? 


8. Whether an ADRIA policy should address a disciplinary process including sanctions. 


 


Some agreement was achieved on certain issues: 


- Need to differentiate between membership and professional conduct issues. 


- There needs to be an examination of a revision of Bylaw number 8 in conjunction with 


the drafting of any complaint policy. 
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- The ADRIC Code of Ethics and Conduct needs to be reviewed and revised. 


- There are three possible types or "streams" of complaint: 


1. Conduct complaints concerning members with designation, members without 


designation, and students and others. 


2. Complaints concerning the functions of the Society. 


3. Complaints concerning breach of the Society's by-laws. 


 - There should be one policy, with the three streams as outlined above, with a “triage” 


process at the outset to determine which stream a complaint matter relates to and when 


there is doubt, the stream with the more “robust” policy should apply. 


 -  ADRIA by-laws do permit complaints from members of the public.  The by-laws will 


need to be updated to permit ADRIA to deal with conduct issues and impose sanctions. 


 - The Complaints Policy Committee needs to conduct a further review and consideration of 


the matters discussed by the Board. 
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BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes and seconded by Stan Galbraith that the Complaints Policy 


Committee should move forward to design a policy which captures the three elements or streams 


of a proper complaint policy and to work with the Governance Committee on an appropriate 


bylaw amendment in time to be brought before the next Annual General Meeting, i.e. by 


April 30.  Approved unanimously. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Stan Galbraith and seconded by Deborah Howes that ADRIA request ADRIC to 


update its Code of Ethics and Conduct for its membership. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes and seconded by Barrie Marshall that the above motion be tabled 


to the next meeting to permit Chuck Smith’s input and a fulsome discussion of the matter.  


Approved unanimously.  


 


3.3 ADRIA Designations Review 


The Committee, Dolores Herman, Joanne Munro, and Mike Hokanson advised that, while no 


written report had been prepared, they, and Elaine Seifert and Tammy Borowiecki, had met and 


discussed the matter of the Q. Med designation in accordance with the Terms of Reference.  


They looked at different provincial standards regarding the Q. Med designation and they agreed 


on certain matters: 


- They saw no need to change the existing 80 hour education requirement. 


- While the ADRIC policy allows ADRIA to set higher qualification standards, ADRIA's 


goal should be to ensure standards that they are appropriate and not so stringent that they 


might send persons interested in obtaining the designation to other provinces. 


- ADRIA should prepare and publish its list of courses and providers that the regional 


review committee has accepted as equivalent training for the Q. Med. And C. Med. 


Designation.  New courses and providers can be added on an on-going basis. 


 


The Committee recommends that, effective April 1, 2014, the standards for Q. Med. In Alberta 


consist of: 
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1. Two mock mediations with some definition around what a “mock” mediation is, that 


there be instructions for role players, and that the mock mediation will be supervised by a 


qualified  Roster Reviewer (i.e. a Chartered Mediator from a roster of individuals with 


appropriate qualifications) OR  


2. A formal assessment by a qualified assessor from an assessor roster (i.e. a roster of 


qualified assessors).  Such an assessment would be more rigorous than a mock mediation 


and would remain effective for three years (which is the assessment used for the 


certificate program).  Such assessments could be used as a step toward a C. Med 


designation.  OR 


3. Two actual mediations, paid or unpaid, with a 300 word report (as currently being done 


in Ontario and British Columbia).  OR 


4. Any combination of the above. 


 


The Committee identified that they had discussed the need to identify areas of inconsistencies 


and confusion between the Q. Med and C. Med designations and the need to come up with 


language that is consistent and clear in the ADRIA Q. Med. and C. Med. information. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Dolores Herman and seconded by Wendy Hassen that the report and 


recommendations of the Designations Committee be accepted with its recommendations 


respecting approval of the qualifications for the Q. Med designation effective as of April 1, 2014.  


Approved unanimously. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


The adoption of the above qualifications are to be published for the membership in “On Board” 


following the Designations Committee being advised in this regard.  The "On Board" will also 


note that a list of Accredited Courses that qualify for designations will be developed in the future 


and posted on the ADRIA web page. 


 


3.4 AAMS/ADRIA Relations 


Jim Bancroft reported that Eric McAvity is working on a revised Memorandum of 


Understanding ("MOU") AAMS and ADRIA.  All agreed that there be a meeting between 
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AAMS and ADRIA to discuss the relationship before the MOU is finalized.  The ED advised 


that it would be important to staff to have guidance, respecting ADRIA's use and application of 


resources, to have a clearer understanding as to what functions are truly those of ADRIA, and 


which are those of AAMS. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


Jim Bancroft to propose to Eric McAvity the scheduling of a joint AAMS/ADRIA meeting to 


discuss the relationship between the two Boards and their respective areas of responsibility. 


 


3.5 Director’s and Officer’s Insurance 


This has been largely dealt with as reflected in the exchange of emails attached to these minutes. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


ED to check on whether ADRIA's insurance covers instructors. 


 


3.6 ED Report on New Operational Structure 


The ED reported on the operational structure, set out in the document attached to these minutes 


and advised that the structure is currently incomplete.  Deborah Howes inquired as to what 


ADRIA currently has in terms of privacy legislation compliance, e.g. a privacy officer and 


privacy policy. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Deborah Howes and seconded by Joanne Munro that the action item 4.5 from the 


meeting minutes dated November 22/23 be carried forward and further discussed at the next 


meeting.  Approved unanimously. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


ED to address and report on the operational structure in the context of ADRIA’s strategic plan 


with input from the Membership and Education Directors. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 
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ED to prepare a report for the next Board meeting on what ADRIA is doing to comply with 


privacy legislation. 


 


3.7 ADRIC Administration Policy for NGS Programs 


Deborah Howes raised the issue as to whether ADRIA is merely facilitating the delivery or 


actually delivering training in accordance with the National Gold Standard Program designed by 


ADRIA for ADRIC and that there may be some lack of clarity in the Board Motion arising from 


items 5.2 and 7.1 from the minutes of the meeting of November 22/23.  Discussion ensued 


respecting ADRIA’s current involvement in training, ADRIA’s Strategic Plan and its 


relationship with ADRIC in that regard. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It was moved by Dolores Herman and seconded by Wendy Hassen to reconsider Motion 7.1 


from the November 22/23, 2013 Minutes (reproduced below) in relation to ADRIA’s role in this 


Program. 


 7.1 Education Report 


The Professional Development Manager, Tammy Borowiecki, provided her Education 


Report, attached to these Minutes, and advised that ADRIA had been contracted to design 


a new Gold Standard 40 hour mediation program for ADRIC, that this program is being 


rolled out across Canada in 2014, and that ADRIA would like to incorporate this new 


program into its core mediation training. 
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BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Joanne Munro, and seconded by Wendy Hassen, to approve the proposal 


in principle subject to a review of the revenue sharing arrangements.  Approved 


unanimously. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It was moved by Deborah Howes and seconded by Wendy Hassen to table the motion to 


reconsider at the next meeting so as to allow the ED to provide a report, including a proposal on 


an Alberta model respecting training and delivery and revenue sharing respecting the National 


Gold Standard Program.  Approved unanimously.  


 


3.8  ADRIC Board Minutes 


Board members will read these minutes, if they have not already done so. 


 


3.9 Strategic Plan 


3.9.1  


The ED reviewed the success indicators respecting the previous Strategic Plan and what had 


been achieved in 2013.  The achievements of ADRIA respecting the Strategic Plan are 


summarized in the column “Operational Plan 2013” in the Strategic Plan – As at January 12, 


2013, attached to these minutes. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


The ED to investigate the registration numbers outlined in the “Operational Plan 2013” item in 


item 3 (b) of the Strategic Plan. 


 


3.9.2 Revised Strategic Plan with Success Indicators for 2014-2016. 


The ED reported that she and staff came up with proposed success measures and proposed 


changes with respect to the wording of strategies in the Strategic Plan.  There was also some 


discussion with respect to whether there should be a more formalized process of contacting 


persons whose membership had expired, in addition to Paul Conway’s current practice of 


contacting such individuals, e.g. the use of a formal survey and the possible involvement of 


Board members in this process. 
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BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Wendy Hassen and seconded by Stan Galbraith to accept the proposed Strategic 


Plan for 2014 – 2016 as presented, including the amendments as proposed by the ED and staff 


including the success indicators.  Approved unanimously. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


The Strategic Plan is to be published in “On Board” for the benefit of the membership. 


 


3.10 Operational Plan 2014 


Discussed at Agenda Item 3.6. 


 


3.11 Dash Board 


Tabled to next meeting. 


4.0 Reports 


4.1 Treasurer’s Report 


Tabled to next meeting. 


 


4.2 Executive Director’s Report 


The ED discussed the matters raised in her report which is attached to these minutes. 


 


4.2.1 Arbitration Designation Committee 


Don Goodfellow, in his letter of the December 31, 2013, attached to these minutes, indicated that 


he was concerned that the current Designations Committee was not giving sufficient weight to 


the experience of persons applying for an experience equivalency to formal training in obtaining 


their Q. Arb. designation.  The Board concurred that the ADRIC qualifications allow for an 


experience equivalency and that the Designations Sub-Committee should apply that equivalency 


if requested by qualified candidates. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 
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Barrie Marshall to speak with the Chair of the Designation Sub-Committee, John Welbourn, to 


convey the Board's views respecting the practices of the Designations Committee in terms of the 


approval of the qualifications of applicants.  


 


4.4.2 ADRIA Search and Appoint Fee Schedule 


Tabled to the next meeting. 


 


5.0 New Business 


5.1 2014 Conference/AGM 


The ED reported that a sponsorship letter had been prepared and invited input from Board 


members regarding potential sponsors.  Barrie Marshall asked if a list of the previous sponsors 


could be provided. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


The ED to send a copy of the sponsorship letter, and a list of previous sponsors, to Board 


members and to suggest a strategy with respect to the solicitation of potential sponsors for the 


AGM. 


 


5.2.0 Board Governance Issues 


5.2.1 Executive Director Succession 


N.B. Discussions took place in camera.  Jim Bancroft reported that the ED would not be seeking 


a further term and that interviews of Paul Conway and Tammy Borowiecki would be conducted 


in Edmonton on January 27.  The goal is to transition to a new ED by the end of March or early 


April. 


 


5.2.2 Board Member Terms 


Deborah Howes advised that several Board members, namely Joanne Munro, Jim Bancroft, 


Chuck Smith, and Deborah Howes, are coming to the ends of their terms. 


ACTION ITEM: 


The Governance Committee reported that the call for nominations to the members must occur 


before the next Board meeting.  The Governance Committee will recommend to the Board the 


names of members of a Nominating Committee and will ensure that such Nominating Committee 
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makes recommendations regarding nominations for new Board members by email before the 


April Board meeting.  In addition the Governance Committee will review the nomination process 


and timeline and prepare the Board by-law changes for the next meeting. 


 


5.2.3 Retention of Members 


The Membership Director provided, through the ED, a list of expired memberships.  There was a 


discussion of possible reasons for expired memberships and whether this should be of concern to 


ADRIA. 


 


ACTION ITEM: 


Board members should review the list and call those individuals they know to determine if those 


individuals intend to renew their memberships and, if not, determine why. 


 


6.0 Round table Evaluation 


The Governance Committee, through Dolores Herman, reported on the results of the Board Self 


Evaluation Survey.  She advised that, with respect to the questions responded to, there were 


some areas reflecting difference of opinion between Board members.   


 


ACTION ITEM: 


Dolores Herman to prepare a summary of the results of the survey and to share those results with 


the Board. 


 


MEETING ADJOURNED: 3:40 p.m., January 18, 2014 
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ADR Institute of Alberta*  


Privacy Policy 


 


Accountability - We, at the ADR Institute of Alberta (ADRIA), recognize the 


importance of privacy. We have a professional and ethical obligation to keep 


confidential all information we receive within a business relationship subject to 


your instructions and applicable law. We manage your personal information in 


compliance with Alberta’s Personal Information Protection Act and will comply in 


certain circumstances with the federal Personal Information Protection and 


Electronic Documents Act, as required. We may periodically amend our privacy 


policy to update our commitment to you in accordance with current privacy laws. If 


you have any concerns about our privacy policy or how we have handled your 


personal information, contact:  


Paul Conway 


Edmonton, Alberta 


Phone: 780.433.4881 ext. 111 


Collection Purposes - Personal information is any information that identifies you. 


In Alberta, business contact information such as business phone number and office 


address (if not a home office) is not considered personal information. We follow 


prudent business practices in collecting, using and disclosing personal information 


while providing you with our services. ADRIA collects personal information to serve 


your reasonable business and related needs. We require this information to 


understand, access and assist you with your ongoing business needs and to ensure 


that information is up-to-date. 


Collection Methods - We collect information only by lawful and fair means. 


Whenever possible, we will collect personal information directly from you. 


Depending on the business services provided, with your consent, we may obtain 


relevant information from other reasonable sources.  


Consent – Personal information will only be collected, used and disclosed with your 


consent except as required or permitted by law. Your consent with respect to 


collection, use and disclosure may be in writing, verbal or implied as necessary to 


meet your business needs. For example, every time a new member joins ADRIA, a 


report is filed with the ADR Institute of Canada (ADRIC) if the application is for 


full membership with voting rights.  This is done for the protection of the member.  


Your consent to this disclosure is implied when you obtain full membership. 


Disclosure Without Consent - In certain circumstances, we may disclose your 


personal information without your consent. Such circumstances include legal 


compulsion or authorization and the necessity to respond to an emergency that 


threatens life, health or security of an individual or the public. Disclosure may also 
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occur if it is necessary to establish or collect our fees or if the information is already 


publicly known. 


Use of Personal Information - We use personal information to provide business 


services and to administer our membership business. Unless you consent, we will 


not disclose or sell your personal or business contact information to any third party 


to enable them to market their products or services. When we release information 


about you, it is done to serve specific needs, in the course of providing business 


services. With your consent, we may provide information to our staff and agents for 


reasonable business purposes. We may also provide personal information to third 


parties providing services to ADRIA provided the third party agrees to comply with 


our privacy policy and any applicable legislation. 


Individual Access - You have the right to request a correction of the personal 


information that we hold about you. If during the course of our business 


relationship, any of your information changes, please inform us so that we can make 


the necessary changes. You may request access to the personal information we have 


about you and we will respond to this request in a timely fashion. This request must 


be in writing and we will charge a reasonable fee for retrieval and copying. By law, 


we must deny access when your file contains personal information on a third party 


and the information cannot be severed to maintain the third party’s privacy. We 


may also deny access if your information relates to existing or anticipated legal 


proceedings against you, including unpaid bills to ADRIA. If we deny your request 


for access or correction, we will explain why. In all cases, we will attempt to mediate 


a resolution if possible. 


Safeguards - In order to protect your personal information, we will not collect, use 


or disclose your personal information unless the purpose is identified or reasonably 


evident. ADRIA will keep your personal information only for as long as necessary to 


fulfill the stated purpose or as required by law. We will maintain your personal 


information as accurately as possible. In addition we will keep your personal 


information physically secure and protected by technological safeguards appropriate 


to the sensitivity of the information. 


 


The ADR Institute of Canada Privacy Policy is the core privacy policy for ADR 


Canada. ADR Canada includes the National office and six regional affiliates 


(Ontario, Maritimes, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia). 


The ADR Institute of Alberta Privacy Policy is a subset of the ADR Institute of 


Canada Privacy Policy and in the event of a discrepancy the ADR Canada policy 


supersedes ADRIA’s Privacy Policy. 


 


* ADRIA includes ADRIA and ADRIC 
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ADRIA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES 


WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29, 2014 


CONFERENCE CALL 


Attending: Jim Bancroft, Q.C.; Joanne Munro, C. Med; Wendy Hassen, C. Med; Dolores 


Herman, Q. Med; Deborah Howes, C. Arb; Barrie Marshall, Q.C.; and Don Goodfellow, Q.C., C. 


Arb. 


Regrets: Stan Galbraith, C. Med; Mike Hokanson, LLB; Chuck Smith, Q. Med; 


 


MEETING COMMENCES: 10:30 a.m. 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Dolores Herman, seconded by Wendy Hassen, that Paul Conway be retained as 


the new Executive Director, assuming that position from Erika Deines on April 1, 2014, subject 


to arriving at satisfactory terms of service with Mr. Conway.  Approved Unanimously. 


 












 


ADR INSTITUTE OF CANADA  


PRIVACY POLICY 


1. PURPOSE 


The ADR Institute of Canada (“ADR Canada”) is federally incorporated, not-for-profit 
organization. 


It is consistent with the core values of ADR Canada, and thus constitutes the policy of ADR 
Canada, to protect the Personal Information of its employees, clients, customers and members 
and other individuals whose Personal Information it handles (collectively, “Individuals”).  ADR 
Canada recognizes that effective systems and measures to protect such Personal Information are 
important to safeguarding the interests of Individuals who share their information with ADR 
Canada.  The purpose of this privacy policy (the “Policy”) is to establish common rules to 
govern the collection, use and disclosure of Personal Information by ADR Canada, in a manner 
that balances an Individual’s right to privacy with the need of ADR Canada to collect, use or 
disclose Personal Information for purposes that a reasonable person would consider appropriate 
in the circumstances, in accordance with applicable privacy laws (“Privacy Laws”). 


In this Policy, ADR Canada includes the National office and six regional affiliates engaged in the 
development, promotion and administration of dispute resolution services in Canada, the 
provision of information and skill building tools and services for practitioners and users of ADR 
services, development and implementation of national standards, a code of ethics and complaint 
procedures for ADR professionals, training and trainers, national accreditation for mediator and 
arbitrators, course approval and training and special benefits to members.   


SCOPE 


Role of the Policy 


(a) This Policy is the core privacy policy for ADR Canada.   


(b) Attached as a schedule are the contact information for the Privacy Officer; a 
representative sampling of exceptions to the general principle that ADR Canada 
will not collect, use or disclose Personal Information without the knowledge and 
consent of the Individual; and the exception for publicly available information.  


Schedule “A”  Privacy Officer 


Schedule “B” Examples of Exceptions to Consent Requirement for 
Collection, Use and Disclosure 


Schedule “C” Publicly Available Information Exceptions  
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Other Scope Issues 


(c) ADR Canada will continue to review and revise the Policy from time to time to 
ensure that it is relevant and remains current with changing laws, regulations and 
technologies.   


(d) Individuals whose Personal Information has been provided to ADR Canada shall 
be able to address a challenge concerning compliance with the principles 
expressed herein to the Privacy Officer and their designate accountable for ADR 
Canada’s compliance with the Policy. 


(e) The Policy applies to Personal Information provided to ADR Canada that is 
collected, used, or disclosed by ADR Canada. 


(f) The Policy applies to the management of Personal Information in any form 
whether oral, electronic or written. 


(g) The Policy does not impose any limits on the collection, use or disclosure of: 


(i) the name, title, business address (not including business e-mail address 
which is considered Personal Information), or business telephone number, 
of any employee or official of any organization, to the extent that such 
information is collected, used or disclosed for the purpose of contacting an 
individual in that person’s capacity as an employee or official of ADR 
Canada or any other organization;  


(ii) publicly available information as set out in Schedule “C”. 


 


2. DEFINITIONS 


“Act” means the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, S.C. 2000, 
c.5. 


“ADR Canada Website” means the website of the ADR Institute of Canada. 


“collection” - the act of gathering, acquiring, recording, or obtaining Personal Information from 
any source, including sources other than the Individual to whom the Personal Information 
belongs, by any means. 


“Consent” - voluntary agreement to the collection, use or disclosure of Personal Information for 
defined purposes.  Consent can be either express or implied and can be provided directly by the 
individual or by an authorized representative.  Express consent can be given orally, electronically 
or in writing, but is always unequivocal and does not require any inference on the part of ADR 
Canada.  Implied consent is consent that can reasonably be inferred from an individual’s action 
or inaction.  
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“disclosure” - making Personal Information available outside ADR Canada.  


“identified purposes”  - means the purposes identified to the individual whose Personal 
Information is used by ADR Canada. 


“Individual” - any person who directly or indirectly provides their Personal Information to ADR 
Canada  


“Personal Information” – means information about an identifiable Individual (other than the 
information described under Section 1(g) above), which therefore does not include information 
that cannot be associated with a specific individual. 


“Privacy Officer” - means the privacy officer of ADR Canada as set out in Schedule “A”. 


“Purposes” - means the purposes identified to the individual whose Personal Information is used 
by ADR Canada. 


“use” - the treatment, handling, management and retention of Personal Information. 


 


SUMMARY  - PRIVACY PRINCIPLES 


• 


• 


• 


• 


• 


• 


Accountability.  ADR Canada is responsible for Personal Information under its control 
and has designated a Privacy Officer who is accountable for assisting ADR Canada in 
being compliant with this policy and the Act. 


Identifying Purposes.  ADR Canada identifies the purposes for which it collects 
Personal Information at or before the time of collection from an Individual, and in any 
case, prior to use or disclosure of the Personal Information for the identified purposes.  


Consent.  The knowledge and Consent of the Individual are required for the collection, 
use, or disclosure of Personal Information, except where the collection, use or disclosure 
of Personal Information without such knowledge and Consent is permitted by law or a 
recognized authority.  In appropriate circumstances, Consent may be implied. 


Limiting collection. ADR Canada limits the collection of Personal Information to that 
which is necessary for the purposes that it has identified.  Such information is collected 
by fair and lawful means.  


Limiting Use, Disclosure and Retention.  Personal Information is not used or disclosed 
for purposes other than the identified purposes, except with the Consent of the Individual 
or as otherwise permitted by law.  Personal Information is retained only as long as is set 
out in ADR Canada’s retention policy. 


Accuracy.  ADR Canada keeps the Personal Information as accurate, complete, and up-
to-date as is necessary for the identified purposes. 
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• 


• 


• 


• 


Safeguards.  ADR Canada adopts security safeguards appropriate to the sensitivity of the 
Personal Information to protect such Personal Information. 


Openness.  ADR Canada makes readily available to Individuals specific information 
about its Policy, and other policies and practices relating to the management of Personal 
Information. 


Individual Access.  Upon written request, ADR Canada will inform an Individual of the 
existence, use, and disclosure of his or her Personal Information, will provide such 
Individual with access to that information, and will permit the Individual to challenge the 
accuracy and completeness of the Personal Information. 


Challenging Compliance.  An Individual shall be able to address a concern regarding 
ADR Canada’s compliance with the principles expressed herein to the ADR Canada 
Privacy Officer. 
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3.1   ADR CANADA’S ACCOUNTABILITY FOR COMPLIANCE  
 


Accountability.  ADR Canada is responsible for Personal Information under its possession or 
control, including any Personal Information transferred to third parties for processing.  ADR 
Canada has established policies and practices to give effect to this privacy statement and has 
designated a Chief Privacy Officer who is accountable for assisting ADR Canada in being 
compliant with this policy and the Act. 


 


(a) ADR Canada is responsible for Personal Information under its control and has 
designated one person as its Privacy Officer (see contact information in Schedule 
“A”), who is generally accountable and responsible for ADR Canada’s 
compliance with this Policy, and for ensuring that the Policy complies with the 
Act. 


(b) Comments and questions regarding this Policy or its administration should be 
forwarded to the Privacy Officer’s attention. 


(c) ADR Canada is responsible for Personal Information in its possession or custody, 
including information that has been transferred to a third party for processing.  In 
order to provide a comparable level of protection while a third party is processing 
the information, ADR Canada ensures that through contractual means, each non-
ADR Canada third party receiving such Personal Information is bound to protect 
such information. 


(d) The ADR Canada Privacy Officer will review on a periodic basis (and if 
necessary amend) this Policy, and review other issues in connection with same. 


(e) Other individuals within ADR Canada may be designated to act on behalf of the 
Privacy Officer from time to time. 


(f) All inquiries should be in writing and addressed to the Privacy Officer, as set out 
in Schedule “A”. 


(g) Individuals making a request in respect of Personal Information held by ADR 
Canada, or making any inquiry as to the procedure for making such request 
should be as specific as possible with respect to what information is requested. 
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3.2   IDENTIFYING PURPOSES FOR COLLECTION OF PERSONAL 
 INFORMATION  


 


Identifying Purposes.  ADR Canada identifies the purposes for which it collects Personal 
Information at or before the time of collection from an Individual, and in any case, prior to use or 
disclosure of the Personal Information for the identified purposes.   


See Schedule B, section 3.2 for exceptions to consent requirement for collection, use and 
disclosure. 


 


(a) ADR Canada identifies the purposes, through either direct explanation or use of 
other notification means for which it collects Personal Information at or before the 
time of collection from an Individual, and collects only that information necessary 
for such identified purposes. 


(i) determining and documenting an applicant’s eligibility for membership, 
certification, or inclusion on mailings;   


(ii) understanding, and administering products and services that meet member, 
client or customer ADR needs; 


(iii) processing any payments made by clients for ADR Canada products and 
services; collecting any amounts owing by members or clients under any 
goods or services transactions; and investigating, pursuing and 
adjudicating any collections and/or damages claims relating to members, 
clients or customers; 


(iv) communicating with members, clients or customers in connection with the 
foregoing purposes;  


(v) offering members, clients and customers new products and services that 
may be of interest to them (provided that members and clients have not 
opted out of receiving such offers); and 


(vi) investigating complaints. 


(b) When ADR Canada wishes to use or disclose the Personal Information for a 
purpose other than an identified purpose, it will identify the new purpose prior to 
such use or disclosure. The Individual whose Personal Information is at issue 
must consent before ADR Canada can use or disclose the information for this new 
purpose, unless such use or disclosure without consent is permitted by law. 


(c) When collecting Personal Information directly from an Individual, ADR Canada 
personnel explains the identified purposes to the applicable Individual.  
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(d) When collecting Personal Information, other than from an Individual, i.e. from a 
third party, and doing so without the direct consent of the Individual, ADR 
Canada shall: 


(i) provide the disclosing organization with sufficient information regarding 
the purpose of the collection to allow the disclosing organization to 
determine whether the disclosure would be in accordance with the Act; 
and 


(ii) obtain representation from the third party that it has obtained the consent 
of the Individual for the collection, use and disclosure of the Personal 
Information by ADR Canada for that purpose. 


(e) ADR Canada ensures that the purposes for which it collects Personal Information 
are only purposes that a reasonable person would consider appropriate in the 
circumstances. 
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3.3 OBTAINING CONSENT TO COLLECT, USE AND DISCLOSE PERSONAL 
 INFORMATION 


 


Obtaining Consent.  ADR Canada will make a reasonable effort to advise an individual as to 
how Personal Information will be used or communicated or disclosed by ADR Canada.  
Generally, ADR Canada will obtain an individual’s consent to the collection, use and 
communication or disclosure of Personal Information for the Purposes before or at the time it 
collects the information.  A member, client or customer’s consent may be express or implied, 
depending on the sensitivity of the information.   


 


(a) Subject to (b) below, the knowledge and Consent of the Individual are required 
for the collection, use, or disclosure of Personal Information by ADR Canada, 
except where the collection, use or disclosure of Personal Information without 
such knowledge and Consent is permitted or required by law.  In appropriate 
circumstances, Consent may be implied. 


(b) The Act sets out specific circumstances under which ADR Canada may collect, 
use, or disclose Personal Information without the knowledge or Consent of the 
Individual.  Schedule “B” sets out a representative sampling of those 
circumstances wherein ADR Canada may, without knowledge or Consent, collect, 
use, or disclose Personal Information. 


(c) ADR Canada uses reasonable efforts to ensure that Individuals are advised of the 
purposes for which their Personal Information will be used. For example, if 
Personal Information is collected in writing, the purposes will be identified on the 
application form, or if Personal Information is collected orally, such purposes will 
be listed on the script to be used by persons collecting Personal Information.  To 
make the Consent meaningful, the purposes are stated in such a manner that the 
Individual can reasonably understand how the Personal Information will be used 
or disclosed.  


(d) Typically, ADR Canada seeks Consent for the use or disclosure of information at 
the time of its collection. In certain circumstances, Consent for the use or 
disclosure may be sought after the information has been collected, but before it is 
so used or disclosed (for example, when ADR Canada wants to use Personal 
Information for a purpose not previously identified). 


(e) ADR Canada does not, as a condition of the supply of information or services, 
require an Individual to Consent to the collection, use, or disclosure of Personal 
Information beyond that required to fulfill the explicitly specified and legitimate 
identified purposes. 


(f) In determining the form of Consent, ADR Canada takes into account the 
sensitivity of the Personal Information involved. ADR Canada generally seeks 
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express Consent when the Personal Information is likely to be considered 
sensitive, and implied Consent when the information is less sensitive. 


(g) In obtaining Consent, ADR Canada also takes into account the reasonable 
expectations of the Individual. 


(h) ADR Canada may seek Consent in various ways, depending on the circumstances 
and the type of information collected, including, for example, using an application 
form and/or a check-off box, or collecting oral consent - in particular, when 
information is collected over the telephone. 


(i) An Individual may withdraw Consent at anytime, subject to legal or contractual 
restrictions and reasonable notice. ADR Canada will inform the Individual of the 
implications of such withdrawal.  For example, where an Individual withdraws 
Consent to the uses of their Personal Information, such withdrawal may result in 
ADR Canada being unable to market services to such Individual. 


(j) An individual may withdraw or vary his or her consent on reasonable notice to 
ADR Canada, subject to legal or contractual restrictions.  ADR Canada will 
generally be able to give effect to such withdrawal or variation on thirty (30) 
days’ notice, and will, if it has not already done so, advise the individual of the 
implications of his or her withdrawal or variation. 
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3.4  LIMITS ON THE COLLECTION OF PERSONAL INFORMATION   
 


Limiting collection.  ADR Canada limits the collection of Personal Information to that 
which is necessary for the purposes that it has identified.  Such information is collected by 
fair and lawful means.  ADR Canada will not collect Personal Information from any third 
party without an individual’s consent unless the collection is clearly in the individual’s 
interest and ADR Canada is unable to obtain consent in a timely way, or as otherwise 
permitted by law. 


 


 


(a) ADR Canada limits the collection of Personal Information to that which is 
necessary for the identified purposes. ADR Canada collects the Personal 
Information by fair and lawful means. 


(b) ADR Canada does not collect Personal Information at random without regard to 
an identified purpose or in a misleading manner.  Both the amount and the type of 
information collected is limited to that which is necessary to fulfill the identified 
purposes. ADR Canada specifies the type of information collected as part of its 
information-handling policies and practices. 
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3.5   LIMIT ON THE USE, COMMUNICATION OR DISCLOSURE AND 
 RETENTION OF PERSONAL INFORMATION   
 


Limits on the use, communication or disclosure and retention.  ADR Canada will only use, 
communicate or disclose and retain Personal Information for the purposes identified in this 
policy.  ADR Canada will identify any third parties to whom Personal Information will be 
communicated or disclosed at the time of collection and obtain an individual’s consent to such 
communication or disclosure.   


 


(a) ADR Canada will keep a record of each individual’s Personal Information in a 
file specific to him or her.  ADR Canada will use, communicate or disclose and 
retain Personal Information only for as long as is necessary to fulfil the purposes 
or as otherwise permitted or required by law.  ADR Canada has established 
minimum and maximum retention periods and procedures for retaining and 
destroying Personal Information. 


(b) ADR Canada does not use or disclose Personal Information for purposes other 
than those identified purposes for which it was collected, except with the Consent 
of the Individual or as necessary for the fulfillment of those purposes, or as 
permitted by applicable law. 


(c) Only ADR Canada personnel with an organizational “need-to-know”, or whose 
duties reasonably so require, in order to fulfill the identified purposes, are granted 
access to Personal Information.  


(d) ADR Canada keeps Personal Information only as long as it remains necessary or 
relevant for the identified purposes, or as required or permitted by law. 


(e) Where the Personal Information has been used to make a decision about an 
Individual, it will be retained long enough to allow the Individual access to the 
information for a reasonable period of time after the decision has been made, 
pursuant to the ADR Canada Document Retention Policy;  


(f) Where the Personal Information is the subject of a request from an Individual, it 
will be retained for as long as is necessary to allow the Individual to exhaust any 
recourse under the Act generally. 


(g) ADR Canada destroys or erases Personal Information that is no longer to be 
retained pursuant to (d), (e) and (f) above.  
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3.6   ACCURACY OF PERSONAL INFORMATION  
 
 


Accuracy.  ADR Canada will use reasonable efforts to keep Personal Information as accurate, 
complete and up-to-date as necessary for the purposes of its policy.  ADR Canada will not 
routinely update Personal Information unless necessary.  ADR Canada expects individuals from 
time to time, to update their Personal Information themselves, using the “Update Your Listing” 
feature of this Web site. 


 
 


(a) ADR Canada keeps Personal Information as accurate, complete, and up-to-date as 
is necessary for the identified Purposes. 


(b) Personal Information used by ADR Canada is kept accurate, complete, and as up-
to-date as possible to minimize the possibility that inappropriate information 
could be used to make a decision about the Individual.  To ensure the foregoing 
with respect to Personal Information, ADR Canada requires each Individual to 
ensure that the Personal Information, which he or she has provided to ADR 
Canada, is accurate and remains current. 


(c) ADR Canada does not routinely update Personal Information, unless such a 
process is necessary to fulfill the purposes for which the information was 
collected (for example, the periodic updates set out in (b) above). 


(d) Personal Information that is used continually, including information that is 
disclosed to third parties, is generally kept accurate and up-to-date, unless limits 
to the requirement for accuracy are clearly set out.   
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3.7 SAFEGUARDING PERSONAL INFORMATION 
 


Safeguards.  ADR Canada is committed to protecting the security of Personal Information.  
ADR Canada uses security safeguards appropriate to the sensitivity of Personal Information to 
protect it from loss or theft, as well as unauthorized access, disclosure, copying, use or 
modification.   


 


(a) ADR Canada has implemented security safeguards to protect Personal 
Information, regardless of the format in which it is held, against loss or theft, 
unauthorized access, collection, disclosure, copying, use, or modification, through 
safeguards which are appropriate to the sensitivity of the information that has 
been collected, the amount, distribution, and format of the information, and the 
method of storage.  A higher level of protection is used to safeguard more 
sensitive information.  


(b) The methods of protection used include: 


(i) physical measures, for example, locked filing cabinets and restricted 
access to offices; 


(ii) organizational measures, for example, limiting access on a “need-to-
know” basis; and 


(iii) technological measures, for example, the use of passwords and encryption. 


(c) ADR Canada protects Personal Information disclosed to non-ADR Canada third 
parties, by contractual agreements stipulating the confidentiality of the Personal 
Information and the purposes for which it may be used and disclosed.  


(d) ADR Canada’s staff is made aware, through orientation and refresher training 
programs, of the importance of maintaining the confidentiality of Personal 
Information.  ADR Canada conducts periodic internal and independent audits of 
its security safeguards and any breach of ADR Canada’s security safeguards is a 
disciplinary matter.  ADR Canada’s security safeguards extend to the destruction 
of Personal Information. 


(e) ADR Canada uses care in disposing of or destroying Personal Information to 
prevent unauthorized parties from gaining access to the information. 
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3.8   AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION ABOUT ADR CANADA’S POLICIES AND 
PRACTICES 
 


Openness.  ADR Canada is open about the policies and practices it uses to manage Personal 
Information.  This privacy statement is intended to provide individuals with specific information 
about such policies and practices; however, ADR Canada will provide individuals with 
additional information upon request. 


 


 


(a) ADR Canada makes readily available to Individuals specific information about 
this Policy and other policies and practices relating to the management of 
Personal Information. 
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3.9 ACCESS TO PERSONAL INFORMATION 
 


Individual access.  Upon written request, ADR Canada will inform an Individual of the 
existence, use, and disclosure of his or her Personal Information, will provide such Individual 
with access to that information, and will permit the Individual to challenge the accuracy and 
completeness of the Personal Information. 


 


(a) ADR Canada shall, upon the written request of an Individual: 


(i) inform such Individual of the existence (including the source of the 
Personal Information), use, and disclosure (including a list of the 
organizations to which ADR Canada has, or may have, disclosed such 
Individual’s Personal Information) of his or her Personal Information, 
except as set out in (e) and (f) below; 


(ii) provide such Individual with access to that information except as set out in 
(e) and (f) below; and 


(iii) provide such Individual with a process to be able to express a concern 
regarding the accuracy and completeness of the Personal Information and 
where an Individual successfully demonstrates the inaccuracy or 
incompleteness of Personal Information, ADR Canada will amend the 
Personal Information as required as soon as reasonably possible.  Where 
reasonably appropriate, ADR Canada will transmit the amended 
information to third parties having access to the Personal Information in 
question.  


(b) ADR Canada will respond to each such Individual and Employee request not later 
than thirty (30) days after receipt of a written request.  Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, where: 


(i) a large amount of Personal Information is requested and meeting the time 
limit would unreasonably interfere with the activities of ADR Canada; or 


(ii) the time required to undertake any consultations necessary to respond to 
the request would make the time limit impracticable to meet; 


then ADR Canada shall within such thirty (30) day period send a notice to the 
Individual, advising them of the new time limit (which shall be no more than an 
additional thirty (30) day period, the reasons for extending the time limit and their 
right to make a complaint to the federal Privacy Commissioner or other applicable 
Privacy Law authority in respect of the extension.  Where ADR Canada extends 
the time limit for responding to a request by the maximum additional thirty (30) 
day period, ADR Canada may charge a minimal cost for such request in 
accordance with (c) below.   
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(c) ADR Canada will respond to each such request, under ordinary circumstances, at 
no cost to the Individual for access. 


(d) Where ADR Canada is making the requested information available, the 
information shall be in a form that is generally understandable, including 
explaining any abbreviations or codes. 


(e) Notwithstanding the foregoing, ADR Canada may not provide access to the 
Personal Information only if the information: 


(i) is protected by solicitor-client privilege; 


(ii) would reveal confidential information about ADR Canada; 


(iii) was collected without the knowledge and consent of the Individual (as to 
do otherwise would have compromised the availability or the accuracy of 
the Personal Information, and the collection was reasonable for purposes 
relating to investigating the breach of an agreement or a contravention of 
the laws of Canada or a province); or 


(iv) was generated in the course of a formal dispute resolution process, 
including without limitation such a process between (A) ADR Canada and 
(B) the Individual; provided that where the Personal Information requested 
by the Individual is needed because the life, health or security of an 
individual (who may or may not be the requesting Individual) is 
threatened, then ADR Canada will provide such Personal Information. 


(f) Under no circumstances shall ADR Canada provide access to the Personal 
Information if: 


(i) the information could reasonably be expected to threaten the safety or 
physical or mental health of an individual other than the individual who 
made the request; 


(ii) the information could reasonably be expected to cause immediate or grave 
harm to the safety or physical or mental health of the individual who made 
the request; or 


(iii) the information would reveal the identity of an individual who has 
provided Personal Information about another individual and the individual 
providing the Personal Information does not consent to the disclosure of 
his or her identity. 1 


                                                 
1 For example, if an ADR Canada board member provides an opinion on an individual’s application for certification 


as an arbitrator or mediator that an individual is not fit to be certified, and disclosing this opinion would reveal 
the identity of the member who does not consent to such disclosure, ADR Canada may not disclose such 
information.  
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(g) Notwithstanding (e) and (f) above, if ADR Canada is able to remove the 
information listed in (e)(ii) and (f)(i), (ii) and (iii) from a document that contains 
Personal Information about the individual who requested it, ADR Canada must 
provide the individual with access to the Personal Information after the 
information referred to above is removed. 


(h) Where access to the Personal Information would likely reveal Personal 
Information about a third party: 


(i) ADR Canada shall not provide access to such Personal Information, 
provided that if the Personal Information of the third party is severable 
from the Personal Information of the requesting Individual, ADR Canada 
shall sever such third party Personal Information and shall provide the 
requesting Individual with their remaining Personal Information; but 


(ii) notwithstanding (h)(i) above, ADR Canada shall provide such access, and 
need not sever third party Personal Information, where such third party 
consents or where the Personal Information requested by the Individual is 
needed by the Individual because the life, health or security of an 
individual (who may or may not be the requesting Individual) is 
threatened. 


(i) In addition, in the case of sensitive medical information, ADR Canada may refer 
the Individual to the Individual’s physician to disclose such Personal Information 
to the Individual. 


(j) Where ADR Canada refuses a request from an Individual under this Section of the 
Policy within the thirty (30) day response period, ADR Canada will identify (i) 
the reasons for refusing the request, (ii) the recourse for the Individual under the 
Act generally, and (iii) the contact information of the Privacy Officer who can 
answer any questions about the refusal to provide access to the information, as set 
out in Schedule “A”. 


(k) If an Individual makes a written request to ADR Canada to inform him or her 
about any disclosure of their Personal Information to a government institution, the 
Privacy Officer shall be informed, and ADR Canada shall not respond to such 
request until the Privacy Officer has determined whether ADR Canada must 
notify the government institution and otherwise comply with the procedures set 
out in Sections 9(2.1) to 9(2.4) of the Act. 
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3.10 HANDLING COMPLAINTS AND QUESTIONS 
 


Complaints And Questions.  An individual may challenge ADR Canada’s compliance with this 
privacy statement.  All complaints or inquiries should be in writing, include the individual’s 
name, contact information and a brief description of the complaint, and be directed to ADR 
Canada’s Privacy Officer.  


Prior to making a complaint to the Chief Privacy Officer, or if a complaint is not resolved to the 
individual’s satisfaction, the individual may also make a complaint to the applicable Privacy 
Commissioner. 


 


 


(a) An Individual can submit a complaint in writing to the Privacy Officer concerning 
ADR Canada’s compliance with the above principles. 


(b) ADR Canada has put procedures in place to receive and respond to inquiries or 
concerns/complaints about its policies and practices relating to the handling of 
Personal Information. ADR Canada informs Individuals who make inquiries or 
lodge concerns/complaints of the existence of relevant complaint procedures.    


(c) ADR Canada investigates all concerns/complaints pursuant to its complaint 
procedures.  If it concludes that a complaint is justified, ADR Canada will take 
appropriate measures, including, if necessary, amending its policies and practices. 
ADR Canada will inform each Individual of the outcome of the investigation 
regarding his or her challenge/complaint. 


(d) When a concern /complaint is not resolved to the satisfaction of the Individual, 
ADR Canada records the substance of the unresolved concern/complaint, and 
where appropriate transmits the existence of the unresolved concern/complaint to 
third parties having access to the Personal Information in question. 
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SCHEDULE “A” 


PRIVACY OFFICER 
 
Mary Anne Harnick 
Suite 500  
234 Eglinton Avenue East, 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4P 1K5 
 
Tel: 1-877-475-4353 
Tel: 1-416-487-4733 
Fax: 1-416-487-4429 
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SCHEDULE “B” 
 


EXAMPLES OF EXCEPTIONS TO CONSENT REQUIREMENT 
FOR COLLECTION, USE AND DISCLOSURE 


The following is a representative sampling of circumstances under which ADR Canada may, 
without knowledge or Consent,:   


(i) collect Personal Information: 


(A) where the collection is clearly in the interests of the Individual and 
Consent cannot be obtained in a timely way; or 


(B) where it would be reasonable to expect that the collection with the 
knowledge and consent of the individual would compromise the 
availability or the accuracy of the information and the collection is 
reasonable for purposes related to investigating a breach of an 
agreement or a contravention of the laws of Canada or a province. 


(ii) use Personal Information: 


(A) where the information was collected in accordance with paragraphs 
(i)(A) or (B); 


(B) where ADR Canada becomes aware of information it has 
reasonable grounds to believe could be useful in investigating or 
preventing a contravention of the laws of Canada, a province, or 
another country, that has been, is being, or is about to be 
committed, the use with consent would compromise the 
investigation and the information is used to investigate that 
contravention; or 


(C) where the information is used to act in an emergency that threatens 
the life, health or security of an Individual; and  


(iii) disclose Personal Information: 


(A) where the disclosure is made to a barrister or solicitor who is 
representing ADR Canada; 


(B) where required to comply with a subpoena or warrant issued or an 
order made by a body with jurisdiction to compel the production of 
information, or to comply with court rulings relating to the 
production of records.   
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(C) where made to a government institution or part of a government 
institution that has requested the information, identified its lawful 
authority to obtain the information, and indicated that 


(I) to the extent the Act applies, it suspects that the 
information relates to national security, the defense of 
Canada, or the conduct of international affairs, 


(II) the disclosure is requested for the purpose of enforcing any 
law of Canada, a province or, to the extent the Act applies, 
another country, carrying out an investigation relating to 
the enforcement of any such law, or gathering intelligence 
for the purpose of enforcing any such law, or 


(III) the disclosure is requested for the purpose of administering 
any law of Canada or a Canadian province. 


(D) where made on the initiative of ADR Canada to an investigative 
body, a government institution, or a part of a government 
institution, and ADR Canada has reasonable grounds to believe 
that the information relates to a breach of an agreement or a 
contravention of the laws of Canada, a province or, to the extent 
the Act applies, another country, that has been, is being or is about 
to be committed;  


(E) where made to a person who needs the information because of an 
emergency that threatens the life, health, or security of an 
Individual and, if the Individual whom the information is about is 
alive, ADR Canada informs that Individual of the Disclosure in 
writing without delay; or 


(F) where law requires the disclosure. 


This is not an exhaustive list of such circumstances, and there may be other circumstances where 
ADR Canada is permitted by law, without knowledge and consent, to collect, use or disclose 
Personal Information. 
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SCHEDULE “C” 


PUBLICLY AVAILABLE INFORMATION EXCEPTIONS  


This Policy does not impose limits on the collection, use or disclosure by ADR Canada of the 
following publicly available information. 


Personal Information that is an individual’s name, address, telephone number and e-mail address, 
when (i) listed in a public directory (where the Individual can refuse to have the Personal 
Information appear in the directory); (ii) available in a publication, in printed or electronic form, 
that is available to the public; or (iii) where the individual has provided the information 
appearing in: 


(A) a professional or business directory, listing or notice; 


(B) a registry collected under a statutory authority and to which a right of public 
access is authorized by law; or 


(C) a record or document of a judicial or quasi-judicial body, 


in which case the collection, use and disclosure of the Personal Information must relate directly 
to the purpose for which the information appears in, as applicable, the directory, listing or notice; 
the registry; or the record or document. 








ADR Institute of Alberta


INCOME STATEMENT - SUMMARY
Two Months Ended February 28, 2014


March 20, 2014 6:34PM Page 1 Report 3


2014 2 Months Ended Actual %
Budget Feb. 28, 2014 of Budget


Revenue


Membership Fees Net of ADRI 104,620 $ 13,327 $ 13% 
Other Membership Services 120,825 19,726 16% 
Professional Development 663,800 116,022 17% 
Designation 10,375 0 0% 
Accreditation 4,950 0 0% 
Other Income 300 0 0% 


Total Revenue 904,870 $ 149,075 $ 16% 


Expense


Member Services 37,000 $ 2,716 $ 7% 
Professional Development 473,435 35,996 8% 
Designation 2,000 0 0% 
Operations 365,267 58,921 16% 
Board of Directors 9,675 2,376 25% 


Total Expenses 887,377 $ 100,009 $ 11% 


Net Income (Loss) 17,493 $ 49,066 $ 280% 








 


5.2.3 
 


 
 


 


From: Lorraine Nordstrom [mailto:anmedi8@telus.net]  
Sent: February-20-14 5:02 PM 


To: Wendy Hassen 
Subject: February 14th Telephone Conversation 


 
Hi Wendy: 
 
I appreciate you taking the time to speak with me on February 14th regarding the concerns our 
community of mediators here in Grande Prairie have regarding the direction of mediation.  We covered 
a lot of subjects in our discussion, and I was very pleased with your summary of what I had brought up.  I 
look forward to hearing from you on what measures ADRIA will be taking to address my concerns.  
Thank you. 
 
Lorraine Nordstrom, C. Med. 
Coordinator 
Peace Circle of Mediators 
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5.2.6 


From: Wendy Hassen [mailto:wendy@wendyhassen.ca]  
Sent: February-20-14 9:58 PM 


To: Bancroft, James; Erika Deines; Paul Conway 
Subject: RE: Provincial Court Civil Mediation Program Information 


Hi Jim! 


I think the first question that comes to my mind as a Board is whether we should be engaging in any 
activities around  compensation of ADR professionals ( This could include doing compensation research 
to provide information about ranges,  principles around pro bono work,  or as in this case advocacy for 
compensation.  If the answer is yes ( which I think is within our mission – highlighted below)  then I think 
we need to take a harder look into what that might look like.   Our membership is diverse – those in 
private practice- those who do ADR  in an employment situation and those who are volunteers only.  .  It 
has been a question for many years and I think it deserves consideration by the board in future. This may 
be a an area worth a task force of the board to look into.   I just received an e-mail from Lorraine 
Nordstrom which I will forward to you – it references our conversation without mentioning the content ( 
unfortunately)  - but I feel as a Board we need to respond – what is our policy regarding advocacy for 
compensation with government or any other body?  


Maybe the four of us should discuss further? 


Wendy 


Our mission  To provide leadership and services in appropriate dispute resolution (ADR) to our members 
by:  


o Fostering excellence in negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and restorative practices  


o Supporting the viable practice of ADR in Alberta  


o Providing excellence in ADR  professional development  


o Promoting the ethical use of ADR processes  


o Maintaining accreditation standards, accountability  and designations 


o Encouraging those practicing in ADR to join our organization 


 


 


Out of clutter find simplicity; From discord find 
harmony; In the middle of difficulty lies 
opportunity 


Einstein 


This communication is intended for the use of the recipient to which it is addressed, 
and may contain confidential, personal and or privileged information.  Please contact me immediately if you are not the intended recipient of 
this communication, and do not copy, distribute, or take action replying on it.  Any communication received in error, or subsequent reply, should 
be deleted or destroyed. 
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From: Bancroft, James [mailto:jbancroft@davis.ca]  


Sent: February-18-14 5:11 PM 
To: Wendy Hassen; Erika Deines (edexecutivedirector@adralberta.com); 'Paul Conway' 


Subject: FW: Provincial Court Civil Mediation Program Information 


For your information and consideration.    


I had a lengthy discussion with Monica Kreiner last week where she shared many of the points that are 
set out in her e-mail to Marilyn Slawinsky, below. It would be great if we could get some additional 
funding out of the provincial government to increase the level of compensation for mediators in the 
Provincial Court Civil Mediation Program. However, as I mentioned to Monica, I recall a town hall 
meeting about 18 months ago where this topic was discussed with Marilyn's predecessor, Sandra 
Schultz, and Sandra was very blunt and to the point in saying that there was no additional funding for 
this program and that there would not be an increase in the compensation paid to mediators. 


I also mentioned to Monica that I have been approached on several occasions by mediators who are 
trying to get into the Provincial Court Civil Mediation Program and who would volunteer their services 
for free, just to get the opportunity to participate in the program, to get experience and to observe 
other mediators.  Perhaps, once everyone has had a chance to consider Marilyn's e-mail, we can talk 
about how to respond and whether this is something that should be addressed at our April Board 
meeting. 


Jim 


From: Monica Kreiner [mailto:moniyasko@gmail.com]  


Sent: February-18-2014 4:59 PM 
To: 'Marilyn Slawinsky' 


Cc: Victor Skinner; Wanda Wakeford; Lorraine Nordstrom; Janice Kretzer-Prysunka; Fiona LeBlanc; Ian 
Brown; Bancroft, James 


Subject: RE: Provincial Court Civil Mediation Program Information 


Marilyn, thank you for your e-mail explaining the current status of the program and services integration 
project.  We knew change was afoot and feel reassured that we will be kept informed as things emerge.  
For now I understand that it is business as usual in the civil court mediation program.   


I’ve been involved in this program for just over a year and have found it to be very well organized and 
effective.  The program is well thought out with a thorough mediator manual that answers most 


questions and concerns.  The staff I work with are professional and supportive.  The successes I’ve 


witnessed – both in terms of resolution and repaired relationships – have been heartening. I have 
appreciated the opportunity to learn and grow through the co-mediation model.   


My one concern is regarding the compensation that mediators receive for their services.  As you are 


aware, training to become a mediator requires a significant cost both financial and personal.  Those of us 


who have pursued this career do so out of an understanding of the value of the skills we practice.   I 
read in your e-mail that you seek to make services more consistent throughout the province.  With that in 


mind, I am hoping that you will consider consistency in the payment of mediator services.  Currently, the 
Government of Alberta hires full-time mediators who are classified as Human Services Worker 5.  Their 


current compensation (salary plus a conservative estimate of 15% benefits) would mean they receive 
between 131 and 169 per half day.  From colleagues, I have learned that the current compensation of 


$75/mediation/mediator (mediations usually last half a day) has remained static since 1999.  I would like 


to ask that our work as occasional mediators in the civil court be compensated at the same level as full-
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time mediators or $150 per half day mediation per mediator.  This would still be significantly less than 


the market rate for entry level private mediators which is approximately $150/hour.  I believe that we are 
providing a valuable service in resolving disputes and saving significant court costs.   


I look forward to hearing from you on this matter. 


Monica Kreiner 
Moniyasko Consulting 
Grande Prairie, AB 
Moniyasko@gmail.com 
http://www.moniyasko.ca/ 
780-978-8616 


 From: Marilyn Slawinsky [mailto:Marilyn.Slawinsky@just.gov.ab.ca]  


Sent: February-14-14 8:55 AM 


To: Marilyn Slawinsky 
Cc: Faye Morrison; Helen Maze; Megan McKenna; Sonia Poulin; Victor Skinner; Miles Weatherall; Richens 


Loretta <loretta.richens@gov.ab.ca; RedPC Civilmediation 


Subject: Provincial Court Civil Mediation Program Information 


Hello to all Provincial Court Civil Mediation roster mediators: 
   


I am contacting you for a number of important reasons - to introduce myself to those of you who may 


not know me, to provide you with some information about our program that you may be wondering 
about, to address some concerns that you may have, and to invite you to give input and feedback on 


anything that is important to you to address.  I hope you will stay with me to the end of this email while I 
try to cover all of those things! 


   


First, I am the new "Director of Dispute Resolution Services" within the Programs and Services branch of 
Court Services.  Yes, long and confusing title, but let me break that down for you.  Court Services is the 


area of Alberta Justice that administers the operations of - you guessed it - the Alberta Courts.  There are 
a number of programs and services that are connected to the courts - including the Provincial Court Civil 


Mediation program, Family Justice Services, Family Law Information Centre, Law Information Centre, 
Aboriginal Court Services, Civil Enforcement, Law Libraries, DRO (Dispute Resolution Officer) project, CSR 


(Child Support Resolution) project, BCI (Brief Conflict Intervention), CPI mediation (Child Protection 


Intervention), and educational and intervention programs such as PAS (Parenting After Separation), 
FOCIS (Focus on Communication in Separation),  etc.  These programs and services (and some others I 


may have forgotten to mention!) have recently been brought together under the umbrella of "Programs 
and Services" (not very descriptive, but we'll work on that), with a single executive director (Faye 


Morrison).  


 
As part of bringing these programs and services together, a project was commenced that is called the 


Programs and Services Integration Project.  One of the main goals of this project is to standardize our 
services and make them more consistently available and accessible across the province.  One of the 


outcomes is the development of a new service delivery model, and a new organizational structure.  That 


structure is still being developed, but the first roles that have been created (including mine) are the new 
Director roles for the three new divisions in the department.  I, together with the new Director of Court 


Assistance Services (Miles Weatherall) and the Director of Libraries and Information Services (Sonia 
Poulin), will be responsible to oversee the delivery of all of our programs and services throughout the 


province.  My direct responsibilities include all of our dispute resolution services and programs, including 
of course the Provincial Court Civil Mediation program. 


   


This project is providing us with the opportunity to reexamine how we are delivering ALL of our programs 
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and services, and to identify and implement improvements where possible.  I understand that this can 


cause uncertainty for those involved with our programs, but I want to assure you of a few things: 
   


1.  Operations as they currently exist will continue to run while we work through this project, and we will 
continue to deliver our services.  We will clearly communicate to you any changes that would or might 


affect you.  Currently, no such changes have occurred that I am aware of, other than what is set out in 


this email. 
  


2.  I want to meet our mediators and hear from all of you.  I am interested in your thoughts and 
feedback on the aspects of our programs that you think work well, and on the parts that could use some 


improvement.  We certainly value the contribution you make to the success of our programs, and I am 
sure that you all have meaningful input to give to us.  I invite you to forward to me, or to the mediation 


coordinator in your area, any information and suggestions you think would be helpful to us is moving 


forward with this project.  Please also feel free to ask any questions you might have, bearing in mind that 
we may not yet be in a position to answer some of them.  I would like to arrange some sessions in the 


near future for us to get together and talk about some of these things, and I will let you know when we 
are able to do that. 


   


3.  My goal is to establish a consistent method of communication with you for information that concerns 
our programs province-wide.  This includes not only information about our integration, but also 


information about policy and procedure decisions for the program.  While we work on a longer-term plan 
to accomplish that, in the interim we intend to simply send out emails, like this one,  to all of the roster.   


I have been provided with a distribution list that I understand includes all of our civil mediation 
mediators, so if you become aware that someone is not receiving these communications, please let me 


know.  From time to time, you may receive these communications from various members of our team. 


   
4.  Loretta Richens continues to be the mediation co-ordinator and manager in Calgary, Megan McKenna 


continues to be the mediation co-ordinator and manager in Edmonton, and Victor Skinner continues to be 
the mediation co-ordinator and manager in Grande Prairie.  We are in the process of making alternate 


arrangements for responsibility for the Red Deer/Wetaskiwin areas (previously handled by me) and the 


Lethbridge/Medicine Hat areas (previously handled by Helen Maze, who is currently handling other 
responsibilities), and as soon as we finalize those arrangements we will certainly let you know.  This has 


previously been communicated to the roster mediators in those areas.  If you have any questions or 
concerns about those arrangements, please contact me. 


  


 
I hope that I have answered any preliminary questions you may have about what has been going on in 


our department, and dispelled any rumors or misconceptions that might be circulating.  Again, I 
encourage you to communicate your questions and concerns to us, and I reiterate that we appreciate 


very much your dedication to our program and your patience as we work through this. 


Marilyn Slawinsky 
Director-Dispute Resolution Services 
Programs & Services [Court Services], Alberta Justice 
marilyn.slawinsky@gov.ab.ca 
403.755.1461 
403.341.8635 (fax) 
Balanced Discussions.  Creative Solutions. 


 
This communication is intended for the use of the recipient to which it is addressed, and may contain confidential, personal and or privileged 
information. Please contact us immediately if you are not the intended recipient of this communication, and do not copy, distribute, or take 
action relying on it. Any communication received in error, or subsequent reply, should be deleted or destroyed 
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Board of Directors Meeting 18/19 December 2013 - Approved  


ADRIA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES 


WEDNESDAY/THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18/19, 2013 


VOTE BY EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE 


Attending: Jim Bancroft, Q.C.; Joanne Munro, C. Med; Wendy Hassen, C. Med; Dolores 


Herman, Q. Med; Deborah Howes, C. Arb; Stan Galbraith, C. Med; Barrie Marshall, Q.C.; 


Chuck Smith, Q. Med; Don Goodfellow, Q.C., C. Arb; Mike Hokanson, LLB 


 


MEETING COMMENCES: N/A 


 


BOARD MOTION: 


It is moved by Wendy Hassen, seconded by Dolores Herman, that the terms of reference for the 


Executive Director's Planning Committee, as drafted by Wendy Hassen, be adopted.  Approved 


Unanimously. 


 








From: Anne Wallace [anne.wallace@sasktel.net] 


Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 5:58 AM 


To: Erika Deines 


Cc: mtsatterfield@hotmail.com; Mary Anne Harnick 


Subject: Training Programs 


  


Erika, 
  
I must apologize for not responding to your earlier email sooner. I came down with a 
bug that knocked for out of commission for a week and now I am really far behind again 
in my work and I am leaving this morning for an actual vacation. 
  
I have reviewed everything and had a brief discussion with Mary Anne yesterday. This 
is how I would like to proceed: 
  


1.     For the materials, we will call our programs: 
  
ADR Institute of Canada 40 Hour Introductory Mediation Training 


ADR Institute of Canada 40 Hour Introductory Arbitration Training 


  
2.     Work with Mary Anne to develop whatever we use for the ADRIC “seal of approval” that 


can be put on the materials and any promotional material. We are able to say the 
programs are “ADR Institute of Canada Accredited Mediation Training” or ADR Institute 
of Canada Accredited Arbitration Training” as the case may be.  
  


3.     Your proposal on the fee structure is excellent. It is straightforward and easy to 
understand. Let’s go with that. It can always be revisited when we have some 
experience. I will take the responsibility on this end for having made this decision so that 
we can get things rolling.  
  
I think that’s probably all you need for now, but let me know if I have missed something.  
  
Thanks. 
  
Anne  
  
Anne M. Wallace, Q.C. 
LL.B., C.Arb., C.Med., CTAJ, IMI Cert.  


Anne Wallace Legal Professional Corporation 


PO Box 22114 RPO Wildwood 


Saskatoon, SK S7H 5P1 


Phone: (306) 373-0273 


Fax: (306) 373-0672 


E-mail: anne.wallace@sasktel.net 


www.adrweb.ca/anne-wallace  


GO HUSKIES! GO RIDERS! 
This message is intended only for the addressee. It may contain privileged or confidential 


information. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately so that we 


may correct our internal records. Then please delete the original message. Thank you.  
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4.5.3 


 


 


Angela Boyes 


  Biographical Sketch 


 


I was born in Regina, Saskatchewan.  My early years were spent in many southern Saskatchewan cities.  
At age 8 I moved to Saskatoon, SK, where I completed my primary and secondary school education.  On 
graduation from High School I entered the work force and explored various career options.  While working 
and raising my family, I earned two years of Arts & Science accreditation at the University of SK.   Then, 
in January 2004 I committed myself to full time educational studies.  From January 2004-May 2006 I 
completed a 4 year Bachelor of Commerce degree, majoring in Human Resource Management.  This 
degree enabled me to make a career change into Human Resource Management where I have grown 
this vocation.   


Outside of work commitments I am currently an active Board member for the Human Resource Institute of 
Alberta.  HRIA is a professional association representing over 5,000 HR practitioners and over 2,500 
certified Human Resource Professionals (CHRP’s) in the province of Alberta.  


I am an active volunteer for the Fort McMurray Victim Services division of the RCMP. To qualify to be a 
volunteer, the highest levels of security clearance must be obtained.  Qualification with Victim Services 
includes a minimum commitment of 24 hours per month.  The mandate of Victim Services is to lessen 
the impact of crime and trauma on victims and their families and to assist them in their recovery. 


Past volunteer involvements include:  READ Saskatoon, a volunteer literacy organization that provides 
free literacy services to individuals, families, workplaces and the community; EAL (English as an 
additional language) at the Fort McMurray Public Library; Board member for the Public School Parent / 
Teacher Association in Saskatoon, SK; Board member for the Lakeridge Preschool Association; active 
volunteer in the elementary Public School on various committees and projects; 10 year volunteer for the 
World Wide Marriage Encounter; Heart and Stroke canvasser;  as well as many other ad hoc initiatives 
for community based organizations.    


 


 








5.2.2 


From: Joanna Dorian [mailto:joanna.dorian@gov.ab.ca] On Behalf Of Diane Shearer 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:27 PM 


Subject: Invitation from Justice Moen and Assistant Deputy Minister Lynn Varty to attend April 7 
Reforming Family Justice System workshop 


 


The Honourable Justice Andrea Moen and Assistant Deputy Minister of Court Services Lynn Varty invite 


you to attend a workshop for Reforming the Family Justice System on Monday, April 7.  We are pleased 


to have you at the table with us as we discuss how to improve Alberta’s family justice system to ensure 


the needs of our families and children are supported. Meeting details and materials follow below. 


WORKSHOP DATE: Monday, April 7, 2014 


TIME: 8:00 a.m. (registration) to 4:30 p.m. A continental breakfast will be available. 


LOCATION: Matrix Hotel, 10640 100 Avenue NW, Edmonton  


 


Accommodations/Special requirements 
A block of rooms has been reserved for those travelling to Edmonton from outside the city. Please 


contact the hotel directly at 780-429-2861 if you require accommodations to attend the workshop. Ask 


for the “Policy Workshop” group rate, which is $139 per room. This government rate will be available 


until April 4. Catering will be provided by the Matrix Hotel. If you have special dietary requirements, 


email me at diane.shearer@gov.ab.ca.   


Reforming Family Justice System Project questionnaire  
A vital first step in our work to reform the family justice system is to develop a shared understanding 


about each other's priorities, expectations and resources. Please take 15 minutes complete the 


questionnaire. Because your responses will help inform some of our discussion on April 7 and the work 


we will be doing together in the future, we ask you to complete the questionnaire by April 1. If you are 


representing an organization we prefer you consider submitting one survey for the entire organization.  


 


Action Committee working group recommendations 
We will be referencing the recommendations from the national Action Committee on Access to Justice 


in Civil and Family Matters - Prevention, Triage and Referral Working Group and the Family Working 


Group. Summaries of these working group reports are available at 


www.cfcj-fcjc.org/collaborations#NAC. These reports informed the basis of the discussion at the 


November 20, 2013 Joint Action Forum in Edmonton and will be the foundation for our discussion at the 


April 7 workshop and future discussions about how to reform Alberta’s family justice system. To help 


you prepare for the workshop, you are encouraged to review the reports. Familiarizing yourself with the 


Action Committee working group recommendations will also be valuable as you complete the Reforming 


Family Justice System Project questionnaire.  


What’s next 
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In the next few days you will receive another email outlining the program. In an effort to be open and 


foster a collaborative environment, we would like to provide a list of individuals attending the 


workshop. If you have any concerns with your name being shared, please contact me. Remember to 


save the date for our second workshop on May 5. More information about this workshop will be shared 


in the coming weeks. 


Diane Shearer 
Sr. Manager 


Policy and Planning Division  


Alberta Justice and Solicitor General 


403-297-7125 


Cell 403-973-0392 


 


 


This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the 


individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please 


notify the system manager. This message contains confidential information and is intended only 


for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, 


distribute or copy this e-mail.  
 








From: Katherine Tyssen [katherine.tyssen@aon.ca] 


Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 8:10 AM 


To: Erika Deines 


Subject: RE: ADR Institute of Alberta - liability insurance - Policy No. 


RAP2807396 


Attachments: 2013 Location Exposure.doc 


  


Hi Erika 


  


How are you today? 


  


Please note that the instructors would be covered under the above policy as they are performing 


operations by ADR. 


  


If you are adding a Calgary location, please advise the exact address, any contents/computer equipment, 


etc., so I can have this added to your policy. 


Please note that even if there is no contents/equipment, etc. I will still need the complete address of the 


Calgary location so I can advise underwriters and have the Liability Insurance extended to cover this 


location.   


  


Please complete the attached and forward it back to me as soon as possible. 


  


Thanks and I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest. 


  


Have a great day. 


  


Kathy 


  
Kathy Tyssen | Aon Reed Stenhouse Inc. 
Commercial Business Unit | Account Manager 
Suite 900, 10025-102A Avenue 
Edmonton, AB T5J 0Y2 
Tel: 780.423.9895 | Fax: 780.423.9876 
Toll Free: 1-800-675-6173 
katherine.tyssen@aon.ca 
www.aon.ca 
We are presently seeking new opportunities to be of service to the business/commercial sector and would really appreciate any referrals you may 


send our way. 
Thank you for your support 
Protect the environmental.  Print this e-mail only if absolutely necessary 
  
From: Erika Deines [mailto:edexecutivedirector@adralberta.com]  


Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 5:50 PM 


To: Katherine Tyssen 
Subject: RE: ADR Institute of Alberta - liability insurance 
  
Hi Kathy, 


  


Thank you very much for the information you provided in your email below. The Board has been 


informed and they now have yet another request. Could you please let me know if our instructors are 


covered by our commercial liability insurance?  


  


We rent a classroom as part of our office rent and in Calgary, we are also starting an office and small 


classroom combo where our instructors (contractors with ADRIA) are teaching.  I am not sure about our 


Calgary office location… we are one of several lessees in the North Calgary Business Centre (NCBC) 


(starting Jan. 2014) but have a designated office and classroom (the Board room is our classroom).  


  


Thanks for your guidance and assistance in making sure we are covered appropriately. 
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Warmly, 


  


Erika 


   


Erika Deines/ Executive Director 


 ADR Institute of Alberta 
Room CE223A 
7128 Ada Boulevard 
Ralph King Athletic Centre - Concordia University College 
Edmonton AB T5B 4E4 
ph. (780) 433-4881 ext 110 or 1-800-232-7214 ext 116 
fax. (780) 433-9024 
www.adralberta.com 
  
The ADRIA offices are staffed by a dedicated team of part-time staff and volunteers.  Every effort is made to return your 
calls and e-mails within 2-3 business days, and many answers are readily available on the website.   
Enquiries and in-person office visits are most easily accommodated weekdays between 10am and 2pm.  At all times, 
please send or leave detailed and clear messages to assist us in serving you professionally. 
  
VISION:  
ADRIA is the strongest and most vibrant Appropriate Dispute Resolution membership organization in Canada - recognized 
for advancing excellence in the field of ADR, its practice, and its professionals.  
  
MISSION: 
To provide leadership and services in appropriate dispute resolution (ADR) to our members by: Fostering excellence in 
negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and restorative practices; Supporting the viable practice of ADR in Alberta; Providing 
excellence in ADR professional development; Promoting the ethical use of ADR processes; Maintaining accreditation 
standards, accountability and designations for the ADR profession; Encouraging those practicing in ADR to join our 
organization. 
  


   
From: Katherine Tyssen [mailto:katherine.tyssen@aon.ca]  
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:45 AM 


To: Erika Deines 
Subject: RE: ADR Institute of Alberta - liability insurance 


Importance: High 
  
Hi Erika 


  


How are you today? 


  


Please be advised that I spoke with the underwriter, and he has reconfirmed that contract employees are 


covered while performing operations for the Insured. 


  


Thanks and have a great day. 


  


Kathy 


  
Kathy Tyssen | Aon Reed Stenhouse Inc. 
Commercial Business Unit | Account Manager 
Suite 900, 10025-102A Avenue 
Edmonton, AB T5J 0Y2 
Tel: 780.423.9895 | Fax: 780.423.9876 
Toll Free: 1-800-675-6173 
katherine.tyssen@aon.ca 
www.aon.ca 
We are presently seeking new opportunities to be of service to the business/commercial sector and would really appreciate any referrals you may 


send our way. 
Thank you for your support 
Protect the environmental.  Print this e-mail only if absolutely necessary 
  
From: Erika Deines [mailto:edexecutivedirector@adralberta.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:46 PM 
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To: Katherine Tyssen 
Subject: ADR Institute of Alberta - liability insurance 
  
Hi Katherine, 


  


In our Renewal Application of August 30, 2013, I stated our employee count as 6 full time and 1 part time 


person. Since all but one staff are working on contract-employment (1 year terms), the Board of Directors 


has asked me to get confirmation in writing that our contract-employees are indeed covered by our 


insurance policy. Currently, we have 1 full-time employee (with benefit deductions), 1 part-time 


bookkeeper (no benefits), 3 contract-employees (21-25 hours per week), and 1 contract-employee (28 


hours). Additionally, we have project-related contractors who work between 8 and 28 hours a week, 


depending on the project they work on. They are not on a 1 year term contract but on 1 – 6 months 


contracts.  


  


All of the above people are engaged in the operations of ADR Institute, member services and professional 


development (i.e. membership applications, newsletters, annual directory, conference, managing rosters, 


financial reconciliation, organizing board meetings, and planning and organizing professional 


development courses/workshops). In summary, our business operations are, as reported, mediation, 


arbitration and member services. 


  


Could you please confirm in writing that your insurance coverage does cover our contract-employees and 


that your ‘independent contractor’ category applies to trades people who may carry their own liability 


insurance (i.e. painter, plumber, carpenter, etc.) and is different from the category “employee count”. 


  


If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at the address below.  


  


Thank you and I look forward to your correspondence. 


  


Warmly, 


  


Erika 


  


Erika Deines/ Executive Director 


 ADR Institute of Alberta 
Room CE223A 
7128 Ada Boulevard 
Ralph King Athletic Centre - Concordia University College 
Edmonton AB T5B 4E4 
ph. (780) 433-4881 ext 110 or 1-800-232-7214 ext 116 
fax. (780) 433-9024 
www.adralberta.com 
  
The ADRIA offices are staffed by a dedicated team of part-time staff and volunteers.  Every effort is made to return your 
calls and e-mails within 2-3 business days, and many answers are readily available on the website.   
Enquiries and in-person office visits are most easily accommodated weekdays between 10am and 2pm.  At all times, 
please send or leave detailed and clear messages to assist us in serving you professionally. 
  
VISION:  
ADRIA is the strongest and most vibrant Appropriate Dispute Resolution membership organization in Canada - recognized 
for advancing excellence in the field of ADR, its practice, and its professionals.  
  
MISSION: 
To provide leadership and services in appropriate dispute resolution (ADR) to our members by: Fostering excellence in 
negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and restorative practices; Supporting the viable practice of ADR in Alberta; Providing 
excellence in ADR professional development; Promoting the ethical use of ADR processes; Maintaining accreditation 
standards, accountability and designations for the ADR profession; Encouraging those practicing in ADR to join our 
organization. 
 
********************************************************************************** 
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Angela Boyes 


  Biographical Sketch 


 


I was born in Regina, Saskatchewan.  My early years were spent in many southern Saskatchewan cities.  
At age 8 I moved to Saskatoon, SK, where I completed my primary and secondary school education.  On 
graduation from High School I entered the work force and explored various career options.  While working 
and raising my family, I earned two years of Arts & Science accreditation at the University of SK.   Then, 
in January 2004 I committed myself to full time educational studies.  From January 2004-May 2006 I 
completed a 4 year Bachelor of Commerce degree, majoring in Human Resource Management.  This 
degree enabled me to make a career change into Human Resource Management where I have grown 
this vocation.   


Outside of work commitments I am currently an active Board member for the Human Resource Institute of 
Alberta.  HRIA is a professional association representing over 5,000 HR practitioners and over 2,500 
certified Human Resource Professionals (CHRP’s) in the province of Alberta.  


I am an active volunteer for the Fort McMurray Victim Services division of the RCMP. To qualify to be a 
volunteer, the highest levels of security clearance must be obtained.  Qualification with Victim Services 
includes a minimum commitment of 24 hours per month.  The mandate of Victim Services is to lessen 
the impact of crime and trauma on victims and their families and to assist them in their recovery. 


Past volunteer involvements include:  READ Saskatoon, a volunteer literacy organization that provides 
free literacy services to individuals, families, workplaces and the community; EAL (English as an 
additional language) at the Fort McMurray Public Library; Board member for the Public School Parent / 
Teacher Association in Saskatoon, SK; Board member for the Lakeridge Preschool Association; active 
volunteer in the elementary Public School on various committees and projects; 10 year volunteer for the 
World Wide Marriage Encounter; Heart and Stroke canvasser;  as well as many other ad hoc initiatives 
for community based organizations.    


 


 








DRAFT 
 


Terms of Reference:  
Regional Chartered Mediator Accreditation Committee 


January 2014 
 


Definitions: 
 


Regional Chartered Mediator Accreditation Committee (“RCMAC”): the RCMAC is 
appointed by the Board of Directors of ADR Institute of Alberta (ADRIA) to review 
applications for accreditation as a Qualified or Chartered Mediator. The RCMAC 
recommends member applicants to the National Chartered Mediator Accreditation 
Committee (NCAAC) for accreditation as a Chartered Mediator by the ADR Institute 
of Canada. The RCMAC Committee shall be comprised of no fewer than 3 qualified 
Mediators. 
 
Qualifying Mediator: Chartered Mediators or person otherwise deemed qualified by 
the ADRIA Board of Directors and appointed by that body to carry out the function. 
 
The RCMAC is guided by the Principles, Criteria, Protocol, Competencies for the 
designation Chartered Mediator as set out by the ADR Institute of Canada, Inc. 


 
Duration of the Committee:  
     2 year term - May 2014 through May 2016 
 
Chair of the Committee:  
     As appointed by the ADRIA Board of Directors: Jan (John) Souman 
 
Committee membership:  
     As decided by the Chair and the Executive Director  
 
Requirements of the Committee for Executive Director/Staff time: 


Administrative support in preparing applications of designations for committee 
review, tracking and paying committee expenses 


 
Budget requirements:  


Costs of supporting the committee: parking for Panel Chair and participants- $100; 
conference calling fees $50.00/meeting for up to 6 meetings/year - $300; other costs 
to be determined by the Panel and the Executive Director as per the ADRIA annual 
budget. 


 
Reporting obligations: 


To the ADRIA Board of Directors by the Executive Director on a regular basis or as 
required by the ADRIA Board. 


 








4.5.1 
 
Joanne Munro 
 
Joanne is a nationally chartered mediator, a restorative justice facilitator and 
instructor in the areas of conflict resolution, mediation and restorative 
justice/practice. She mediates for Alberta Justice's Family Mediation and Civil 
Claims programs, Catholic Social Services' parent-teen mediation program, and local 
community mediation programs. Joanne has extensive experience in 
organizational/workplace assessment and mediation, and a rich background in 
facilitating meetings, public involvement processes (for government) and helping 
organizations restore their workplaces. 
 
Joanne is one of the founding members of ADRIA and served as Vice-Chair in 
2012/13. She also served one year on the AAMS Board of Directors. Prior to 
entering the world of conflict resolution, Joanne was a reporter and editorial writer 
for the Edmonton Journal.   
 
Joanne and her husband Gordon live in St. Albert and have five children. 
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4.5.2 


 


Jessamine, Jeffery 
GSC., Q.Arb. 


 


 
Jeff Jessamine has over twenty years in the civil construction industry and has 
experience a wide range of industrial, municipal, provincial, federal and commercial 
projects in a variety of scopes such as piping, utilities, earthworks, etc. He has worked 
across Canada and internationally within the Construction and Engineering Industries. 
Jeff has significant experience developing and implementing HSE and QA/QC programs. 
Jeff has worked on and managed construction projects including but not limited to; 
design constructability, field operations, staffing, scheduling, cost control, subcontract 
administration, client and design/architect liaison, HSE, and risk management.   
 
Jeff is passionate and has the drive to learn and apply new technology, new and 
innovative methods of construction, and to engage leading methods and practices 
resulting in superior construction management.  This ability to learn and apply new 
knowledge enabled Jeff to quickly master the challenges of Estimation, Project 
Management and Construction Operations Management in order to reach the rank of 
President and CEO of Sprague-Rosser Construction Co. Ltd.  Under Jeff’s leadership 
Sprague-Rosser has seen its business grow steadily from $10 million dollars annual 
construction revenues to over $135 million dollars in annual project work.   
 
Jeff is a Qualified Arbitrator under ADR Institute of Alberta and has further training in 
contract/construction law, risk and construction management.  Jeff’s ADR 
practice/experience includes the preparation, analysis and evaluation of construction 
claims, and has worked as an expert for owners, law firms, contractors and insurance 
companies. Jeff is also a Canadian Construction Association (CCA) Gold Seal Project 
Manager. 
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ADR Institute of Canada 


 


Board of Directors Meeting 
 


Friday and Saturday, January 24 and 25, 2014 
 


Novotel, Toronto 
 


2:00 p.m. ET - 5:00 p.m. ET 
 


Present as indicated:  X;  meetings missed ( )  
 


Executive: 


     


(1) Glen Bell   X Mary Comeau X Derek Lloyd   X Jim Musgrave  


X  Jeffrey Smith 


 


Directors: 


  


X Stephen Antle    X Randy Bundus         X  Thierry Beriault     X Andy Butt          


X Michael Erdle     X Bill Hartnett  X  Shawn Irving     X Jim McCartney       


X David McCutcheon     (1) Paul McMullan        X  Louise Novinger Grant      


X Scott Siemens               X Chuck Smith  X  Karim Sunderji   X Anne Wallace


  


 Staff:  


 


 X Mary Anne Harnick (Secretary)  X Janet McKay  


 


1. Friday Call to Order 
 
The meeting was called to order at 2:00 p.m. ET, and President Jim Musgrave 
welcomed the Board members. 
  


2. Approval of agenda for Friday and Saturday 
 
Jeffrey Smith moved approval of the agenda. Seconded by Louise Novinger 
Grant.  Motion Carried. 
 


3. Board List, Committee List and Meeting Schedule 
 
The draft ADRIC Board list, ADRIC Committee list and meeting schedules set 
out in the Board package were approved in final form. 
 


4. Minutes of November 22, Executive Meeting 
 
The minutes of the November 22, 2013 Executive Committee were accepted 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ED to amend 
Executive Committee 
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by the Board for information purposes, subject to changing # 6(e) "Rules 
Committee" to "Regional Affiliates."  
 


5. Minutes of December 19, 2013 
  
Chuck Smith moved approval of the minutes from the December 19, 2013 
Board meeting.  Seconded by Mary Comeau.  Motion Carried. 
 
ED was asked to canvass affiliates as to residency requirements and corporate 
membership.  
 


6. National Training Courses 
 
ADRIO President Anne Grant and Ontario-based trainer Rick Russell were 
invited to attend part of this meeting to outline their concerns and 
perspectives.  Following their presentations and departures from the 
meeting, and after much discussion, it was agreed: 
 


 The National Task Force is to be thanked for its considerable efforts on this 
important project; 


 Each Regional Affiliate will be free to opt in or opt out of the program.  If a 
Regional Affiliate opts out of all or part of the program, ADRIC will not 
attempt to fill the void. The Regional Affiliate speaks for its region on whether 
or not one or both of the courses and/or training is offered in the region; 


 Regional Affiliates are free to dialogue with community colleges, universities 
and private training providers as they wish, within their respective regions; 


 There will be no reference in the course materials or in promoting the courses 
to "national" or equivalent, or "Gold Standard" or equivalent; 


 The new courses will be promoted only as "ADRIC accredited" or equivalent, 
with other training courses that are approved by ADRIC (and of course meet 
the equivalency standards set by the Training Task Force). also able to 
advertise that they are  "ADRIC accredited" so that any approved course is 
considered an equivalent; 


 The Task Force is encouraged to open a dialogue with IMAQ aimed at arriving 
in due course at recognition of Quebec-offered arbitration and mediation 
training courses; and 


 Logistics following the Board's directions above are to be referred back to the 
Task Force. 
  


7. Continuance 
 
Past President Randy Bundus moved approval in principle of the application 
for continuance (form 4031), with authority for the ED and Executive to bring 
the matter and any associated matters to a duly-convened meeting of ADRIC 
members for authorization to file it with Industry Canada.  Seconded by 
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Louise Novinger Grant.  Motion Carried. 
 


8. Finance Committee Report 
 
Treasurer Jeffrey Smith provided a document with 2013 actual costs based on 
draft statements. Mr. Smith and others on the Board expressed concern over 
the projected deficit for 2014 and stated that the wild card here is really the 
conference. 
 
Noting the drop in corporate membership from $19,000 to $13,000 in 2013, it 
was agreed that the value proposition for corporate membership must be 
increased. Business Development Manager Janet McKay was asked to do 
some follow-up to determine why corporate members did not renew 
memberships in 2013 
 
Mr. Smith noted that ADRIC is responsible for paying uncollected GST/HST 
that was not collected related to issues with MemberNation.  (See item 9(a) 
below). 
 
Mr. Smith advised the Board that the ADRIC external auditors failed to file a 
form T1044 for 3 years in a row.  Lead ADRIC auditor Len Bolton has spoken 
to a senior staffer with Canada Revenue Agency about the matter, and CRA 
suggested that ADRIC file a voluntary disclosure explaining the reason for the 
omissions.  Mr. Bolton was advised by CRA: 
 
"… to file the 1044 and in the circumstances of being an NPO [not for profit 
organization] and having filed the T2 corporate return [the CRA staffer] felt 
that there would not be any repercussions in filing the late T1044’s with an 
explanation as to why they were not filed. He explained that the information 
was at CRA in terms of balance sheet and statement of income that is filed 
with the T2 and of course NPO’s do not pay income tax." 
 
The voluntary disclosure has been submitted to CRA. 
 


9. Executive Director’s Report and Business Arising From the Minutes 
 
The ED’s full Report, which was included in the Board package, was treated as 
read. Highlights from the ED’s Report appear below: 
 


a. Accounting and Technology 
 


 Having discovered entry duplications from MemberNation to 
QuickBooks, and instances where HST was not charged by 
MemberNation, Greg Greenough, ADRIC’s external book-
keeper/accountant has reviewed and verified every entry in the 
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ADRIO AGM. 
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system. New software has been purchased to avoid future duplicate 
entries from MemberNation to QuickBooks. Issues relating to 
MemberNation not charging sales tax have also been resolved. 
 


 The division of duties between Morgan Horst and Mr. Greenough will 
be confirmed at a meeting to be scheduled with the ADRIC and ADRIO 
Treasurers, a BDO supervisor, and the ED. Mr. Greenough advises 
that BDO will provide a new letter of engagement that will include 
specific duties to be performed by BDO.  The ED will create a duties 
checklist of duties for monthly sign-off by Messrs. Greenough and 
Horst.  
 


b. Technology 
 
Michael Erdle reported: 
 


 The Technology Committee is reviewing names of IT specialists who 
have volunteered to provide support to the Committee.  
 


 Staff had been disappointed in the support provided by Fonteva, the 
MemberNation provider. Problems were elevated to the attention of 
Fonteva’s president. Following a meeting of ADRIC staff, the Fonteva 
president, and Fonteva support staff, ADRIC staff reported major 
improvements.  


 


 The ADRIC website needs to be refreshed. 
 
It was agreed that over time, attention should be paid to how the 
MemberNation system can be accessed by Regional Affiliates.  
 


c. Conference Report 
 
Janet McKay reported that the final conference numbers are as follows:  
 
Revenue                      $220,286.00    
Expenses                       141,694.80  
Surplus                          $78,591.63         
 


d. ADRIC 2014 
 


ADRIC Directors Stephen Antle, Michael Erdle and Bill Hartnett have agreed to 
serve on the National Conference Committee. IMAQ members Steve McInnes, 
Serge Pisapia and Maureen Flynn have also agreed to serve on this 
Committee.   
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Janet McKay is working on booking a venue.  
 
Provided permission is obtained from conference attendees to place their 
names on a distribution list for other conference attendees, ADRIC should be 
able to distribute the conference list to attendees at or ahead of the next 
conference. When the conference registration form is designed, this 
permission item will be included, and the ED will ensure that we are in 
compliance with privacy legislation. 
 
e. Emergency Arbitrator Appointments 
 
The National Roster Selection Committee has agreed that it can provide 
emergency appointments when called upon to do so.  The ED will be meeting 
with Mary Comeau to discuss criteria for such appointments.  
 
A request has been sent to Atlantic, Manitoba, Quebec and Saskatchewan to 
add someone from their respective regions to the Committee. 
 
f. Policy on Residency 
 
The ED is canvassing Regional Affiliates for their policies, if any, on residency 
requirements and will provide this information to the Executive who will 
make a recommendation to the Board on this issue. 
 
g. Volunteer Roster for CanPraxis 
 
The Roster Development Committee met on January 17, 2014  to discuss 
whether ADRIC should provide a volunteer roster to CanPraxis, and to 
consider a policy on volunteer rosters in general.   
 
With respect to Can Praxis, ED agreed to ask for further information from 
Stephen Critchley of CanPraxis. 
 
h. Misuse of Designations 
 
This matter was referred to the Executive Committee. 
 
i. Insurance for Associates 
 
Currently, Marsh provides Associate Members with professional liability 
insurance for a higher premium than paid by full members.  
 
The ED has spoken to ADRIC’s insurer.  The insurer suggests that ADRIC 
inform associate members with insurance through Marsh that insurance for 
associates will be discontinued. If an associate member would like to renew 
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his or her insurance with Marsh, under the ADRIC plan the member must 
become a full member by May 31, 2014. 
 
Andy Butt asked if ADRIC can receive information relating to claims made in 
the last few years. ED stated that she would do so. 
 
j. Professional Insurance for Trainers 
 
Currently, members with Marsh-provided professional liability Insurance are 
insured when training groups or individuals for whom they are also giving 
advice on conflict management (e.g. human resources managers). Paul 
Conway, the ADRIA’s Executive Director, informs the ED, and Marsh confirms, 
that ADRIC members training mediators and arbitrators are not similarly 
covered. The ED has asked Marsh to look into arranging insurance for those 
who want it. Marsh is checking with Lloyd's and expects the premium to be 
around $500. 
 


10.  National Arbitration Rules Fee Split 
 
After discussion on the matter, David McCutcheon moved approval of a split 
of 65% ADRIC/35% Regional Affiliates with respect to payments from parties 
under the National Arbitration Rules. Seconded by Randy Bundus. Motion 
Carried. 


 
11. Fees for Appointment and Selection under the National Mediation Rules 


 
Jim McCartney moved approval of ADRIA's recommendation that "$500" be 
removed from schedule “A” to the National Mediation Rules for the 
appointment and selection of mediators. Seconded by Andy Butt.  Motion 
carried. 
 
Stephen Antle, Mary Comeau, Shawn Irving and Chuck Smith were asked to 
gather information on this matter for the Board. 
 


12. Friday Adjournment 
 
The meeting adjourned at 6:00 p.m. 


 
Saturday January 25, 2014 
 


13. Saturday Call to Order 
 
The meeting was reconvened at 9:00 a.m. ET. 
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14. Budget 
 
Treasurer Jeffrey Smith presented a draft budget for discussion.  After much 
discussion, it was agreed that the following amendments would be made: 
 


 $6,600 for the President or a representative of national to attend at 
the affiliate AGMs; 


 $30,000 in one time marketing costs; 


 $27,500, including benefits, for an additional shared ADRIC/ADRIO 
administrative employee, subject to Ontario's agreement to 
contribute the same amount.  Part of this employee’s responsibilities 
will be to assist the Training Task Force. 


 
Derek Lloyd moved approval of the budget, as amended. Seconded by Thierry 
Beriault. Motion carried. 


 
It was agreed that the ED would circulate the dates for Regional Affiliate 
annual general meetings among the members of the Executive Committee to 
see whether attendance at an AGM might coordinate with their schedules. 


 
15. Saturday Adjournment 


 
The meeting adjourned at 11:00 a.m. 
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May 22 & 23, 2014   
Red Deer, Alberta 


         


Keynote: Achieving Best In Class 


Dr. Deborah Eastlick 


Differing Communications Styles of Men and Women 


Nejolla Korris 
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Pre-conference: May 22, 2014 


Conference: May 23, 2014 


ADR  
Institute  
of  Alberta  


THE PSYCHOLOGICAL UNDERPINNIINGS AND ORIGINS OF CONFLICT: 
The Human Factors Underlying the Mediation Approach of ADR 
 


Speaker: Dr. Donald Mihaloew 
 


In this workshop, time  will  be spent on the nature of conflict as it emerges and is reflected both in 
the lives of the practitioner and the clients they see. This will then be juxtaposed on the nature and 
process of mediation itself. The human factor needs always to be considered in the execution of any 
endeavor,  for we do not know what we are looking at unless we know what we are looking through. 
This maxim applies to both mediator and client alike.  


Men and women seem to come from two distinct places when they communicate.   Learn the basics 
of linguistic lie detection and how they apply to communications and gender. Learn the various ways 
man speak and woman speak differs and change how you approach conversations. 


The vision of the Alberta Energy Regulator is, in part, to be best in class. This presentation will 
outline the new direction and aspirations of it's Appropriate Dispute Resolution program to achieve 
best in class status.  


  


EXPANDING  


2014 AGM & Conference 


ENERGY 


Please join us for a Public Forum and Networking event on May 22nd following 


the AGM. This forum will serve to raise the profile of ADR in Central Alberta, introducing 
community leaders to the full potential of ADR and its many applications.   


Featuring: A Way Through - Restorative Justice Movie 
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UNDERSTANDING THE PYSCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE 
MEDIATIVE AND ADVERSARIAL APPROACHES AND THE PLACE FOR BOTH 
 


Speaker: Dr. Donald Mihaloew  
 


Alternative Dispute Resolution is one such solution into which problems and disputes can be put for 
not only resolution but for transformation as well. The basis of this process lays in the notion of  
internal free-choice verses externally imposed mandates. The roots of defensiveness and 
domination, however, run deep in the human psyche and makes movement or loosening of old ideas 


Workshops May 23, 2014 


USING TECHNOLOGY TO ENHANCE CONFLICT RESOLUTION PROCESSES 
 


Speaker: Kari Boyle  
 


Find out how technology is being used successfully in conflict resolution processes to improve 
access to justice for citizens.  The workshop will explore this topic by referring to three key research 
projects coordinated by Mediate BC in the areas of family mediation, child support for adult children 
and an ODR platform for small claims disputes. 


NATIONAL ARBITRATION RULES AND SELECT & APPOINT PROCESSES 
 


Moderator:    Deborah Howes 
 


A panel presentation and discussion 


 What are the changes to the National Arbitration Rules 


 ADRIA’s Select & Appoint Process 


 How we select an arbitrator – perspective from a management lawyer 


 How we select an arbitrator – perspective from a union lawyer 


KEEPING THE TRAIN ON THE RAILS: USING PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN ADR 
 


Speaker: Sarah McEachern 
 


Project management principles will guide the way to improved planning, better budgeting and more 
efficient management of resources. This session will cover project management principles; 
identification of the critical path; adapting project management tips and strategies to arbitration.  
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Afternoon workshops: Mediation stream 


Afternoon workshops: Arbitration stream 


CIVILIAN PEACE SERVICE OF CANADA  
 


Speaker: Dr. Erich Schellhammer 
 


This presentation is of interest for mediators interested in peace service work.  It is increasingly noted 
that being a mediator is a necessary but not sufficient condition for facilitating dialogues that helps 
parties to resolve a conflict in a non-violent manner. Research has identified core values and key 
competencies of successful peace professionals. These core values and key competencies will be 
described. 
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     Schedule 


Thursday, May 22, 2014 


9:00 - 10:00 AM   CONFERENCE REGISTRATION  


10:00 - 4:00 PM 
   The Psychological Underpinnings & Origins of Conflict 
   Dr. Donald Mihaloew  


Friday, May 23, 2014 


8:00 - 9:00 AM   CONFERENCE REGISTRATION & NETWORKING BREAKFAST 


9:00 - 9:15 AM   OPENING REMARKS 


1:30 - 3:00 PM 


Understanding the  
Psychological Differences... 


Dr. Donald Mihaloew 
Civilian Peace Service            


of Canada 
Dr. Erich Schellhammer 


Keeping the Train on the 
Rails: Using Project  
Management in ADR 


Sarah McEachern 


10:15-10:45 AM    NETWORKING BREAK  


3:30 - 5:00 PM 


Using Technology to Enhance 
Conflict Resolution Processes 


Kari Boyle 


Panel: National Arbitration 
Rules and Select & Appoint 


Processes  
Moderator: Deborah Howes 


12:15 - 1:30 PM    LUNCH & PRESENTATION 


10:45-12:15 PM 
   Differing Communication Styles Between Men & Women 
   Nejolla Korris 


5:00 - 5:15 PM    CLOSING REMARKS 


5:15 - 7:00 PM    Networking 


9:15 - 10:15 AM 
   KEYNOTE: Achieving Best In Class 
   Dr. Deborah Eastlick 


3:00 - 3:30 PM    NETWORKING BREAK  


7:00 - 10:00 PM 
  Public Forum and Networking Event 
  Featuring: A Way Through - Restorative Justice Movie 


6:00 - 7:00 PM   ADRIA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
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Conference Fees - GST Not Included      


Participants at the Conference qualify to receive 3 CEE (Continuing 


Education and Engagement) points for each 90-minute workshop they attend 


towards professional development for their QMED and CMED designations. 


Registration 


To register for the ADRIA Conference, please visit   


http://www.adralberta.com/events.asp    


Red Deer Lodge 
Hotel & Conference Centre 


4311 - 49th Avenue 
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 5Y7  


 
To book, please call 403-346-8841 or 1-800-661-1657 and indicate you are 
with the ADRIA Conference to secure a conference rate of $109 + taxes 
(hot breakfast included). 
 
Attendees are responsible for booking their own accommodations.  
Book by April 22nd to guarantee your room and conference rate. 


Accommodations 


   Event Member Price 


Non-Member 


Price 


   Full Conference & Pre-conference 
   (May 22 & May 23) 


$ 350 $ 400 


   Conference Only 
   (May 23) 


$ 200 $ 250 


   Pre-Conference Only 
   (May 22) 


$ 250 $ 275 


Cancellations made before April 30 are subject to a 50 dollar cancellation fee. 
Cancellations one-week prior to the event will receive a 50 percent refund.      


Name substitutions are allowed at any time.  



http://www.adralberta.com/events.asp
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ADRIC National Gold Standard Dispute Resolution Training Program 


Administration Policy 


 


1. Definitions 


a. “ADRIC” means the ADR Institute of Canada Inc.; 


b. “Approved Trainers” and “Approved Coaches” mean the persons approved to 
deliver Program Courses in accordance with paragraph  3  of this Policy; 


c. “Course Fees” means the fees for Program Courses approved by ADRIC in 
accordance with paragraph 4 of this Policy;  


d. “Program” means the ADR Institute of Canada Inc. National Gold Standard 
Dispute Resolution Training Program established and administered in 
accordance with this Policy; 


e. “Policy” means this Administration Policy;  


f. “Program Course” means any Gold Standard training course delivered as part of 
the Program; 


g. “Region” means any regional affiliate of ADRIC; 


 


2. Program Principles  


a. Beginning with the introductory Mediation Course and the introductory 
Arbitration Course, ADRIC has decided to develop the Program for the use and 
benefit of its Regions. 


b. Persons successfully completing any Gold Standard Program Training Course will 
be permitted to use that training towards the requirements for relevant ADRIC 
designations and/or, in some Regions, training hours required for membership.  


c. Course content and requirements for all courses in the Program shall be created 
through and be maintained by ADRIC. 


d. Subject to the requirements of this Policy, the Course Program(s) may be 
delivered in each Region as the Region decides. 


e. In any event, applications to deliver Program Courses will be administered 
through the region in which the program is to be given, unless the region is 
unable to administer the application, which will then be administered by ADRIC. 


f. The Region shall provide ADRIC with its Regional Board Resolution(s) from time 
to time to reflect the Region’s decision(s) to deliver Program Courses
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3. Approved Trainers and Coaches 


a. Only trainers and coaches approved in accordance with this Policy (the “Approved 
Trainers” and “Approved Coaches”) will be authorized to deliver Program Courses.   


b. ADRIC will develop a process for approval of the trainers and coaches for Program 
Courses. There will be an approval process for each individual Program Course. The 
approval process will include, at a minimum, the following elements: 


 Criteria for credentials required for a person to be considered as a 
trainer, and  


 A training course or evidence of equivalent training experience.   


c. Every Approved Trainer and Approved Coach shall be required to sign an agreement 
that they will not use the Program Course Content for any purpose other than to teach 
that Program Course approved by a Region or ADRIC.  


 


4. Course Fees 


a. Course Fees shall be set from time to time by ADRIC after consultation with the Regions. 


 


5. Responsibilities 


1) The Region shall be responsible for: 


a. Using the nationally branded standard advertising material in any marketing. Program 
Courses delivered in a Region are to be marketed as ADRIC National Gold Standard 
Dispute Resolution Training.  


2)  The Approved Trainer shall be responsible for: 


a. Giving notice of date and location for any Program Course delivered in the Region to 
the Regional Affiliate; 


b. Costs of and arranging for logistics for any Program Course, such as meeting rooms, 
refreshments, audio visual requirements etc;  


c. Requesting the region to circulate standard advertising material with sufficient notice.  


 


6. Revenues 


7. Upkeep and Development Fund 


There shall be an Upkeep,  Development  and Promotion Fund to ensure the upkeep and 
maintenance of existing courses in the Program and to fund national promotion of the Program 
Courses and when possible the development of new courses in the Program. ADRIC will also 
pursue other options for funding for Program development.  


 


8. Taxes 


All amounts are subject to applicable taxes (GST or HST). 








3.1.1 
 
Joanne Munro 
 
Joanne is a nationally chartered mediator, a restorative justice facilitator and 
instructor in the areas of conflict resolution, mediation and restorative 
justice/practice. She mediates for Alberta Justice's Family Mediation and Civil 
Claims programs, Catholic Social Services' parent-teen mediation program, and local 
community mediation programs. Joanne has extensive experience in 
organizational/workplace assessment and mediation, and a rich background in 
facilitating meetings, public involvement processes (for government) and helping 
organizations restore their workplaces. 
 
Joanne is one of the founding members of ADRIA and served as Vice-Chair in 
2012/13. She also served one year on the AAMS Board of Directors. Prior to 
entering the world of conflict resolution, Joanne was a reporter and editorial writer 
for the Edmonton Journal.   
 
Joanne and her husband Gordon live in St. Albert and have five children. 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 


BETWEEN  


ALBERTA ARBITRATION & MEDIATION SOCIETY (AAMS)  


AND  


ADR INSTITUTE OF ALBERTA (ADRIA)  


 


AAMS and ADRIA are two separate organizations with distinct goals, mission 
statements, strategic plans, and directions for the future. 
 
Despite their differences, AAMS and ADRIA each recognize that both entities have an 
interest in the promotion of the benefits and use of mediation, arbitration and other 
forms of dispute resolution whenever and wherever possible, especially throughout the 
province of Alberta. 
 
Where possible, while maintaining the integrity of each institution’s mission, vision, 
mandate and regulatory restrictions, AAMS and ADRIA will endeavor to work together 
to further any endeavor that is to their mutual benefit. 
 
AAMS and ADRIA agree to encourage their respective staff members to work 
cooperatively, where possible, in providing assistance to both institutions as appropriate 
and identifying opportunities and events that would be beneficial to either or both 
institutions.  
 
EXECUTED as of the ___day of ___________, 2013: 
 
 
Alberta Arbitration & Mediation Society           ADR Institute of Alberta 
  
 
By:  _______________________                   By:______________________ 








Executive Director’s Report – April 2014 
 


As this is my first Board meeting as Executive Director, I would be remiss if I did not first express my 


appreciation for the support and guidance that the Board has provided me over the past six months, 


both collectively and individually.  ADRIA is an organization with amazing potential, and I look forward to 


advancing the profile of ADR, its practice and its professionals. 


 


Potential elements of this report that have been adequately addressed elsewhere in the Board’s agenda 


are, for the most part, not included herein. 


 


Please note that dashboard displays will increasingly be incorporated into the Board presentation 


materials, and progressively linked to ADRIA’s strategic plan and performance metrics.  Dashboard 


metrics are intended to provide Board members with clear, succinct and meaningful data, upon which 


they may base their decisions, establish new initiatives, and provide strategic direction.  It is important 


that the Board provide regular feedback and suggestions regarding the metrics presented – what’s 


useful, what’s not, and what’s needed in the future. 


 


Membership Report  
Paul Conway, previously Director Member Services 


Truus Souman, EA (Membership Coordinator & Front desk Customer Service) 


 


 Full Members Associate Members Total Members 


    


Current (End March) 337 138 475 


1 Year ago 327 127 454 


3 Years ago 319 109 429 


    


2013 low (January) 323 114 437 


2014 high (January) 323 159 482 


5-year high (Apr 2010) 355 151 506 


5-year low (Sep 2012) 311 92 403 


    


 


Note that over $10K of 2014 Membership revenue was injected into the 2013 year-end financial results 
when many of our Full members took advantage of an early renewal incentive offered last December.  
This money could potentially be recouped into the 2014 budget if our 2015 membership fees are 
increased and if a similar early renewal incentive is offered late this year.  Neither measure is being 
recommended at this time, as we hope to increase membership revenue through other means – notably 
through enhanced membership services and the promotion of national designations.  With regard to 
individual memberships, the focus will be on increasing the number of Full members, and increasing our 
membership in Calgary/Southern Alberta. 


 


...although I 


believe we can 


do much better, 


notably in 


Calgary and 


Southern 


Alberta. 







 
Corporate membership promotional material remains in development, and will be available for a 
corporate membership drive before the summer.  
 
Maintaining and improving the membership database, the on-line interface and our front desk customer 
service has been a priority for the past six months.  Notably, some two dozen members were discovered 
to have benefited from IT errors that afforded them an extra year of membership without payment.  
These have been identified and corrected where possible, with provisions made to prevent 
reoccurrence.   
 
ADRIC has conducted a national survey of membership categories, annual fees, and residency 
requirements.  ADRIA is well placed and competitively priced in this regard.  The Board will recall that 
ADRIA conducted its own informal survey prior to approving the 2014 membership fees.  
 
A survey of full members who did not renew their membership in 2013 was conducted with only 
minimal feedback received.  A similar survey will be dispatched soon to Associate members whose 
memberships lapsed in 2013.  
 
Members with designations continue to experience frustration with the payment requirements of ADRIC 
and ADRIA – they are confused by separate and uncoordinated payments for membership fees (ADRIA) 
and designation fees (ADRIC).  We hope to begin discussions with ADRIC this year that would see ADRIA 
assuming responsibility for the collection of all fees, and thus providing our membership with a Single 
Point of Contact (SPOC) for payments.  Further discussions with ADRIC, other Regional Affiliates and 
within our Board will focus on the renewal cycles – anniversary of purchase or annual (January 1st). 
 


Professional Development & Education 
Tammy Borowiecki, Manager Professional Development 


Tasha Innes, Education Assistant 


 


 It has been a busy couple of months with Mediation, Communication & Arbitration classes 


running both in Edmonton and Calgary. The next two months will be busy with additional core 


and specialty classes.  


 March has also been busy with members asking questions about designations. When the new 


criteria and forms are posted on the website, we hope for fewer questions for the next round 


applications.  


 The education information on the website has been simplified and updated to reflect the new 


ADRIC mediation course.  


 We will be offering a summer intensive training this July for both the Communications and 


Mediation classes in Edmonton. 


 A draft course calendar has been prepared for fall 2014 and winter 2015 core classes 


(communication, negotiation, mediation, arbitration). I anticipate posting most of the classes 


within the next couple of weeks.  







 We will be going out with a survey in the next couple of weeks to find out what members are 


looking for from ADRIA and to gauge interest in future professional development courses.  


 We have had several calls for private training - while many of these requests are tentative, we 


have two contracts confirmed for May.  


 We created a LinkedIn page for ADRIA. 


 We are working on many elements of the conference including speaker logistics, conference 


promotion and registration. 


 We have started the update of the Communications program. The goal is to update the program 


in modules so that the complete program can be offered as the 6-day core communication class 


but the modules can be stand alone so that they can be used in private training.  


 We are also working on the final elements of PHBIA.  


 We have an intern starting at the end of April that has been studying editing and 


communication. She will be able to assist with various communication needs as well as editing 


course material. 


 We are still in limbo regarding the ADRIC mediation program. ADRIC is meeting April 24th and 


until they finalize many logistical items, we are unable to complete and offer the train the 


trainer program. 


 Technical issues continue to add a layer of frustration to the office. One such challenge is the 


SharePoint calendar for coaches and instructors – we are searching for better solution. 


 We are also researching programs to allow students to view course content and pre-course 


material in a secure platform.  


 We are looking to re-start practice groups in Calgary and are working through the logistical 


challenges.  


 


Designations – March applications 
 


 


C.Arb Q.Arb C.Med Q.Med Total 


2 13 2 15 32 


                                                                                                                                           


 


The early introduction of the ADRIC National Arbitration course has been well received, and has 


significantly boosted the number of Q.Arb applicants, and thus Full memberships.  Similarly, there has 


been great interest expressed in the new ADRIC National Mediation course to be launched later this 


year and, although the Q.Med has more rigorous criteria for approval compared to the Q.Arb, a similar 


boost to Full membership applications and upgrades is anticipated over time. 


 


 


 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In support of the Treasurer’s detailed submission, ADRIA has significantly improved its cash reserves 


over the past 6 months, and its capacity to pay expenses on time.  HR expenses will be tightly controlled 


for at least the next 6 months as we monitor the organization’s capacity to deliver on its operational 


goals, notably as they pertain to generating new revenue streams.  There are significant legacy projects 


that generated 2013 revenue, but that have not been fully delivered to the client.  Such legacy issues 


would reflect negatively on ADRIA’s reputation if not completed, and represent an organizational 


liability that to some extent is holding the organization back from delivering on its full potential. 


 


The attached pie charts illustrate the 2014 budget as currently approved, but in a new light.  ADRIA’s 


previously reported “Operational Expenses” are now fully distributed and properly attributed to the 


organization’s key functional activities.  Also attached, the Professional Development charts will provide 


Board Directors with a more complete understanding of this important activity, and its connection to 


membership revenue.  These dashboard elements will be further refined in the months ahead. 


 


The 2014 (In-year) budget is currently undergoing a Q2 review to identify programming changes, 


weaknesses in our previous estimates, and best/worst case projections.  These will be presented at 


future Board meetings for discussion and/or approval.  A Q3 budget review will be scheduled for July, 


and the 2015 (Out-year) budget projections will also be developed over the summer (vice December). 


 


Accounts Payable: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Financial 
notes 







Cash+Reserves: 
 


 
 


Cash+Reserves vs Deferred Revenue 
 


 
 


 


Human Resources 
 


 


What a difference six months can make!  The current ADRIA office team is motivated and engaged in the 


business of providing quality membership services – membership administration, designations, 


education and professional development.  For 2013, the ADRIA ED & Board embraced an HR structure 


that focussed on three specific contracted areas of responsibility:  Member services, Professional 


Development, and Designations & Accreditation.  In truth, there were insufficient resources dedicated 


to maintaining our core membership support services and our existing education programs.  Employee 


 







turnover, the relocation to Concordia, and a complete loss of IT functionality compounded the problem.  


In-year funds were reallocated to support the essential core functions, and we have emerged as a solid 


team.  Moving forward, HR expenditures will have to be closely managed for the balance of 2014, as we 


deliver on our existing/legacy commitments, and continue to develop new revenue streams.  


 


While there will be a period of transition, the proposed HR structure will continue to map essential tasks 


to available talent within a flexible structure (grid), and relying initially on part-time contracts.  Levels of 


responsibility and compensation will be based on experience, capabilities, availability and the assigned 


tasks.  The issue of contract vs employee status needs to be explored carefully, with an emphasis on 


reducing our organizational risk over time.   


 


The current Salary Wage Envelop (SWE) for 2014 is just over $280K or 5.0 Full-time Equivalents (FTE) - 


substantially reduced from previous years with AAMS.  Ideally the organization will move over time 


towards a SWE of $300-350K and 6.5 FTE, adjusting as required to meet changing lines of business.  


Ideally ADRIA will also have a Calgary presence.  For the current transition, and for planning purposes, 


the proposed 2015 Organizational structure is 5.2 FTE ($290K).  Key elements include: 


 A more full-time presence for the ED 


 Stable membership and education services (likely moving to employee status) 


 Continued CAMVAP Provincial Administrator (full-time employee) 


 Director, Professional Development (part-time) 


 Manager, Communications & Designations (NEW, part-time, as soon as practical) 


 


  Exec Dir Mgr Coord  Asst Unspecified Notes  


          


2013/2014        Approved  


ED (3) C 50      ED  


EA (4-5) C      38.4 EA  


Mbr Svcs (3.5) C  *    40 Director  


Prof Dev (3.5) C   *   40 Manager  


Desig (3.5) C      40 Used for Misc.  


CAMVAP (5)  E      49.3 Prov. Admin  


Finance (a/r) C      23.1 Contractor  


TOTAL       280.8 5.0 FTE  


          


2015 Planning        Strawman  


ED (4) C 67.2      ED  


Mbrship (4) ?    38.4   Coordinator  


Prof. Dev (3.5) ?  42.9     Director  


Education (5) ?     37  Assistant  


Desig/Com (3) C*   32.4    Manager  


CAMVAP (5)  E      49.3 Prov. Admin  


Finance (a/r) C      23.1 Contractor  


TOTAL       290.3 5.2 FTE  







AGM & Conference                  22/23 May 2014 
 


The 2014 AGM and Conference are only seven (7) weeks away.  Development and finalization of the 


Conference schedule was exceedingly late and, as a consequence, the local committee work has been 


minimal.  Registrations have only just opened, and the numbers are understandably low at this point.   


Sponsorship letters are being issued, and the Red Deer committee will be seeking local sponsors.  Any 


potential sponsorship leads that the Board can suggest are greatly appreciated.  Newsletters and weekly 


e-mails from now until mid-May will encourage ADRIA members to register for the conference.  It is 


essential that Board and Committee members plan to attend, AND plan to promote and/or bring others.  


 


AGM planning for 2015 must begin in June of this year, with an initial search for collaborative partners. 


 


 


Directory of Arbitrators, Mediators and ADR Professionals 
 


The on-line Directory application is in development, and should be launched by summer.  While this 


project will represent an investment cost to ADRIA (hopefully revenue neutral for 2014), it should 


generate long-term positive revenues for 2015 and beyond.   All indications are that the product will be 


a significant improvement over what’s currently provided by ADRIC (ADR Connect) and other Regional 


Affiliates.  There exists the potential to sell the finished product to other regions, or to ADRIC for 


national implementation. 


 


 


 


 





